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CHAPTER I 

THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

Rationale

In the late 1980s I began working in the community as a psychiatric-mental 

health nurse. I provided psychotherapy for persons with the Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus and Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS) 

and their significant others. In my work, I discovered that I knew little about many 

aspects of them lives. In some of the apartments I entered I noticed ornate altars 

with statues and burning candles. At a few homes food and water were placed in 

various comers of the rooms. I wondered about these offerings that seemed to be 

spiritual or religious acts. The manner m which clients tended to food offerings and 

cared for altars intrigued me. Most clients didn’t volunteer any information about 

their religious or spiritual beliefs.

One client who did offer information was a woman who had a decorated 

stick behind her door and a black doll, dressed in gingham, sitting on a chest of 

drawers. This woman gave me a small laminated picture of a dark haired deity 

named Yemaya. The back of the picture had writing that proclaimed the woman m 

the picture as the goddess of the ocean, of mothering, and nurturing. There was a 

prayer on it asking Yemaya to aid the supplicant to overcome illness and suffering.
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It also asked that a mantle of protection be placed on the supplicant’s shoulders.

This same client mentioned that her HIV was a “test” she was undergoing 

that would eventually prove her ability to be a Santera. A Santera I learned is a 

priestess in the religion ofSanteria. Other clients demonstrated that their religion 

and spirituality influenced the way they lived a great deal. Thus, I became 

interested m exploring the impact religion and spirituality had on then lives. 

Religion and spirituality seemed to provide something "more” that persons with 

HIV/AIDS could rely on when things sometimes seemed very sad and hopeless.

Santeria has been described as an Afro-Cuban earth religion that has its 

roots in nature and the natural forces where African Yoruba deities are syncretized 

or blended with Catholic saints for worship (Gonzalez-Wippler, 1994a). Santeria 

takes a unique stance toward the meaning of disease. In its practice, there is the 

belief that health is dependent to a great degree on a person's spiritual level. Rivera 

(1992a), a Santero who works with people with AIDS in the community, states, 

“In the case of AIDS, we are dealing with a physical problem. Santeria/spiritualism 

can help to mend or cure the inner spirit by putting you in touch with it. For 

instance, by practicing meditation and finding your spiritual guides who protect 

you, you can find relief from your anxiety” (p. 20). The richness of religious and 

spiritual succor in Santeria is one that may be illuminating for nurses and other 

health practitioners. With knowledge ofSanteria, health practitioners should have 

the increased ability to provide clients who are devotees of this religion with 

appropriate health assessment, treatment, and evaluation.
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Many people of color practice Santeria. These people are 

disproportionately represented in the numbers of persons with HIV/AIDS (Herek 

& Capitano, 1993; Herek & Ghmt, 1988; Scafla & Davis, 1990). Stigmatizing 

reactions have been prevalent during the last two decades of the AIDS epidemic 

(Herek & Capitano, 1993; Kemppainen, 2001; McCormick et al., 2001). 

Identification of HIV/AIDS as a fetal disease and the identification of HIV/AIDS 

with persons and groups that are already marginalized result hi a dual stigma 

(Eliason, 1993; Herek & Ghmt, 1988).

Stigma and the belief that they are misunderstood by the Western health 

system may deter people of certain minority groups from seeking medical care. 

Several of the groups utilize methods of healing that include herbs, poultices, and 

ritual (Cole & Slocumb, 1993; Martin, Rissmiller, & Beal, 199S; Pasquali, 1994; 

Suarez, Rafiaelli, & O’Leary, 1996). Some of these groups also have long-held 

health beliefs that illness results from sorcery, revenge by others, or as a 

punishment from God for evil acts they feel they have committed (Berthold, 1989; 

Pasquali, 1994; Suarez et al., 1996; Weiss, 1992). Therefore, some people who 

have HIV/AIDS may avoid Western health care because they believe they might be 

humiliated and rejected by health care providers and also by family and friends 

(Martin et al., 1995).

Health care professionals are becoming increasingly aware of the cultural 

needs of minority populations in order to provide culturally competent care (Scafla 

& Davis, 1990). Historically, health care workers have not always been open to the
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diversity o f their clients (Martin et al., 1995; Spector, 1996). Caring for persons in 

varying phases of health from a physical perspective alone may result in 

misunderstanding of the client and lead to limitations of healing in a holistic 

context (Carson, 1993; McCormick et aL, 2001; O’Neill & Kenny, 1998). Clients’ 

perceptions of their health and health care needs are instrumental to health 

providers. Although workers in various traditional health care settings may initially 

be skeptical about rituals and alternative medicine, they may, upon learning some 

of the religious and spiritual beliefs and practices of others, provide more culturally 

sensitive care (Martin et al., 1995; Pasquali, 1994).

Several studies have illuminated the fact that many sick people want their 

physicians to be knowledgeable about their religious beliefs (Daaleman & Nease, 

1994; King & Bushwick, 1994; Princeton Religious Research Center, 1993). 

Despite this, King and Bushwick (1994) state that physicians rarely ask their 

clients about religious beliefs. Several religious and spiritual health assessment 

instruments have been created (Elkins, Hedstrom, Hughes, Leaf, & Saunders, 

1988; Kehoe & Gutheil, 1994; Maugans, 19%; Reed, 1987). However, research 

methodologies that rely primarily on closed-ended questions may not allow the full 

emergence of data that is requisite in understanding and appreciating the richness 

o f an individual and his or her environment.

There is some literature that focuses on the relation of health and the 

practices o f certain religions (Kirby, 1993; Levin, 1994). Some researchers have 

dealt specifically with Santeria (Fernandez, 1986; Harwood, 1977; Pasquali, 1994;
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Suarez et al., 1996). However, in ray review of the literature I found no in-depth
i

qualitative study of the practice of Santeria in the HIV/AIDS population.

Research Question

From the vantage point of the participant and my observations, my overall 

research question was: What are the experiences of persons with HIV/AIDS who 

are practitioners of Santeria?

Areas of inquiry related to the above question that I explored with the 

participants included the following:

1. How do persons with HIV/AIDS manage living with their disease?

2. What role does the religion ofSanteria play in the experience of persons 

with HIV/AIDS?

3. What has been the experience of these persons with traditional 

health care providers?

Qualitative research methods were imminently suitable for this study of 

persons with HIV/AIDS who practice Santeria. These methods allowed for the 

multiple and shifting realities of the participants and viewed meaning as shaped 

between the participants and me during the research process (Ely, AnzuL, 

Friedman, Gamer, & Steinmetz, 1991). I documented the experience of the 

participants in a "whole" manner as told by them and as observed by myself in the 

natural setting. Consistent with qualitative research methods additional research 

questions and foci emerged during the conduction of the study.
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CHAPTER D 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Historical Overview ofSanteria

Santeria originated from the African Yoruba religious tradition. From the 

fifteenth to the nineteenth centuries there was an emigration of the Yoruba people 

from Nigeria to the New World and Spam, mainly as part of the slave trade 

(Karade, 1994). The original Yoruba religious tradition was modified in the areas 

in which it was practiced. For instance, m Brazil, the religion is known as 

Macumba. Variations of Macumba are known as Candomble and Giro. In Cuba, 

Santeria is well known as the Yoruba/Lukumi tradition.

Slaves who lived in places such as the Caribbean and South America 

adopted survival skills m order to practice their religion. Carbonell (1993) credits 

the clandestine behavior of the original African slaves as not only saving a culture 

but also saving a people. This same secrecy, utilized by the African people, was 

instrumental in the fight against Spanish colonialism and slavery. Initially, the 

Spanish were not interested in the primitive cultural and religious systems of the 

Africans. From the perspective of the Spaniards, this was a tradition that belonged 

to an inferior people vulnerable to slavery and exploitation. Carbonell believes the 

African tradition would have lost more of its individualism had there been more
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interest in it by the Spanish. Ever increasing numbers of persons are engaging in 

the study and practice ofSanteria today (Karade, 1994; Morales, 1996). Estimates 

vary from hundreds of thousands to millions of practitioners globally (Gonzalez* 

Wippler, 1994a). Many practitioners ofSanteria are also involved in the Catholic 

religion.

In order to practice their religious traditions, transported Africans 

symbolically represented their orishas, their deities, in statues that were familiar to 

the Catholic tradition (Gonzalez-Wippler, 1982; Karade, 1994). Many of these 

statues of saints were visible to those who came near the places of worship, 

including slave owners who would not allow the captured slaves to engage in 

many cultural and religious activities that were mtrinsic to their identity. In 

actuality, the statues represented Yoruba deities. In Santeria, each orisha is an 

emanation of the omnipotent higher power known as Olodumare (Karade, 1994). 

An example is the statue of Saint Barbara, who represents Chango, the orisha of 

fire, thunder, and lightening. The attributes of Chango include masculinity, 

drumming music, a warlike spirit, and protectiveness (Karade, 1994). Another of 

the seven major orishas is Oya. She is known as the guardian of the cemetery and 

is a female warrior. Attributes of Oyd include hurricanes, storms, death, and 

progression. She is also known as the winds of change. Oya is syncretized as Our 

Lady of Candelaria and also as Saint Teresa (Gonzalez-Wippler, 1994a). There are 

detailed legends that depict each of the lives of the orishas (Gonzalez-Wippler,
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1994b). I have presented a table that describes the attributes of the orishas that 

were derived from the participant interviews and my observations (see Table I).

Table 1

Description of Orishas

Orisha Saint Presides over Color Symbol

Ellegu* St. Anthony Crossroads, 
junctures in life, fete

Red and Black Cement or 
clay head with 
eyes and mouth 
of cowry shells

Obotal* Our Lady of 
Mercy

Health, sobriety, 
white materials

White Horsetail with 
handle

Changd St. Barbara Lightening, power, 
masculinity

Red and white Double-edged
axe

Yetnayi Our Lady of 
Regia

Motherhood, oceans Blue and white Seashells, coral

Oshun Our Lady of 
Charity

Love, marriage, 
femininity, rivers

White and 
yellow

Fans, mirrors

Oya St. Teresa, 
Our Lady of 
La Candelaria

Cemeteries, death, 
thunder

Maroon and 
white

Horsetail

There are several stages of initiation into the religion ofSanteria. The 

practitioners receive the ellekes, necklaces, which protect the initiates. They also 

receive the guerreros, the orishas that are the warriors, which help the initiates to 

fight human battles and guide the practitioners. A Babalawo, who is a high priest, 

initiates devotees ofSanteria into the mysteries of particular orishas after 

divination. Divination is the mystical act of communing with the orishas to receive 

information (Karade, 1994). Divination may be done prior to the birth of a child.
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The orishas take on the role of guardian angels and assist in spiritual 

development (Karade, 1994). Although, Gonzalez-Wippler (1994a) states that the 

orishas are representative of an archetype that resembles the behaviors of the 

devotee, Karade (1994) negates this theory. Canizares (1993) discusses this theory 

in light of Carl Jung’s (19S9) work on archetypes as representative of the 

collective unconscious. He states that although he disagrees with the use of this 

theory in Santeria, it may facilitate an understanding of the orishas for people who 

are not familiar with the African Yoruba tradition.

Devotees are welcomed into the religious community by their Padrmos 

(Godparents) and other practitioners from a particular house or center. These 

people serve as extended families and teachers for the practitioners of the religion. 

For people who are 31, interconnectedness with a spiritual or religious community 

has been regarded as having a positive effect for healing (Harrington, 1995). This 

interconnectedness includes forming bonds and being in touch with a community 

(Burkhardt, 1989; Reed, 1992; Smith, 1994).

Garcia (1979) describes one of the functions ofSanteria as providing a 

supporting atmosphere of cohesive individuals. Garcia believes that a devotee of 

Santeria may attain a sense of power over tormenting spirits as well as over one's 

enemies that may result in allaying anxieties. The sessions and events may provide 

believers with opportunities in which to act out aggression and sexual behavior 

resulting m coping according to Garcia. Individuals may be hopeful as they receive
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valid reasons for their suffering as well as appropriate and effective ways of 

alleviating suffering and misfortune.

In Santeria, there are mediums that become communicators for the orishas 

and give messages that should be heeded by intended receivers. Some of these 

messages may be advice about matters in love, relationships, and healing measures. 

When an orisha descends into the physical being of a Santera, Santera, or a 

believer it may be called possession or being mounted (Gonzalez-Wippler, 1994a). 

The person who is mounted becomes infused with the energy of the orisha. 

Gonzalez-Wippler states the ability to communicate with an orisha face to face 

"reminds us that somehow God is near, that He cares, that we are not alone"

(p. 16).

Some people who are involved in Santeria practice spiritism, espiritismo. 

This movement, led by Allan Kardec, became popular in Europe in the mid

nineteenth century (Koss, 1986). Spiritism is also known as Mesa Blanca or white 

table. The belief system in spiritism incorporates the ideology that souls are 

reincarnated several times. Each lifetime is devoted to working for a cause that will 

eventually lead the practitioner to a higher spiritual status. As in Santeria, mediums 

also speak for the dead. Although I focused on persons who are practitioners of 

Santeria for this particular study, the reader should be aware that four of the five 

participants discussed their practice of spiritism with Santeria. This variation is 

known as Santerismo.
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SpmtuaKtv and Religion in People Living with HIV/AIDS

People with HIV/AIDS have a myriad of needs that must be met in order 

to cope with the illnesses they encounter. "Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 

(AIDS) is a specific group of diseases or conditions which are indicative of severe 

immunosuppression related to infection with the human immunodeficiency virus 

(HIV)" (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1997, p. 2). At the end of 

1999, there were approximately 317,000 persons living with AIDS in the United 

States (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2000). Cumulatively, over 

750,000 people have been reported to the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention with diagnoses of AIDS across the nation (Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention, 1997). The largest groups of people diagnosed as having 

HTV/AIDS have been men who have sex with other men and injecting drug users. 

Recipients of blood and blood products, hemophiliacs and those with blood 

disorders are also included as people who are at high risk for infection. Estimated 

exposure to HTV/AIDS for each of these groups has varied with a trend toward 

stability or decrease, except for women and men engaged in heterosexual activity, 

which has risen dramatically in the years 1991 through 1996 (Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, 1997).

Current increased survival rates of people living with HIV/AIDS may be 

attributed to available antiretroviral therapies and medical treatments for 

opportunistic infections. Meaning, purpose, and hope are integral to the ability of 

these people to manage effectively living with AIDS (Presti, 1990). Healing in a
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holistic maimer is possible if mind, body, soul, and spirit are attended to and not 

neglected.

Religion refers to faith, beliefs, and practices that nurture a relationship 

with a superior being, force, or power (Emblen, 1992). “Religious traditions can 

serve as an important source of guidance, order, purpose, understanding, meaning 

and hope” (Grodin, 1993, p. 903). Some researchers have suggested that people’s 

religious attitudes, beliefs, and practices are related to their health (Astedt-Kurki, 

1995; Ellison, 1995; Kark, Carmel, Smnreich, Goldberger, & Fredlander, 1996). 

The understanding of religion and its impact on health is important for a broad 

perspective of a population’s health care needs. A patient’s religion may direct her 

or his social, moral, and dietary modes that should be adhered to during illness 

(McQuay, 1987; Miller, 1995). The support derived from a religious network has 

been associated with various symptomatology exhibited by ill persons (Kark et al., 

1996; Levin, 1994; Schuler, Gelberg, & Brown, 1994). Carson (1993) suggests 

that nurses broaden their understanding of their clients' religion and culture in 

order to better understand their perspectives so as to better serve them.

"Spirituality involves the sense of a presence higher than human" 

(Nightingale cited m Macrae, 1995, p. 8). It is "the divine intelligence that creates, 

sustains, and organizes the universe" (Macrae, 1995, p. 8). Nurses have cared for 

people's health needs in all phases of the life and death cycle since the inception of 

nursing. For more than a decade, nurses have addressed the spiritual perspective in 

practice, research, and education (Granstrom, 1985; Harrington, 1995; O’Neill &
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Kenny, 1998; Reed, 1987; Sowell et al., 2000). "Spirituality is intrinsic to human 

nature and is our deepest and most potent resource for healing," according to 

Florence Nightingale (Macrae, 1995, p. 8). Purpose, direction, insight, and 

understanding of illness result from our knowledge of an inner connection with 

higher reality (Macrae, 1995, p. 8). Health and healing are enhanced if the spiritual 

domain of the unique individual and environment is appreciated and understood 

(Coleman ft Holzemer, 1999; Fryback f t Reinert, 1999).

Belcher, Dettmore, and Holzemer (1989) researched spirituality and a 

sense of well-being in persons with AIDS utilizing a qualitative approach. Thirty- 

five participants were interviewed about their individual definitions of spirituality, 

their experiences as persons living with the disease, about their perceived support 

systems, and what they sensed were expectations from their health care workers.

Themes that emerged from the analysis of the audiotaped interviews were 

connectedness with self others, higher being, a transcendent aspect, inner peace, 

contact in formalized religious activities, and in activities such as reading spiritual 

literature, praying, and visualization. Responses to the question of what it is like 

living with AIDS ranged from extremely difficult, to declaring one’s self as being 

more than just a disease. Most of the interviewees described lovers, families, and 

friends as supportive. Interestingly, there was no mention of clergy in the analysis. 

Health care providers were depicted as most helpful when they offered respect, a 

nonjudgmental attitude, and time and space for dealing with feelings.
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Carson and Green (1992) explored the relationship between spiritual well

being and hardiness in people living with HIV/AIDS. The researchers utilized a 

theoretical framework based on Victor Frankfs (1963) seminal work derived from 

his personal experience while being held as a prisoner in a Jewish concentration 

camp during World War n. Frankl’s experience led to the development of 

logotherapy. Logotherapy assists individuals to find meaning in their own lives that 

is essential to survival. According to Carson and Green the element of meaning is 

inherent in both spiritual well-being and hardiness.

The sample of 100 men and women filled out the Spiritual Well-being Scale 

(SWB) (Ellison & Paloutzian, 1982), the Personal Views Survey (PVS) (Hardiness 

Institute Inc., 1985), and a demographic data survey. Analysis included a Pearson 

product correlation coefficient and multiple regression techniques. Results 

demonstrated a significant relation between spiritual well-being and hardiness 

(multiple_R = .4165, p < .001) as well as between the existential component of 

spiritual well-being and hardiness (multiple R = .5047, p < .001). Carson and 

Green found that participants who were well spiritually and had found meaning 

and purpose in their lives were hardier than those participants who had not.

Carson and Green support the idea that spiritual well-being can be 

developed in therapeutic relationships as clients leam about meaning and purpose. 

Activities that could help foster a sense of spirituality and hardiness were prayer, 

meditation, imagery, and visualization- Exercise, vitamins, use of support groups, 

and participation in AIDS-related activities were also reportedly useful.
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Involvement in self-care, taking responsibility for the self and the importance of 

finding meaning were discussed as important education issues for the person living 

with HIV/AIDS. Families, friends, teachers, politicians, health care providers, and 

representatives from various faith traditions were reportedly influential in the lives 

of the participants.

Kendall (1994) extended previous grounded theory on the phenomena of 

people with HTV/AIDS who do well and also generated new theory on how human 

relationships influence responses of wellness by people faced with life-threatening 

illnesses. Twenty-nine homosexual men, in varying stages of HIV Alness, were 

interviewed about their experiences with relationships and how they influenced 

their perceptions of well-being, their thoughts on wellness, and what contributed to 

this sense of well-being. Questions posed to the participants during follow-up 

interviews included: How had being gay influenced how they related to people or 

to their definitions of wellness? How had their ideas regarding wellness changed 

since first learning they were HIV positive? How had their physical status 

influenced relationships with others? What was the connection between how they 

perceived their ability to be well and the physical symptoms currently or previously 

experienced? Grounded theory as described by Glaser and Strauss (1967) was 

applied to interviews and transcripts.

According to Kendall, wellness spirituality evolved as the core process in 

the conceptual framework of this study. The construct explains that wellness, 

defined as a spiritual process, includes the elements ofhuman connectedness,
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meaning, and self-acceptance. This process involves the development of an 

appreciation and understanding of one’s life, fulfillment of purpose, and the 

building of meaningful relations with others. Experiencing emotional intimacy, 

having meaning in life, and a level of self-understanding, as well as inner peace, 

help to achieve wellness spirituality.

Martin, Rissmiller, and Beal (1995) completed a qualitative study that 

identified some of the health-illness beliefs and practices of nine Haitians who were 

living with HIV/AIDS in Boston. The participants were initially questioned about 

when they were diagnosed with HIV, how they believed they contracted the virus, 

and if they still believed at the time of the study that this was the mode of 

transmission.

One identified theme in the data was the incorporation of traditional health- 

illness beliefs into clients' beliefs about their HIV disease. There were several 

varying reasons for HIV transmission according to the participants. While two 

were unaware ofhow they contracted the virus, three were certain of sexual 

transmission. One individual believed God had sent the virus as a punishment. 

Another participant believed the cause was either black magic or sorcery. 

Environmental influences such as cold and wind were other reasons for contracting 

the virus according to some of the participants.

The researchers also found spirituality as a consistent theme throughout the 

data. A strong belief in God and religious institution were cited as essential to the 

participants living with their disease. Another theme elicited from analysis of the
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data was the need to hide the disease from themselves and others. The reason for 

this was the experience of rejection, humiliation, and isolation the participants 

received from family and friends who were aware of their disease process. This is 

consistent with the literature on HIV/AIDS (Eliason, 1993; Herek & Capitano, 

1993; Herek & Glunt, 1988).

The participants reported having (united contact with physicians for various 

reasons. In Haiti, there was a low ratio of doctors to the population. Issues of 

immigration, economic status, education, and access to folk medicines and healers 

were important to their decision making on treatments offered by physicians in the 

United States. Sessions with folk healers and involvement in rituals and ceremonies 

for their health were reportedly used in conjunction with the medical treatment 

afforded at clinics and hospitals. Negotiation of health treatment and space in 

which the client could feel free to practice spiritual beliefs and practices were also 

found to be important aspects of health care treatment for the person living with 

HIV disease.

While the previous research focused on the perspectives of persons living 

with HIV/AIDS, the following study demonstrates the importance of nurses' 

perspectives on caring for people diagnosed with HIV/AIDS. Utilizing a . 

descriptive correlational design Sherman (1996) researched nurses' willingness to 

care for AIDS patients and spirituality, social support, and death anxiety. Sherman 

studied 220 female registered nurses who cared for hospitalized adult persons with 

AIDS. Upon consent, the participants self-administered test questionnaire booklets
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that included the following: The Willingness to Care for AIDS Patients Instrument 

(WCAPI) (Barrick, 1986), Spiritual Orientation Inventory (SOI) (Elkins et al., 

1988), Personal Resource Questionnaire-85 (PRQ-85) (Brandt & Weinert, 1987), 

and Templer Death Anxiety Scale (TDAS) (Templer, 1970).

Utilizing a Pearson product-moment correlation, a statistically significant 

correlation was found between spirituality and nurses’ willingness to care for 

patients with AIDS (r=-.24, p < .001). Therefore, the results demonstrated that 

the first hypothesis was supported. Sherman's second hypothesis predicting a 

positive relation between perceived social support and nurses' willingness to care 

for patients with AIDS independent of spirituality and death anxiety was also 

supported. A Pearson product-moment correlation indicated a statistically 

significant relationship (r = .245, p < .001) between perceived social support and 

nurses' willingness to care. The third hypothesis predicting a negative relationship 

between death anxiety and nurses’ willingness to care was also supported. A 

Pearson product-moment correlation indicated a statistically significant relation 

(r = .23, p < .001) between death anxiety and nurses' willingness to care for 

people with AIDS.

Sherman concluded that the relation between spirituality and nurses' 

willingness to care for AIDS patients might be related to nurses' personal values 

and beliefs as expressed by spirituality and also their professional identity and role 

expectations. She asserted a profile of low death anxiety, heightened spirituality, 

and a greater willingness to care may be a profile of nurses who knowingly
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participate in change by actualizing their nursing potential and accepting social 

responsibility of caring for persons living with AIDS.

Health and Santeria

An ethnographic study by Harwood (1977) focused on Puerto Ricans who 

were practitioners of Santera, spiritism, and their experiences with mental-heahh 

community resources in New York City. Methodology included participant 

observation and informal interviews in addition to analysis of documents pertaining 

to the research area. The researchers' introspective reflections on the experience 

were also analyzed. Observations and interviews took place in the participants' 

homes.

As a result of analysis, Harwood advocated closer relationships between 

the practitioners of Santeria and Mesa Blanca and the professional health care 

provider. He found the probable higher incidence of noncompliance with 

recommended health treatments could probably be lessened by communication of 

all individuals described. Although attending formal psychiatric networks in the 

community may be more stigmatizing than visiting mediums, the people with the 

most severe and persistent mental illness benefited most by psychiatric care. In 

contrast, persons with family stressors, coping, and adjustment reactions were 

noted to do better with a familiar Santero, Santera, or spiritist. Working in one’s 

cultural context was paramount in the mental health treatment of individuals.
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Fernandez (1986) researched the effects of belief in Santeria and spiritism 

on the practice of psychiatric clinicians diagnosing Puerto Rican clients. The 

cultural and religious belief systems sometimes encouraged behaviors that might 

appear to be schizophrenic in pathology. The behaviors described included 

auditory and visual hallucinations, paranoia, and other psychotic manifestations.

One hundred thirty-eight psychiatrists and psychologists in four city 

hospitals were questioned regarding their knowledge of Santeria and spiritism. AH 

of the participants were given a diagnostic questionnaire, a demographic data 

sheet, and a checklist designed to measure knowledge of spiritism and Santeria. 

The participants were randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. The 

experimental group was asked to read the original version of a Menninger case 

description of a mixed neurotic client taken from the Health-Sickness Rating Scale 

(HSRS) (Luborsky, 1975). The HSRS is used to determine the severity of illness 

and diagnosis by comparing psychiatric patients to different points on the scale that 

ranges from neurotic to psychotic.

The control group was given an adapted version of the Menninger case 

description, known as "A case of spiritism," to determine if diagnostic impressions 

of the case description with cultural cues were found to elicit more pathological 

diagnoses from the mental-health clinicians. The cultural cues included Puerto 

Rican ethnicity, "forces" compelling the client to react, warnings from "guides" 

being of little help, being at the insistence of "protectors," and being constantly 

preoccupied with fear of envy from others.
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The researcher, to determine if a change in diagnosis would occur as a 

result of acquiring some knowledge of the belief systems, created a historical 

statement on spiritism and Santeria. Half of the participants were given this 

statement. The other half of the participants was given a statistical statement about 

the client population at one of the hospitals. This statement was created to serve as 

a neutral intervention. After reading this statement, the participants were asked to 

answer ten questions regarding their initial diagnoses.

Analysis of the Santeria and spiritism checklist revealed that 97% of the 

participants had little or no knowledge of the belief systems. Analysis of the HSRS 

determined the hypothesis that the adapted version of the Menninger study would 

be diagnosed as more pathological was confirmed. According to Fernandez, this 

result was probably due to the specific cues of the described psychotic features 

rather than the description of the ethnicity of the woman portrayed in the case 

study. When questioned about doubts or questions about their diagnoses, the 

clinicians, in the control group, who had obtained the adapted version, expressed 

more doubt about their diagnoses (87%) to 67% of those who read the original 

version.

Of those participants who read the adapted version, 85% did not elect to 

change their diagnosis, 15% were uncertain and none elected to change their 

diagnoses. Fifty percent of the clinicians who read the historical statement on 

Santeria and spiritism did not elect to change their diagnosis, 34% were uncertain, 

and 16% chose to change their diagnosis. The hypothesis that clinicians would
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spiritism and Santeria was weakly supported.

Since ethnicity did not factor m significantly, Fernandez suggested a 

replication study, utilizing a third adapted version of the Menninger case study, 

focusing on ethnic difference would be useful. Cultural and religious criteria are 

important to the differential diagnosing o f a client with a potential mental illness 

(American Psychiatric Association, 1994; Lukoff, Lu, & Turner, 1992). At the 

time of this study there was no inclusion of cultural or religious phenomena in the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-III-R (DSM-HLR) 

(American Psychiatric Association, 1987) as is current^ addressed m the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-IV (DSM-IV) (American 

Psychiatric Association, 1994).

Weiss (1992) identified support networks of 15 Dominican migrant women 

m New York with major psychiatric disorders. The manner in which households 

organized to accommodate people with severe and persistent mental illness was 

also examined.

The female participants had all been hospitalized, psychiatrically, at least 

twice. The methodology of the study included participant observation, semi

structured interviews, and structured instruments that measured each person's 

personal network and level of functioning. Follow-up visits and calls were made to 

13 of the participants to determine outcomes and their own sense of recovery.
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The participants filled out a Social Support Questionnaire. Twelve percent 

found the church as helpful for spiritual and social problems. Ten to twelve percent 

found either no or little help from the church. No reliability or validity was 

reported on the Social Support Questionnaire.

Analysis of the data demonstrated heaters were sometimes consulted when 

patients were unable to leave their homes for various reasons, yet were not in need 

of hospitalization according to the families. The clients were described as 

developing spiritualty and as being vulnerable to the evil intent of others. Healers 

offered some hope of recovery and attached no stigma to mental illness. Although 

mental-health workers were at times entirety unaware of pluralistic health care, 

they generally believed the clients consulted with healers although the clients and 

their families denied it.

Neither heaters nor mental-heahh services objected to patient affiliations 

with religion. Clergy, some mental-heahh workers, and some family members 

approved of mental-heahh services but opposed certain folk healing practices. The 

clinician sometimes described certain behaviors as noncompliant or resistant. This 

description held whether choices made affected the clients in a positive or negative 

manner. Clients were encouraged to seek appropriate health treatment in the 

hospital and clinic setting by the heaters. Contacts with heaters either preserved or 

restored for family members an otherwise limited measurement o f centrality, 

dignity, and control in the healing process.
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The preceding research focused on Santeria in view of mental illness. An 

ethnographic study by Pasquali (1994) explored the role of Santeria in the 

orientation o f300 Cuban practitioners and their social networks towards health 

and illness. The conceptual framework utilized by Pasquali was that "an 

understanding of the role of Santeria in this population toward health and health 

care has value to nurses because it provides a link between people’s perceptions of 

health and illness and the health care interventions they find meaningful and 

acceptable" (p. 382).

The research methods employed by Pasquali were participant observation, 

informal associations, life history, and genealogies. Guided interviews and 

individual case studies were also utilized. The researcher did not discuss data 

gathering or the analytical process in depth.

It was concluded by Pasquali that Santeria "was a way of viewing, 

explaining, and controlling health and illness m a context that integrates mind, 

body, and spirit" (p. 389). Pasquali also asserts the potential for under use and 

resistance to health care services is strong when the devotees of Santeria believe 

the health care provider is not knowledgeable about cultural and religious 

practices.

Conclusion

The related literature review demonstrates that health professionals' 

cultural and religious awareness is necessary if they are to offer appropriate
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medical treatment and care (Harwood, 1977; Martin et al., 1995; Pasquali, 1994). 

Diverse groups of people utilize folk healers, Santeros, and Santeras in their self- 

care during health and illness (Fernandez, 1986; Harwood, 1977; Martin et al., 

1995; Suarez et aL, 1996; Weiss, 1992). A lack of understanding of cultural and 

religious aspects of people living with illness has often led to misdiagnosis, 

perceived patient noncompliance, and resistance to medical treatment by the health 

professional and client perception of stigmatization from health professionals 

(Fernandez, 1986; Harwood, 1977; Pasquali, 1994; Weiss, 1992). Nurses' 

willingness to provide care for client's living with HIV/AIDS has been correlated 

with their own sense of spirituality, social support, and ability to manage their 

feelings regarding death (Sherman, 1996). Activities such as praying, attending 

religious activities, connection with others, and a higher power have been found to 

have influenced people's ability to find meaning and purpose in life (Carson & 

Green, 1992; Kendall, 1994). Awareness by health providers of the many aspects 

of clients' lives is instrumental to promotion of wellness in the cycles of life and 

death.
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CHAPTER m  

THE METHOD

The No. 4 Train

Moving, moving, fist forward 
More to come 

Listening attentively to 
The process

Being myself and listening 
The process of 

Being attentive to myself

Playback, playback, record 
Stop, question, stop 
Listening, listening 

To go where I am to go 
Where you take me 
Here in the moment 

Pause...

In the introduction I stated that qualitative research methods were most 

suited to carry out this study. I conducted this research through intensive 

interviewing and participant observation. This allowed me to enter the world of the 

participants and collect data in an open-ended manner (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). 

Although I began with general areas that I planned to explore with the participants, 

questions were evoked from the context that the participant and I shared.
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Selection of Participants

I employed purposeful sampling when selecting the participants for the 

research. To gam access to the population I contacted gatekeepers who practice 

Santeria and who had demonstrated a willingness to discuss their own beliefs about 

the religion. One of the gatekeepers was a Santero I’d heard speak about Santeria 

during a workshop in a public forum. Through a friend, I’d received the telephone 

number of another Santero who became a gatekeeper. I also communicated 

verbally with personal friends who are medical practitioners who knew of potential 

contacts. These gatekeepers assisted me in the networking necessary to obtain 

appropriate and interested participants for this study.

As an outsider to the religion of Santeria I felt I had to be trusted enough 

by the participants in order for them to be open about their health and spiritual 

beliefs. The two Santeros I spoke with were especially rigorous in their interviews 

with me prior to consenting to act as gatekeepers. They questioned my interest, my 

intent, and the methods I would employ to complete the study. My integrity was a 

primary concern for the gatekeepers. Through discussion about my study with the 

gatekeepers I believe I established my sincere interest, trustworthiness, and respect 

for the people I planned to study. I gave these gatekeepers my telephone number, 

which they then gave to potential participants.

Five people living with HIV/AIDS who are practitioners of Santeria agreed 

to participate in the study (see Appendix A for an explanation of the research 

project and Appendix B for the consent form). A fuller description of each
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participant is provided in Chapter IV. The participants inchided two men and three 

women over the age of 18 who had been diagnosed as either being HIV positive or 

as having AIDS. Marie, Luz, Maritza, and Tania had all been initiated into the 

religion of Santeria and had practiced for varying amounts of time. Ray is the 

exception who was preparing to be initiated into the religion at the time of the 

interviews.

All of the participants were fluent in English and each provided an 

informed consent. Four of the participants spoke Spanish during the interviews for 

brief intermittent periods. I am fluent in both English and Spanish and easily 

understood the participants. A bilingual Spanish-English speaking peer translated 

the Spanish words into English. A second bilingual Spanish-English translator 

independently reverted the words to Spanish. I agreed with the outcomes and 

translated the words back to English. This double translation approach is an 

acceptable method of translation according to Marin and Marin (1991). I have 

included a glossary of terms for the reader (see Appendix C).

Each potential participant contacted me by telephone. During the initial 

phone calls I provided each participant with an explanation of the study (see 

Appendix A). I answered general questions the participants had about the study. 

All of the participants agreed to participate in the research during the initial phone 

calls. Each of the participants was in contact with me on an individual basis. Each 

participant interview, transcription of data, and initial data analysis were completed 

prior to my beginning the process with the next participant. All of the participants
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chose to meet with me at their homes during times that were convenient for them. 

Upon meeting each of the potential participants I read the explanation of the study 

immediately after introductions. The consent forms (see Appendix B) were then 

signed before beginning the audiotaped interviews. Each participant was given a 

copy of the consent form.

In my writing, including data collection, all of the participants were given 

pseudonyms. Personally, I had no connection with anyone named with the 

pseudonyms I chose for this study. These pseudonyms were used to identify 

participants in tape-recorded interviews, field notes, and transcriptions. I have not 

disclosed identifying information regarding institutions, bo tankas, or areas where 

ceremonial events are held. I assured the participants that they would not be 

identifiable in the final product. All information, including field logs, analytk 

memos, and tapes, was and remains secured in a locked file cabinet in my home. 

The participants were aware they could listen to their own tapes during the course 

of the study if they wished. None asked to review their tapes. The people who had 

access to any of the data were members of my qualitative support group, faculty 

advisors, and for a brief period, a hired typist.

Data Collection

Intensive Interviewing

Intensive interviewing is a dialogue with partkipants in order to obtain the 

complex details of their experience (Lofland & Lofland, 1995). By interviewing I
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gathered data in the participants' own words so I could "develop insights on how 

the participants interpreted] some piece of their world" (Bogdan & BDden, 1992, 

p. 96).

I believed it would be important for me to assist the participants to respond 

as informants in this study (Spradley, 1979). I planned to develop rapport with 

each participant. If I attempted too quickly to probe for detailed information I 

thought the participant may not cooperate with my study. Upon beginning the 

interviews in the participants’ homes I found that each was prepared to respond 

immediately. They spoke about living with HIV/AIDS as practitioners of Santeria 

in open and in-depth manners.

Initially, broad areas of the topic were addressed (see Appendix D for 

initial interview questions). These foci came from my study of the literature as well 

as personal experience. The areas I initially explored with the participants included 

their understanding of their religion and ways in which it may or may not influence 

how they managed their illnesses. I also questioned them about any experiences 

they may have had with health care professionals and how these experiences 

related with their religion. In addition, I asked them about experiences with 

Santeros and Santeras and how these may have affected management of their 

illnesses. Some of the interviewing skills I utilized were listening, creating 

questions, probing, and checking with each participant during the process (Ely
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et al., 1991). I interviewed the participants singly and returned to each for a second 

interview after I made initial analyses of his/her data. In qualitative research the 

sampling of people continues until the categories become saturated and consistent.

Mark, Luz, Ray, and Tania were each interviewed twice in this study. 

Maritza was interviewed three tones because of a faulty tape recording device I’d 

used during the first interview. The interviews lasted about one and a half to two 

hours. During these formal interviews I used a tape recorder, with the participants1 

permission, to have detailed recordings of their responses. I transcribed the tape 

recordings as soon as possible after each interview and they became part of my 

logs. Logs are detailed records of interviews, observations, and interactions with 

participants that are utilized for analysis. I did not take notes during these 

interviews, as the participants may have considered this practice to be intrusive and 

may have inhibited their responses. Each of the participants continued to speak for 

brief periods after each formal interview was completed although they’d agreed 

they’d wanted to end the interviews. On my way home from each interview or 

immediately upon reaching home I wrote detailed notes in a notebook I utilized 

solely for this study about what they’d said informally.

Participant Observation 

Participant observation includes intensive observing, listening, and asking 

questions (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Ely et aL, 1991; Lofland & Lofland, 1995). 

Participant observation can be done in a variety of ways and is dependent on the
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research question, the participants being observed, and the context of the study. 

The participants in this study invited me into their homes and I was able to observe 

their religious materials. Four of the participants had altars dedicated to their 

orishas, which are deities, in their living rooms. Several of the participants also had 

altars (b6 vidas) dedicated to their ancestors in various areas of their apartments. 

Each participant voluntarily showed me the hems on their altars and offered fairly 

detailed explanations about the objects.

I told each participant that if invited 1 would attend initiations, celebrations 

of orishas' birthdays, or other rituals. Luz invited me to una misa para los muertos, 

a mass for the dead, an event in the spiritist tradition in another state. Due to a lack 

of transportation at the time I was not able to attend this misa. I had also been 

invited to another misa by one of the Santeros who acted as a gatekeeper. He said 

he wanted me to experience one of these events and not only hear the words of 

others. I was also invited by a friend to attend a birthday party of a woman 

celebrating her seventh year as a daughter of Yemayd. I attended both of these 

events. I was, serendiphousty, reunited with a cousin I had not seen in twenty- 

eight years. I found out that she had been initiated as a child of Obatald five years 

ago. I subsequently spent a week with her and learned to attend to various rituals 

and prayed with her at her altar. I plan to discuss these events more fully in my 

researcher’s stance.

During observations I attempted to be as unobtrusive as possible. I did not 

tape record or take notes during my observations because such actions may have
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been considered intrusive or may have inhibited the participants from engaging in 

various activities. I may also have been distracted from fully observing the events. 

During all events I was fortunate to have Santeras who voluntarily spoke with me 

and explained the meaning of actions taken by various participants. They also 

provided me with spiritual messages that were meant especially for me.

Immediately after these observation experiences I went home and wrote 

detailed logs of what I had encountered. These detailed records included 

descriptions o f the participants, the environment, activities, and any dialogue I had 

heard. Although detailed dialogue was not remembered "word for word" I 

attempted to capture the essence of the dialogue (Ely, Vinz, Downing, & Anzul, 

1997).

Analysis

Qualitative research analysis is an in-depth, multifaceted, and layered 

process. Analyzing began prior to the actual interviews and observations. I began 

analyzing the who's, why’s, where's, and the how’s of this research process when I 

initially became interested in the lives of people living with HIV/AIDS who 

practice Santeria. This analysis helped me to sort out more specifically the topic I 

chose to study, the people I became driven in learning more about, where I would 

choose to initiate the process, and how I would complete this research.

Analysis of the data occurred simultaneously with my data collection. I 

wrote my observer's comments m the margins of my log and bracketed material in
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the log text. Bracketing is the act of separating the writing about myself the 

observer, from the participant. The bracketing and observer’s comments helped me 

to gain insight and increased my ability to reflect on the data over a period of time. 

These comments and bracketed material also assisted me in separating my feelings, 

hunches, and intuitions from the description in the log. Remembering the feeling 

tone that I encountered during the interviews and observations helped me in the 

analysis of the data.

Analysis of the data was completed on a meaning unit basis. I labeled 

phrases, sentences, and paragraphs with one word or a short phrase that described 

what I believed was happening in the text. This process is known as coding 

(Lofland & Lofland, 1995). These codes or categories served to label, separate, 

compile, and organize my data. I then separated like ideas into different themes 

that I labeled in such a way that the emerging ideas were integrated and given 

meaning in a more abstract context. After analyzing these themes further, I 

categorized them into three metathemes. The metathemes encompassed the 

statements of meaning that were found in the themes. Lastly, I developed an 

overarching statement of the findings that were derived from my analysis (Ely 

etal., 1997).

I created separate analytic memos throughout the data gathering and 

analysis process. Analytic memos are an essential part o f the internal and external 

dialogue process (Strauss, 1987). The analytic memos were records of my 

"insights, hunches, hypotheses, discussions about the implications of codes,
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additional thoughts, whatnot. Cumulatively, the memos add up and feed into the 

final integrative statements and the writing for publications" (Strauss, 1987, 

p. 110). In some of the memos I wrote down my biases and fears about some of 

my own internal processes. These became important for me to read and reread as I 

moved on in the research process. They have proven to be some of the most 

helpful of research tools. I analyzed the analytical memos and utilized the results 

for the final paper.

I created poetry, illustrations, and metaphorical stories that were 

appropriate to the analysis of my data (Ely et aL, 1991,1997). These creations 

helped me to remain grounded in the data that the participants shared with me. I 

also created a needlepoint image of an Indian woman whose image kept appearing 

to me throughout the research process. I believe I became more in touch with my 

own ancestors and heritage as I listened and learned from the participants. By 

doing this needlepoint I also learned about rhythm and timing. My concept of 

process was enhanced as I wove the strands of different colored threads together 

to create the image. This process was metaphorical to the simultaneous research.

In the preceding ways I became more familiar with basic trends in the data 

that were essential to my interpretations (Ely et al., 1997). I have included poetry 

and playlets in the final writing of this dissertation. Creatively living with my data 

not only helped me make meaning for myself, but I believe that in sharing these 

poems and playlets I am presenting varying types of communication with the 

readers, as I experienced with the participants (Ely et al., 1997). In addition, these
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writings and other creative endeavors have helped me to keep the vibrancy of the 

storks and experiences of the participants alive. My total immersion in the data 

continually reacquainted me with my research experience and the participants in 

this study (Ely et al., 1991). As a qualitative researcher I needed to have the 

ability to rely on myself as the research instrument. This included reliance on my 

own intuitions, talents, and trustworthiness (Ely et aL, 1991).

Researcher’s Stance

A statement of the researcher’s stance assists the reader in becoming aware 

of the personal perspectives the researcher brings to a particular qualitative 

research process (Ely et al., 1991). The depth and richness of my own experience 

are highlighted m this section. My past and present thoughts and feelings shaped 

the data collection and analysis. The writing of this statement helped me to achkve 

a certain perspective on situations with whkh I believed myself to be familiar (Ely 

et al., 1991). My written self analysis assists both myself and the reader to become 

familiar with biases, layered understandings, and believed "truths'1 that I may have 

brought to the people I learned about.

When I initially wrote this stance, while proposing this research, I belkved 

that my first experience with Santeria and illness occurred when I was very young. 

1 found out by speaking with family members that my grandmother, as did several 

other family members, actually practiced spiritism not Santeria. I remembered 

sitting in relatives’ homes where the brown dolls, hanging com, and ritual offerings
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were in full view. I was raised by my mother as a Roman Catholic and was more 

familiar with various statues symbolic o f the Blessed Virgin, the Sacred Heart of 

Jesus, and the Infant of Prague among others.

At the age of four or five, I remembered going with my older sister to her 

grandmother's house. There we found her grandmother acting as a medium. I was 

told that this meant she was having "spirits talk through her." Our mother did not 

believe in spiritism and suggested that someone throw water on this woman so she 

would “come to her senses.” As we left the apartment I heard the woman place a 

curse on my mother. She hoped that my mother would break her legs on the way 

home. This did not happen, but a short time later my sister was diagnosed with 

Thrombocytopenic Purpura. She developed purple blotches on her legs and had 

great difficulty walking for a period of time. My sister ultimately died after several 

years of kidney disease, hemodialysis, and an unsuccessful attempt at a renal 

transplant. The scientific researcher would probably label this situation as purely 

coincidental. I, as a child, experienced fright and confusion. I had heard whispered 

comments that my mother was too strong to be harmed by evil spirits so they hurt 

my sister. I’ve heard many times since then that if someone is too strong for a spell 

to work that someone close to that person could be affected instead. The impact of 

the comments about my sister’s illness had resounding effects on me for many 

years. I experienced fear and ambivalence about "believing in" spiritism or 

Santeria. Today I am not a practitioner of Santeria but I am a believer.
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My stance may be read as a layered story. My story as a Puerto Rican 

woman is something I believe I neglected tending to prior to beginning this 

research. I spoke out as a child and as an adult nurse during my first researcher’s 

stance. I neglected to write about taking drives to El Barrio in New York City with 

my father to shop at La Marqueta, the market. He would point out to the people 

sitting in clusters on the comers playing dominoes and say, “those are your 

people.” I am those people. I grew up living in walkup apartments and having 

shelves full of statues. I remembered my mother saying we were refused another 

apartment because of the color ofher skin. I also grew up angry and lacking in 

faith. I thought while writing my first researcher’s stance I could show the purified 

form of me, the acceptable parts. I thought I could separate it all out. I was wrong. 

My biases came out strong during the course of this study. I felt inner pain. I got 

angrier at times. Only at that point did I open to embrace all o f me. I believe now 

m a higher power, who gives me life and breath, that at times, takes the form of 

voice.

My early childhood involved spending a great deal of time m hospitals due 

to my sister's illness. This experience influenced my decision to be a nurse. Years 

later as a community mental-heahh nurse I began visiting people who were 

diagnosed with HIV/AIDS. At times a psychiatrist would accompany me. When 

we met practitioners of spiritism or Santeria I realized that many times we were 

deciding whether a client was psychotic merely because we were unfamiliar with 

the client's culture and religion. One example would be the glasses of water placed
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in rooms to catch evil spirits; these were seen by the psychiatrist and myself as 

possible criteria to diagnose the client as manifesting psychotic behaviors. We were 

neglecting the spiritual needs of the clients we were serving.

I had witnessed a client who had been physically battered by her brother 

because he considered the client's financial expenditure on the religion's ritual 

objects as exorbitant. Her 14 year-old son also became verbally abusive, stating 

that she became "crazy" when she practiced her religion. While preparing to do 

this research, I was in an apartment with a client discussing complementary herbal 

treatments for an ongoing cold when she decided to show me the jars of herbs she 

had stored in her cupboards. This was when she found a jar that had been placed 

there by someone else with what she believed to hold un trabajo, a spell in 

progress.

There was a great deal I did not know about Santeria when I initiated this 

research. I knew that many of my clients, all of whom have HIV or AIDS, were 

practitioners of Santeria or were in contact with people who are believers of that 

religion. The number of people involved in Santeria in some way surprised me. 

Upon completing a review of the literature I learned that there are some studies 

that have dealt with religious beliefs and practices in relation to health. Most of the 

studies completed on persons who practice Santeria in relation to health have 

focused on manifestations of mental illness.

During the course ofthe study I was invited to attend a misa, a mass for 

the dead in the Allen Kardec spiritist tradition. The Santero who invited me told
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me I needed personal experience in addition to all of the reading I had done. I 

came in with questions that this Santero was willing to answer. I was trying, as a 

researcher, to remember all o f the items that were in front of me on the ahar. At 

one point I was brought to the altar and prayed over. Cigar smoke was blown over 

me and I was cleansed with leaves and flowers. When I’d first entered the room I 

saw the ahar with the various articles including pictures of ancestors, water, and 

flowers on it. While I was standing in front of the altar I saw in a deeper way. The 

colors were more vivid and the roses looked as though they were looming. I felt as 

though the energy had changed. I found myself reaching up toward the moon, 

praying, and chanting in a manner very familiar to me. The chanting was familiar as 

it occurs occasionally for me during meditation and during sessions of Therapeutic 

Touch, a healing technique that I practice. One of the spiritual guides who 

appeared insisted I get my head out ofthe books. She said I was searching for 

answers in the wrong place. This all ended just as unexpectedly as it began.

I am aware of matters of the spirit from a deeper level than ever before. 

This past summer I reunited, after 28 years, with my cousin whom I found out had 

been initiated into the religion several years ago. Carmen taught me to tend to her 

bovida, an ahar dedicated to our ancestors. We also prayed in front of her ahar to 

her orishas. One evening she channeled messages for her sister who is sick. That 

same evening she channeled my mother for me. My mother had died after a long 

illness the previous year. Various Santeros had told me I would experience things I 

could never imagine during the course of the study. This was one of those things,
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beyond my wildest dreams. I felt my mother’s kisses, heard her talk of her love for 

me, and felt her arms around me again. I do not question. I am a believer. My 

sense of spirit is fulfilled. I do not question my God’s will or decision making 

about life and death anymore. Today I pray to my ancestors for their light and 

illumination. My heart is happy.

The uttering of the words "science" and "religion" in the same breath opens 

an immense void, which will probably never be filled nor should be filled. Simply, I 

wanted to hear about some of the experiences of practitioners of Santeria with 

HTV/AIDS in their own voices and words. I believe that each human being is a 

complex of facets. The facets of a human being may be thought of as those of a 

diamond. The diamond, when slowly turned and assessed, catches light that sets 

off unexpected flashes ofbrilliance and color. Human beings include, among 

others, historical, relational, physical, psychological, religious, and spiritual facets. 

Being aware of all of their facets provides a potential for helping people to achieve 

optimal health.

I realized that my passions became aroused over the issues of Santeria, 

health care provision, and especially people affected with HIV/AIDS. I found 

myself intrigued by the strength and hope and the matter of spirit by each ofthe 

participants m this study. There were certain measures I took m order to conduct 

this research in an ethical manner. These measures are discussed in detail in the 

following sections.
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Trustworthiness

The topic of trustworthiness was large as I reflected on this study. My plan 

was to provide the participants with a careful hearing of then words and an 

honoring of the experiences they would be sharing with strangers. I believed that 

there was probably much fear and violence in the histories of many of these 

individuals. Both the stigmatization of people with HTV/AIDS (Herek & Capitano, 

1993) and the tragedies encountered by the descendants of transported African 

slaves (Carbonell, 1993) attested to the need for honesty, fairness, compassion, 

and empathy during my interactions with people with HIV/AIDS who practice 

Santeria.

I knew that stories attach people to others and to their own histories 

(Witherell & Noddings, 1991). I listened to the participants' stories and transcribed 

the words that told their stories. I analyzed their words. It was important to me as 

the researcher that any stories depicted be morally and ethically bound to the 

storytellers.

In this study I utilized the strategies of prolonged engagement, peer 

debriefing, multiple data sources, participant checks, and negative case analysis 

which are advised by Lincoln and Guba (1985) to enhance the credibility of 

qualitative research. The following is a description ofhow I utilized each of these 

measures.
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Prolonged Engagement 

Prolonged engagement refers to the researcher spending enough time with 

the participants during data collection. I spent adequate tone with the participants 

to build trust and rapport and to become accepted comfortably by them (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985). Each of the interviews lasted at least an hour and a half. Maritza, 

Tania, and Ray were comfortable speaking for longer periods and their interviews 

lasted approximately two to two and a half hours each.

It was important for me to be involved in but not to "go native” in the 

participants' world. Going native can be described as forgetting boundaries and 

acting as a participant rather than researcher in this study (Ely et al., 1991). Going 

native also refers to the possibility that I will become so involved with the 

participants that I forget my original purpose of research (Bogdan & Biklen,

1992). Attending events, rituals, or ceremonies also increased the possibility of my 

"going native." I was aware that this possibility might have been increased with 

prolonged engagement with the participants. During the misas, as requested, I 

prayed, danced, and listened to the messages that were given to the attendees but I 

was careful not to accept the rum the other participants drank to feed the spirit 

guides. The Santeros assured me that this practice was not necessary to the 

process and I instead touched the receptacle holding the beverage with my hands.

Another area I was careful about going native in was when Tania shared 

her feelings regarding the death of her mother. I was also acutely grieving the 

death of my mother at the time. I believe that the process of empathy we shared
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was not a matter of going native, but a time of being fully present to share with 

another one of life’s most heart searing experiences. The process of going native 

was further addressed with my qualitative support group during the data 

collection.

Peer Debriefing

I was a member of a qualitative research support group formed with three 

other doctoral students. One ofthe students is a nurse who moved to a 

northwestern state during the course of this study but who continued to be in 

contact by telephone and maO. She is studying the experience of aduh children 

who are family care providers of people with dementia. One of the other group 

members is also a nurse. She studied older people and their experiences during 

hospitalization. The third member was a doctoral student in the department of 

Administration, Leadership, and Technology. Her study focused on the meaning of 

success for freshman college students. The latter two peers successfully completed 

the doctoral program while I was writing my dissertation findings.

My group members' insights were refreshing and added perspectives 

different to mine. We had begun meeting while we were at varying stages ofthe 

doctoral research program. We met at least monthly but also communicated by 

telephone, mail, and e-mail during interim periods. Sharing this precious yet 

arduous period of time in laughter, serious thought, and food has definitely aided 

to enliven the process.
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The group members helped me to explore the emerging methodological 

design early on in the study. I also involved the group for peer debriefing. Peer 

debriefing is a strategy that is designed to assist keeping me honest as the 

researcher (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Peer debriefing included discussion of hunches 

and conclusions that I made during the analytical process. I gave the group 

members selected data and asked them to assist me in their analysis. The selected 

data included sections of transcripts, analytical memos, and findings.

The group members explored and discussed personal buses and attitudes 

that I may have had that otherwise may have affected the results of my study. They 

asked me questions and encouraged me to explore the feelings and thoughts that 

may have been clouding my judgment regarding the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

This group also pointed out the possibility of my going native m the field. We 

determined my health was realistically not a concern in the study but that the 

spiritual exercises were quite inviting throughout the process.

Multiple Data Sources 

Multiple data sources were utilized to enrich my understanding ofthe 

participants and their stories. In this study the sources included my audio taped 

interviews, logs, and participant observations. I had hoped to include other 

materials such as photographs, poetry, or any other type of writing that the 

participants may have shared but I did not receive any such material from the 

participants for inclusion into the final writing of this work.
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Participant Check 

Lincoln and Guba (198S) and Ely et al. (1991) describe participant 

checking as essential to ascertaining the credibility o f a qualitative study. This 

checking is both an informal and formal process. During each interview I requested 

further clarification from the individual participants about areas that were unclear 

to me. Between interviews I wrote lists of questions based on information received 

during the preceding interview that 1 needed further illumination on by the 

participants and addressed these during the subsequent interview. At the end of the 

interview process I provided the participants with sections of analytical memos I 

had prepared for them to review. This provided them with an opportunity to 

negate, to agree with, and to further stimulate thinking on the topics we were 

discussing and some of the bins I had constructed. The participants agreed with the 

materials I had prepared for them.

Negative and Discrepant Case Analysis 

Negative and discrepant case analysis refers to the process of searching 

through the data for variations of emerging constructs. Qualitative analysis of data 

is cyclical. This type of analysis is a recursive process of constructing concepts m a 

nonlinear fashion. While initially some constructs did not seem to fit, this analytical 

process facilitated the refinement of the concepts (Ely et aL, 1991). When I came 

across discrepant data I decided whether I would reconstruct categories to weave 

in variations of findings that were subsets of the category or build whole new
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constructs. For example, I chose to add a new construct of what it was like being a 

mother while diagnosed with HIV/AIDS despite the fact that only three ofthe 

participants provided information about this. This was a very powerful and moving 

piece that needed to be addressed.

Presentation of Findings

Fust I attempt to present the descriptions of the participants m a manner 

that will enable the reader to visualize each as I did. As I have indicated in the 

analysis section I am including my creation of poetry and playlets. The poetry 

describes the participants and also the feelings that I experienced throughout this 

process. Some of this process has been prayerful for me and I believe it very 

appropriate to include these writings in the findings. The playlets are meant to 

allow the participants to interact in a unique and innovative manner even though 

they never met in a group. My own experience with writing helps me come to 

essence of understandings and meanings. I am aware that my own voice has been 

clearly heard through pieces that I have shared with others.

I present finalized themes and metathemes that I believe are most 

descriptive of the experiences that are shared by the participants in this study. I 

describe in the discussion and implications section how the findings relate to 

current theories and indicate how they relate to nursing education, practice, and 

research.
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I also discuss some of my own processes experienced during this research 

that are related to those of the participants. As a nurse who continues to work with 

persons who have HIV/AIDS and who practice Santeria, I am aware that my own 

feelings, thoughts, and biases have influenced my provision of health care. My aim 

in this study was to help promote understanding of this population for health 

professionals. It also personalty helped me to understand where I stand as a health 

professional who received "the call" to be intimately involved with others with 

whom I share an empathy about then spiritual experiences.
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CHAPTER IV 

OUR STORIES

Coining Together in Voice

The following chapter depicts several ofthe ways that I experienced each 

of the participants during the interview process. For each individual participant I 

initially present a poem. These poems ‘1 felt” at various times of the interviews and 

the analysis process. For Luz, I happened to look down at the sheaf of papers filled 

with transcribed data and was hit by the vivid description of her experience and I 

chose to share this as her poem. I present what I feel are the essences of Mark,

Luz, Maritza, Ray, and Tania in the poems. The next section consists of a 

description of the participant, the environments in which I saw them in, and a 

description about how they became part of this study. In the last section, for each,

I chose to present a narrative, in first person form that highlights the participants’ 

experiences as people living with HIV/AIDS who are practitioners of Santeria. 

Atkinson (1992) states that the construction of a first person narrative may be a 

powerful and vivid representation of what the research participant has conveyed.

I hope that you will come to know the participants as I experienced them; 

honest, amusing, surviving but mostly, authentic.
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Mark

Mark’s Poem

And so I emerged 
An image in white 
Layers removed 

My jackets were opened 
My soul lay bare 

And so I 
Emerged 

A child ofthe light

Meeting Mark

The first afternoon I went to meet Mark I couldn’t find the street he lived 

on; it was nestled among the vibrant blocks of his neighborhood in a large urban 

city. This happened each time I went to visit him. This cool day, I stood m front of 

a large botanica and pulled out my cell phone to call him for directions. I felt I was 

close to finding him. At that moment a slight male of about 5’7” with the skin 

color of ripe plantains poked his head out of the botanica door. With an impish 

grin he asked me, “Theresa?’ I’d found Mark or rather he’d found me. Later on I 

began to realize that his being a child ofEUegua might include these types of 

unexpected situations.

I’d been given Mark’s number by a medical practitioner I worked with who 

knew him for many years. Mark later told me he decided to be a participant in this 

study because he respected this practitioner greatly. Mark was wearing blue jeans, 

a thick white cable knit sweater, and a fisherman’s white hat. His wide eyes were
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covered in black rectangular framed glasses. Mark’s multicolored beaded eOekes 

(necklaces) were hidden within his shut. He is Mexican and m his forties.

I waited in the botanica for a few moments while Mark prepared to go 

home for the interview. His apartment was across the street. The botdnica was 

filled with statues of saints, herbs, candles, and bottles filled with various colored 

liquids. There were altars strategically placed in the botanica. One was tucked 

under the shelf holding the window display. The large store was well lit and each 

shelf was neatly organized and labeled. It fob to me like a clear space.

An older couple sat at a table in the center ofthe room. Mark introduced 

them to me as his Padrinos. Padrinos are godparents in the religion. He also 

introduced a tall dark skinned woman, dressed in white with a head covering, as 

his sister in the religion. They had been initiated into the religion at the same time 

and were considered to be siblings.

We walked across the street to his home, an apartment on the third floor of 

a private brick house. We walked up the steps and into the apartment. We sat m 

his dining room that was filled with heavy antique furniture. It opened into the 

kitchen where he had herbs boiling on the stove. After the interview, he brought 

me into his living room to show me his altar. It was an etag^re with the tureens of 

the various orishas on the shelves. The outstanding item in the living room, this 

February day, was the live pine, green Christmas tree decorated with ornaments. 

Mark told me that his guardian angel, Ellegua, loves toys, is child-like amongst his 

other qualities, and enjoyed the tree in the living room. He said that each tone he
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attempted to take it down something would occur to stop him and it would remain 

in place.

A highlight of this visit was a welcome by his golden retriever who sat with 

us during the interviews. I’d had a dream a few days before this meeting where I 

saw three large blond dogs dancing on the porch of a small white house. I 

instinctively felt I was in the right place to begin the interviews.

Getting to Know Mark 

I grew up in a large family in the southwest. My mother was a curandera, a 

healer. We all attended the Catholic Church. At that time, the work of curanderos 

was not really accepted by the church. It wasn’t easy trying to live in the two 

worlds. I felt like I was living a dual life. Actually, I’d always had a hard time 

dealing with being raised a Catholic. When I was a young teen the hypocrisy of the 

church realty hit me hard. I knew from early on that I was gay. When I was 

thirteen I tried to confess to a priest. You can tell how mixed up I was asking for 

forgiveness for who I was. I was young and didn’t know any better. The church 

was really hypocritical. They didn’t accept my homosexuality. I was just coming to 

realize what I liked and what I wanted deep down inside. The priests would say, 

oh no, oh no, that’s wrong. I thought there was something wrong with me you 

know. I felt all this guilt. I thought I was losing my mind and my mother insisted I 

continue going to church. It was such a farce. As soon as I was old enough I told 

her that’s it, no more of this madness.
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Although the church never accepted ray homosexuality my mom and my 

sisters did come to accept me. My brothers had a harder time of it; you can 

imagine how it is coming from a Hispanic family with all ofthe machismo, but we 

get along realty well now. I remember my sisters laughing and telling me they 

knew I was gay from early on. None of them live close to me now but we are all in 

contact. They are still supportive. They’re my family. Not only do they call me to 

give support, they call to ask me questions about spirituality. We help each other 

out.

When I graduated from high school, I began attending a junior college. At 

the same time I worked at a factory as an inspector. I made good money. I bought 

a car. You know, I had all the material things a person could want. Then a friend 

told me about this beauty school he was attending and I immediately left my job to 

go to this school. I eventually came to the East coast. My world shifted. I started 

hanging out with other gays, lesbians, and transgenders. I have no regrets over the 

lifestyle I led. I was a hairstylist and make-up artist and I made very good money 

here. I did spend the money foolishly, buying material things, and living the good 

high life, doing drugs and alcohol but I have absolutely no regrets about my past at 

afl.

I was very successful, living a full life, when my lover and I were diagnosed 

as being HIV positive in 1989. My lover died six months after being diagnosed. It 

was like a slap in the free, the diagnosis and then him dying so quickly. It was a big 

wake up call. Before this we lived in this great apartment in the city. I loved
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walking my dog in the park every day. My career was at a peak. Next thing you 

know I was grieving my lover. I had to deal with my own illnesses. I became realty 

weak and sick. At one point I got so depressed over this whole situation. I knew 

this was no joke. This was reality. The was all part of life and I had to deal with it. 

I wanted to go on.

I got diagnosed with crypto in 1990 or ‘91.1 was a mess. I go to my 

doctor and he tells me, you have crypto. 1 said okay, so what do we do about it? 

My doctor shrugged his shoulders. Can you believe it? I’m like what? I realized he 

had no medicine for it. The diarrhea was pouring out of me. I could easily have 

died. I decided at that point to use the herbal remedies that I grew up with. As I 

said, my mother was a curandera and we were all familiar with alternative healing 

before it was ever called that. I prepared the remedies and the cleansings and I 

went to my acupuncturist. God bless her she’s done a lot for me over the years. 

She applied moxsa to my abdomen and my stomach problems were healed. Don’t 

get me wrong, I have developed a strong relationship with my western doctor but 

there are limits to everyone’s knowledge. We’re all using the tools we have.

When I’d gotten sick I started going for more spiritual readings. I had 

always gone for readings before I got sick. I had been aware of the religion. I kept 

going regularly for spiritual help because your spiritual health is very important 

along with everything else. I started looking for guidance and I met my Padrinos. 

They were right on with what they said during the spiritual readings. I built a trust 

in them and now they are my family. Well, one thing developed into another and I
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progressed in the religion. I believed m it. I was totally into it. The religion gives 

you a stronger will to live, to want to go on. It was like acalling.

I moved into my present apartment. It’s in my Padrinos’ house and it’s 

really become home to me. I don’t have to worry about finances because the 

Division of AIDS Services, you know DAS, helps out. If I get sick my Madrina is 

there to help me out with the cooking or whatever. She’s like a mother to me. 

Today I don’t use any street drugs. That was one of the first things I stopped when 

I was initiated into the religion. Sometimes I have a glass of wine with dinner or a 

beer on a really hot day. I spend most of my days at the botdnica. While I leam 

more about the religion I provide service to people who come in looking for help, 

just like I did at one time.

Being initiated into the religion has been like a rebirthing for me. But apart 

from the religion, I’ve grown to know that having a life-threatening disease makes 

me appreciate every day that I’m alive. I appreciate the small things I never even 

noticed before. I’m definitely not as materialistic as I used to be. I value my life 

differently. I’ve learned to set things aside that aren’t positive for me.

I have so many friends that have also been dealing with HIV over the years. 

I also got into a relationship with someone else after my lover died. They’ve all 

died. I’m still here. I cherish my life. It’s different than I ever expected it to be. I 

really don’t think my time to go will be soon. I still have so much to do but ifl 

should get sick and die, I believe I am ready.
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Luz

Luz’ Poem

I am super agitated. I am uptight. I am depressed.
I am menopausal which is another brand of this depression.

The fact that I’m sick...
Eventually the disease...who’s going to be there for me?

Who’s gonna take hold of this? You know all these things.
They only hit me when I’m depressed.

I’d like to get involved hi a gym or something...

Meeting Luz

Luz lives in the projects. The neighborhood is bustling with shoppers, 

mothers walking with toddlers in strollers, and drug sellers. It is a very active 

community. The door to the project was usually locked, so I’d wait for someone 

to exit before I could get in. If the elevator were out of order, I’d climb several 

flights to her apartment. I’d wonder how she would climb those stairs when she 

was ill. Although I’d been warned about the dangers of the stairwells of the 

projects, these jaunts were quite delightful. I’d meet white based elderly women 

with their toddler charges navigating the staircases. They would share thoughts 

and opinions about when the elevator would be fixed. There was always a smile for 

me, as I’d patiently wait to follow my impromptu companions.

I met Luz several years ago when I worked at the community health 

agency. She had expressed interest in psychotherapy but when she began the 

process she immediately decided that she had the answers she needed in her 

religion and in her meditative practices. Luz stated she’d be glad to be a participant
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because she “would do anything to help a sister get ahead.” She did say that she 

was certain I had the religion in my ancestral background because otherwise I 

wouldn’t be interested and the religion is taboo to most people.

Luz is Puerto Rican and is about 4’11’’tall. She is stocky and attributes a 

45 lb. weight gain over the last four years to inactivity and the medications she 

takes for AIDS. Her own description ofherself belies the fact she is a fireball. The 

energy is charged around her. Luz wears her dark brown hair very short and she is 

light skinned triguefla- a very light caramel color. Luz is about 49 years old. She 

brought up the fact that many people think she is gay because she wears such short 

hair and no makeup. Luz also states that it may be because she is the child of 

Chango, who is the man of all men.

Luz has lived in her apartment many years. The walls are filled with 

pictures of family members, some living, and some who have crossed over. One 

wall is taken up with a large portrayal ofYemaya, the orisha of the seven seas. 

Yemayd is beautiful, standing in a flowing white gown in the dark blue water. 

Serene, but one is aware of the power and unpredictability of the ocean. The 

rooms hold an area for her ahar and areas for her many crafts. Luz spends much of 

her time crocheting. There are afghans, blankets, and pouches for ritual objects in 

varying stages of completion. She is very creative and talented with her hands. Luz 

says, financially, she “doesn’t have a pot to piss in.” She sells the articles she 

makes including the pouches to hold the shells that are used for readings in the
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religion. Using her gift of creativity not only helps her keep her mind off of her 

illnesses but also helps her to obtain articles she would like to have.

Getting to Know Luz

Finding out I had the virus was just devastating. I had just nursed my 

brother for months before he died of AIDS when I found out I had it too. The 

doctors kept pushing me to get tested because I kept having these chronic 

infections. I had this sinusitis that just wouldn’t quit. The doctor kept telling me, 

have you been tested yet? I kept saying no, no, no ‘til the point where I finally got 

tested and boom there it was. It all happened at the same time. My brother passed 

away. I find out I was HIV positive two months later. I thought my whole work! 

was coming down on me. I used to go to bed crying at night. Before the year 

ended my son moved out on me. I was alone. God, I’ll never forget the loneliness 1 

felt.

I contracted this disease from this man I’ve been in a relationship with off 

and on for eighteen years. He was an IV drug abuser when he was younger. I love 

him. You know we didn’t know about AIDS then. We were young. There is no 

doubt m my mind how I got the disease, there is no doubt in my mind. Dealing 

with it is altogether different. But I’m still learning. I’ve been sick all of my life. 

I’ve been treated for seizures, heart problems, endocrine, my thyroid, and anemia. 

I’ve almost bled to death because of gynecological problems. I also had cataract
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surgery a few years back. My life has been really complicated because of ray 

health.

My family practiced espiritismo when I was a kid, and then we started 

practicing Santeria. The two together are called Santerismo. It’s not just one or the 

other in our family. I was initiated into the religion about fifteen years ago. When a 

person is initiated into the religion you get a special spiritual reading. This is what 

we call an hi. An ltd is where all the deities speak to you. They tell you what you 

can and cannot do from this point on in your life. These messages help to prevent 

you from doing any further injury to your self, mentally or physically if you listen 

to what they have to say. Some people don’t listen but that’s their choice. The 

religion gives you a different outlook on life. You get to sit down and reflect and 

look at life totally different than how you did before being initiated. When I was 

initiated I was told to take care of myself, my health because I was sick within. I’d 

heard that for years before I was diagnosed as being HIV positive but I’d always 

had health problems and didn’t realize that HIV was a concern for me.

I pray to Chango and Obatald, especially, and ask them to help me, protect 

me, and give me strength and stamina to deal with this illness. I also pray for peace 

and tranquility. This religion has helped me in my depression and in so many other 

ways. We use cleansings, both for the inside and externally. We have rituals that 

can help us if need be, spiritually, to die in an easier way. From the point that I first 

found out I was positive until now, I’ve teamed to deal with it. I’ve learned to live 

with it. This religion has given me insight and security. I know that if one thing
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doesn’t work that there is something else for me. I have people in my life that 

share whatever knowledge they have to help me all the time. Whatever, I always 

have that sense of inner spirituality. I have to say that my religion has helped me a 

great deal I mean God has definitely been there for me. My belief has been there 

for years. I don’t think about AIDS the way I used to m the past. You learn to live 

day-by-day with the disease and you start to learn how to live in a different way. 

I’ve learned about my body and I’ve also learned to accept what God has given me 

to deal with in this life.

I guess one of the hardest areas for me is my relationship with my mother. 

It’s pretty challenging and complicated. I’m really close to her. She lives right next 

door to me. I haven’t told her I’m positive for several reasons. One, I’m afraid 

she’ll say I told you that guy was bad news, two, she lost her son already to this 

disease and next she’ll be afraid to lose her daughter, and three, I would be 

breaking Tomas’ confidentiality if I told her I was sick. I’m still m relationship with 

him and really don’t want to hear anything negative about him from her. I love her 

but some days she picks and needles me and I don’t want her to add this 

information to the fuel. As I said, I love her a lot but since she lives next door I 

lack privacy. When she’s in the apartment I sneak my medication. It’s like I’m 

hiding in my own apartment.

You know it’s not only because of my mother’s reaction that I don’t 

disclose I’m positive. There’s a lot of stigma around the neighborhood about the 

virus. It’s a very discriminatory disease. I know this guy who was gay and HIV
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positive. He went to get his nails done and everybody was okay until they found 

out he had the virus. After that the owner didn’t want him in the salon anymore. 

People were afraid they’d catch the virus from him. This is a very close-knit 

community and I’ve lived here all of nay life. I want to remain part of my 

community.

Look, I have to be very practical about this. I have to take care of myself. I 

have to choose what I can tolerate no matter what others think might be good for 

my body. This includes my doctors. Sometimes they think I should be taking 

medication that I know will be toxic for me. I am the one who is ultimately 

responsible for taking care of me. I give over to God and I use the tools I have to 

achieve some sense of serenity. If you were in my predicament right now and you 

were HIV positive what would you do to your self? How would you take care of 

your house? That’s all that it really is. Your body is a house and if you don’t take 

care of it then nobody is going to come and take care of it for you. Your mentality 

has a lot to do with it. I remember when I was first diagnosed positive; I was 

moping all the time. I would think of anything and end up sitting down to have a 

good cry and now it doesn’t faze me. Hey, eventually I’m going to die. What am I 

going to do, say no, I’m not ready, go on to the next person God? It’s not for me 

to say. I have to accept whatever He decides. I do my chanting, praying, whatever 

you want to call it, and a lot of times I feel good. You know my belief comes from 

within.
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MaritTa

Maritza’s Poem

There is the sound of a dram 
When it sounds others become wary 

Dance?
Hide?

Boast of a world unknown?
Why all the commotion?

It is just the beating of my heart 

Meeting Maritza

Maritza is Puerto Rican. She is brown skinned and has short hair. She 

stands about 5’6” tall. She is plump and states that her doctors don’t think it’s a 

good idea for her to go on a diet. Maritza is thirty-five years old. Although she 

wears casual clothing, framed pictures of her show a stunningly dressed stylish 

woman. She wears a gold ring on her brow and silver and gold bracelets on her 

arms. Her smile and eye contact are steady as her voice. She lives in housing for 

women living with AIDS with her three children. Maritza is currently in a lesbian 

relationship with a female who shares similar issues to her including the diagnosis 

and family problems. They do attempt to support each other. Maritza can be 

described as an activist. She has worked as a peer educator and when feeling well 

she has gone to demonstrate at the state capitol. Maritza continues to work on 

advisory councils, attends meetings, and is looking to continue as a peer educator 

when she is feeling a bit better medically.
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Maritza chose to participate in this study on a suggestion by the 

gatekeeper. He is a well-known Santero who works m the AIDS field. She had just 

begun doing spiritual work with him. She’s also come to realize that two of their 

Madamas, female spirit guides, are sisters. Being interviewed is not new to 

Maritza. She has been interviewed on television and has been on the forefront of 

speaking out about living with HIV. Maritza wants to get her experience across to 

different populations. Maritza is fierce.

Getting to Know Mantra 

I tested positive six years ago. My husband called me from jafl to tell me 

that he had just tested positive for the virus. I know I got HIV through my ex- 

husband. I never used drugs. I had just given birth to my baby daughter. In the 

beginning all of my energy went into caring for her. I use to lay draped over the 

top of her crib just praying and watching over her. When she finally tested negative 

I went to get help for myself. I had this social worker that kept urging me to get 

help. She would say, please, Mrs. Rios you have to get care for yourself.

Having HIV has realty changed my life. I always had health problems. I’ve 

had seizures since I was a kid. I almost died twice because ofthe seizures. But 

dealing with HIV brings it all to a different level All of a sudden I had all this 

medical care and illnesses I never had to deal with before. I like to be responsible 

for myself and take care of myself without help from anybody. Now I’ve got to 

depend on other people for things from my apartment to childcare to financial
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stuff. It’s outrageous. I better speak up and say what I need and what I can deal 

with. I don’t need anybody bullshitting me. If I could I would take care of it all by 

myself.

I grew up in the religion. My mother and aunt are Santeras. When I got 

sick my aunt pushed me into being initiated. I had questioned my own spirituality 

over the years and I did go to church but I felt like something was missing from 

the church. For me it was my spirituality. I mean it felt good praising God but that 

is just not enough for me. I wasn’t ready at the beginning to be initiated but 

everywhere 1 went they were saying that I had to do santo. That means being 

initiated. I was like, look, I’m real with this. I was bom one day and I’m a die one 

day. Regardless what religion I’m in, I’m still gonna die. But my aunt didn’t see 

that. My thoughts were if I did get initiated it was because I liked the religion. I 

knew that I would have to be really committed. It happened so fast; next thing you 

know I was in...it wasn’t like I was ready the way I wanted. I felt that my aunt 

pushed me into it because of my health. My aunt is like my second mother and she 

said, I already lost a daughter to AIDS and I don’t want to go there with you. I 

was like, yeah, okay. And I said yeah, okay, and next thing you know three weeks 

later I was being initiated. I couldn’t back out at that point. Everything was already 

there so I did it. I didn’t know if that’s what I wanted but today I am celebrating 

my second anniversary in the religion and I am so happy that I did it.

I’m committed. I’ve started working with other spiritual teachers even 

though my aunt is still my Madrina. Sometimes I feel like she doesn’t teach me
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enough and I also don’t want to get caught up in the family dynamics. My mother 

is rough. She has been pretty abusive to me all of my life and I feel like there is 

some kind of competition between her and my aunt. It’s a sister thing and I don’t 

want to be in the middle.

Even though my illness gave the final push into getting me into the religion 

I have to say it’s like all of my life I was getting ready to be m it. I love African 

things. I took an African history course when I was in college and I learned about 

part of my heritage. The only way to describe it is that I loved it. I also learned 

howto listen to my healing abilities years ago. You know these are all parts of 

being in this refigion. I’ve learned more about who I am and about what I can do. I 

know more about the inner part of me.

My aunt was so afraid of my death because of me being HIV. She’s been 

through a lot with me. It’s not that she thought I would live longer because I was 

in the religion but that my faith would help me to survive what was coming my 

way. When you pray or get involved in the ceremonies, the orishas come and take 

away the evil things that are coming to you. I am still struggling with that belief 

because I was just in the hospital and that gave me a lot of tone to think. I had 

been fine, I had just taken a shower and that’s the last thing I remembered. I woke 

up in the hospital with EKG’s on me and I thought, so what happened? I’m still 

trying to sort it all out.

While all ofthis is going on I’m also trying to take care of my kids. They’re 

great. I worry about them. I’m trying to teach them how to take care of
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themselves. I have Tamara, she’s fifteen, Lufs is thirteen and Grace is seven years 

old. The two oldest know I’m positive but the little one is just too young to know. 

I’m not teaching them how to take care o f themselves just in case I die but because 

I want them to be able to be on their own in the right way. I can’t have Luis acting 

like a little male chauvinist, not in my house. Men and women are equal and he’s 

got to know that. We’re dealing.

I really hate living in this house. Everybody has HIV or AIDS. I don’t think 

the case managers really understand us. They’re always threatening to call BCW, 

you know, children’s services. If Tamara misses a day of school they are on my 

case. I’m not gonna just let her stay home without a reason. The last time she had 

a doctor’s appointment. The other thing is they’re saying I got sick because I 

drink. Would you believe it? They checked the garbage, like they do, and found 

the bottles from the misa we gave. I told them before I moved in that I got to feed 

my spirits. Now they’re saying when I was found unconscious that it was really a 

blackout. I’m looking for another apartment.

The more I think about it the more I realize I love the religion. The spiritual 

offerings and ceremonies lift me out of some realty dark moments. It gives me 

strength and joy. I feel protected. You know my life is like I’m in recovery even 

though I never used drugs. My life was realty hard. My mother abused me and she 

still tries to do the same today but I can stand up for myself now. I’m no longer 

this little kid that has to put up with that. My spirituality really helps. You know 

some people have faith when things are bad and stuff ain’t working out. That’s not
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going to work. You need to continue in your religion no matter what. This religion 

works twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. You got to remember that 

you’re in the religion all the time, not only when you feel the rope around your 

neck, tight and you feel like you’re about to be hanged.

I know that I’m gonna die just like everybody else. I accept it. I have 

Obatala and Oshun there for me. That’s why 1 told my aunt, if I get sick I’m a die,

I wasn’t bom to live forever. I don’t want to live forever. When it’s my time let me 

go. Everybody was bom one day and they’re gonna die one day. You have your 

destiny and it’s already written for you. Obatald is there for me, he helps me, and 

he is there. When it’s my time Obatald has got to move over and be satisfied he 

was in my life. He’s gonna help me go through that phase in my life like he helps 

with every phase of my life. When it’s my time Obatala will hold one of my hands 

and Oshun will hold the other hand and they’re gonna guide me. They’re gonna 

guide me to a better life. And maybe in that life I’ll be happy.

Rav

Rav’s Poem

A map of wrinkles on the palm 
of an elderly man’s hand 

Caught in the diminishing afternoon fight become 
Smooth 

A heavily worn path 
Shiny

from the constant traveling of those 
on the course.

Seemingly new, giving hope to those that follow 
on this road.
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Meeting Rav

Ray is stocky and muscular in appearance. He is about 5’8” tall and is of 

Cuban descent. He appeared as a changeling. At 49 years old, Ray at times looked 

like a youth and at tunes like a wise elder during the interviews. He wears dark 

framed glasses and maintains good eye contact. He has dark brown skin and 

attributes further darkening of his skin to medication and the sun. He pulled up his 

cap to show straight-combed salt and pepper hair and a tan line across his 

forehead. Ray wears casual clothing of different colors. He pointed out the white 

clothing he has recently begun to buy as he transitions into the religion.

The neighborhood Ray lives in is a haven for artists and successful 

upcoming black entrepreneurs. The quiet blocks are lined with brownstone and 

century old brick houses. He lives in a studio apartment m a multiple dwelling 

house. He mentioned that until recently he’d lived in a floor through brownstone 

apartment and while others may see this as a step down he revels in the beauty of 

the sunset he is gifted with through his fourth floor windows.

Ray and I share two acquaintances in the Eastern healing and Western 

medical fields. Upon their suggestions, he agreed to be a participant m this 

research. Ray believed this would be a good opportunity for introspection. After 

participating, he said the interviews helped him to sort out thoughts and feelings 

and determine where he was in terms of the religion and his illness.
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Getting to Know Rav 

My ex-lover, Peter, died of AIDS a few years ago but before he died he 

began practicing Santeria and I became more familiar with the religion at that time. 

I’m Cuban and even though my parents didn’t practice, I’m aware of Santeria as 

an aspect of my heritage. My half sister is a spiritualist and I suspect die has some 

experience m the religion also. So I’ve been aware of the religion almost all of my 

life. I haven’t been initiated yet but I’m working closefy with my Madrina and I’m 

taking the steps I need in order to be initiated. She’s helping me fold someone who 

may be suitable as a Padrino for me.

I thought I was a child ofEllegua, beginning at the time I was learning 

about the religion with Peter. I recently had a spiritual reading where I was told 

that I’m really a child of Obatala and Oshun. This is so interesting to me and I’m 

just only beginning to process this information about myself. It changes the way I 

view myself. I do believe I’m very different than how I was when I thought I was a 

child ofEllegua. I use to be this provocative, mischievous man who stood at the 

crossroads of life. It’s really not a negative thing in that Ellegud is the initiator of 

change and is there at beginnings and during transitions. So maybe that was why 

he was walking with me, to help me cross that road. I have really changed and now 

I like to think of myself as shifting toward being a grounded, wiser man who is 

answering the call to be a vessel for healing for myself and for others.

I’m an ex-drug user. I’ve been in the rooms ofNarcotics Anonymous for 

almost fourteen years. I’m about to celebrate an anniversary. I’m also in recovery
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from sexual and love addictions for about three years. I’m only now attempting to 

engage in an intimate relationship. I had to do a lot of work on incest issues before 

I got to this place in my recovery. I’m realty proud of my progress. My addictive 

behaviors realty interplayed with how I dealt with being HIV positive initially. I 

think I have been HIV positive for a good number of years, perhaps earlier than 

’85 or ’86 when I was diagnosed. I probably became positive at least five years 

before it was detected in my blood. When I first tested I knew I was probably 

positive but I was so young in recovery I didn’t get the results because I thought 

that I might realty start getting high again and not want to address what was 

current in life, namely HIV. I am glad that I didn’t retrieve those results because by 

the time I got the results in ’861 was prepared not to start getting high again based 

on those results.

Looking back, I can tell you I had a good education. I attended preparatory 

schools and attended an Ivy League college. My own father had minimal formal 

education and I was fortunate to have the opportunities that I did. While I was 

attending college I became transfixed by the activism of the times and became very 

much interested and involved during the Black Panther trials. This is when I began 

getting high. It was the early seventies, the draft was a threat and I ended up 

getting caught up in it all. School was really important to me. In recovery I chose 

to not return to school because the doctors told me I had a short time to live. They 

said I would probably survive eighteen months to three years and I lived with my 

addictive type of unhealthy denial. It was easy for me, but the feet is I that I did get
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a lot mileage out of that denial because I had realty good physical health through 

the most part. The disease wasn’t slowing me down so I could ignore it. But I also 

ignored a lot of other things including my education.

I have undergone intense internal shifts. I’ve undergone a spiritual 

awakening during a period of dementia. I have a psychiatric history of bipolar 

disorder and have been diagnosed as having had an HIV related dementia. I have 

dealt with so much change both internally and externally as I’ve learned to live 

with HIV. Physically, my body has wasted and now that has reversed. I am still 

familiarizing myself with my new body. It’s more solid than it ever was before I 

got sick. I’ve been hospitalized psychiatricalty. This happened right after I declared 

my thoughts about what I believe to be racist actions taken at a prominent AIDS 

network support system that I frequented. I think that the dementia was caused by 

the high viral load I had. The diagnosis wasn’t given to me by my physician but by 

my therapist when I got back home. I’d chosen to go away for a while, out of the 

city; I discontinued my psychiatric medication and started a new antiviral 

medication regimen. I think all of these things combined helped me. Part of me 

thinks I was hospitalized inappropriately because 1 had spoken a truth from my 

perspective as a black male. Another part of me feels that this might not all 

together be true. My viral load was pretty high and I have to remember my brain is 

also affected with this virus.

I used to make a living by being a fast talking salesman. I sold stylish 

leather garments, gold jewelry, African masks, and other material goods. Today I
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have the spiritual and monetary gift of having a Reiki master offer to train me in 

Reiki. While I am learning energy healing techniques, such as Reiki, I am preparing 

to make ocha, which is to be initiated into the religion. I use these healing 

techniques for myself in addition to using it for others. These healing strategies 

that include acupressure and the application of moxsa are becoming incorporated 

into my life. I’d love to teach others as I have been taught. I have many dreams. 

You know I love children. One of my dreams is to found a rehabilitation-healing 

center for adolescents. This dream may become a reality. A few other people I 

know are like-minded and are interested in pooling their resources with mine. I 

eventually see myself as an elder living in Cuba, sitting in a rocking chair, with 

small children at my feet. I think I’m going to grow old despite having AIDS.

Accepting myself as a gay male with AIDS, allows me to leave space for 

myself, to address my growing sense of spirituality and tend to my spiritual path. I 

think that by addressing my illness openly and honestly, in action, impedes the 

progression of the disease. I know it all has to do with my destiny. I know that I 

am meant to be here because I have other things to do and that involves walking 

with my orishas. I had been afraid for a long time to really wholeheartedly address 

this calling but I am no longer afraid. If I am to have a religious practice, I believe 

the spiritual aspect of a religion is the most important aspect and this is where I 

find the greatest depth, the greatest comfort, and the most strength. The 

spirituality is what I take out into the world. I am getting to know a spiritual 

aspect of myself that I didn’t have the chance to know before. I always had
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indications that I was capable of this spiritual depth and now I’m making the time 

to get to know myself better.

My world is shifting. Sometimes the shifting feels very slow and at times 

seems quite accelerated. The external battles I waged in the past beginning in the 

1970s have now moved to a spiritual front where my vision of healing and 

spirituality may be addressed m a different manner. I’d become involved with an 

African dance troop back in the mid ‘70s and there were Yoruba priests 

participating and that kind of stimulated an interest. I didn’t think that my spirit 

was righteous enough to participate in the religion. But the religion kept 

reappearing in my life through the people I’d find myself associating with. I didn’t 

feel for years that my intentions were pure enough to really wholeheartedly involve 

me in the religion. I am at a point that I feel that now that I have a lot of clarity and 

a great deal of integrity and I am very clear about my attentions. Santeria is what I 

have chosen for myself because of my particular belief in feeling that ancestral 

spirits have been with me all along in terms of guidance; m terms of protection and 

in terms of things I have seen from my culture. I’m glad that this shift has taken 

place. I feel that helps me, it helps me to have a sense that my spiritual practice is 

purified particularly with this shift to ObatakL

For a long time I had an intellectual sense of being blessed and now it’s not 

an intellectual sense anymore. I know who I am now more than I’ve ever known 

before. Ever. I know why I’m here. I had a sense of some of this before but not to
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the extent that it was so strong. I know why I am here and now I’m going to do 

what I came here to do.

Tania

Tania’s Poem

Calm and serene 
Still as balanced Libra scales 

Prayerful 
Dressed in white

Dancing as a gypsy 
Swirling hues of gold and yellows 
Bracelets jangling on my wrists 

The bells on my tambourine ignite

Knowing both 
Loving both 

An integration of souls of spirit of fire of air 
How do I move between these two worlds?

Achd

Meeting Tania

Tania lives in a popular gentrified community. Having such a nice 

apartment in this neighborhood is one of the gifts, she believes, she has received 

from God. The apartment is on the second floor of the building. There are usually 

children playing on the stoop. Visiting Tania for the first time I had the sense that 

I’d known her for many years and as though she were a childhood friend. Tania is 

Puerto Rican. She is 35 years okl and is about 4’10”  tall. She has a slight ftame.
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She has light brown skin and is very attractive. Tama wears make-up. She dresses 

in feminine attire and wears gold jewelry. Her smile is bright and sincere.

We sat on the sofa in the living room. Her altar is hidden in a tall white, 

slim cabinet with a door on it. Tania explained that she closes the door for privacy 

when people who are uncomfortable with Santeria visit. On her mantelpiece is a 

doll of Father Christmas, dressed in white and gold. On the opposite side is a 

statue of Our Lady of Merced, also in white flowing robes. They are both forms of 

her guardian angel, Obatall Set in between is a balanced scale. Tania is a Libra 

and had the scale for many years before becoming initiated in the religion. I 

realized this was also an ahar, one that a person unfamiliar with the religion may 

not recognize as such. Tania spoke of needing balance in her life often throughout 

the interviews. Dealing with the disease of addictions it is easy for her to go to 

extremes she explained. The balanced scale is symbolic for Tania.

I’d received the gatekeeper’s name from a friend of mine who mentioned 

he had a friend who was “into Santeria” about three years ago. The gatekeeper, 

Samuel, is Tania’s brother and is also the Padrino that initiated her into the 

religion. He had received a spiritual message telling him an opportunity would 

come up for Tania to tell her story thereby helping herself and doing service for 

others just prior to my calling him. Her brother encouraged her to participate in 

this study.
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Getting tn Know Tania 

I am the second youngest of eight brothers and sisters. My mother was so 

overprotective of me. She was very strict m a neurotic sort of way. I couldn’t go 

out or even look out the window when I was a kid. Then I turned eighteen. In my 

mind I thought that meant I was grown up. I went wild. I used drugs. I made a lot 

of bad choices because I had no one to talk to me about my life. My boyfriend 

gave me cocaine for my eighteenth birthday. What a present. I didn’t get hooked 

right away. This happened after I gave birth to my first daughter, Marisa. She’s 

fifteen years old now. I went to a drug rehabilitation center once, but I always had 

reservations about maintaining a drug free life style. My drug of choice was crack. 

I used crack for seven years before I started going to NA, you know, Narcotics 

Anonymous. My brother, Samuel, introduced me to NA. Samuel had always been 

a positive guide for me as a child and also as an adult. He’s been there for me. 

He’s also my Padrino in the religion.

I’ve done things I’m not proud of as a result of my addiction but I am 

grateful I have always been able to take care of my two daughters, Marisa and 

Sophia. They are so important to me. Marisa knows I’m positive but I’m having a 

realty hard time telling Sophia about my HIV status. Their father is around but 

they aren’t close to him. So it’s me raising them, basically.

Several years ago I was in a relationship with a man for about six months. 

We were planning to stay together so we decided to be tested for HIV so that we 

could stop using condoms and I could begin using birth control pills instead. Well,
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we got tested and I came out negative. He lied and said he was negative. I began 

using the birth control pills. About six months later he started saying things like, 

don’t my legs look skinny? Stuff like that. He had known all along he was positive 

but lied because he thought I would leave him. I was so naive. I knew the first time 

we went for testing that he was in the counseling office much longer than me. I 

even thought he might be positive but when he said, I’m negative, I bought it right 

away. I should have asked for his papers. Next thing, I tested positive too. When I 

found out, you know how they say your life flashes before your eyes, my life 

flashed before my eyes. I saw my children. I saw my mother. I said, I’m gonna die. 

To me it was such a death sentence. I was numb for two weeks. I was totally 

numb. Shocked. And then I started to think, you know what, this is an opportunity 

for me to stop getting high. I have got to change the way I am living. Joe and I 

separated but I stayed close to him for four years until he died.

It has been almost eight years since I tested HTV positive. Two years ago 

my mother died. I had made amends to her before she died by being clean and 

working the twelve steps in NA. I didn’t tell anyone in my family that I was 

positive before she died. At about the same tune she died I was diagnosed with 

breast cancer. I used this as an opportunity to tell the truth to my family about the 

HIV. I didn’t have to worry about hurting my mother anymore.

My brother Samuel, who had been a priest in Santeria for many years, did 

a spiritual reading for me. We were instructed, spiritually, that I should be initiated 

into the religion of Santeria in order to save my life. Everything just hit the fen. I’d
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gone to readings and to nusas but here I was being told that before I had the 

mastectomy I had to be initiated, to make Santo. I had to get crowned to save my 

life. I really didn’t know anything about the religion. I asked, what’s that? What’s 

Santo? And I was told it would save my life and I went for it. Santeria turned out 

to be the most beautiful thing. It is the worshipping of saints. To think the Santos 

existed since the beginning of time.

The initiation period is one year and seven days. Even though I’m proud to 

be m the religion I have to admit sometimes I was embarrassed about how I 

looked. I was dressed all in white, all the time. I had to wear a white head 

covering. I had the mastectomy, reconstructive surgery, and chemotherapy. Not 

only was I bald because of the chemo but also because they shave your head 

during an initiation ritual. I basically stopped going to NA. It was so hard to 

handle. Samuel would take me if I wanted to go but I only went a couple of tones.

I was just about to celebrate my seven-year anniversary of sobriety when I relapsed 

on alcohol and marijuana. I’m not blaming my boyfriend because I’m responsible 

for what I do but I used drugs when we were intimate together. To think I was 

coming up on seven years. I had a slip but I’m back on track. It’s scary because 

when I relapsed I didn’t think about my HIV or my breast cancer, or all that I have 

crowned...Obatald, who is the father of sobriety.

Before I relapsed I had totally changed my life. I believe that I had to go 

through the illness to make my faith stronger. I realty believe that I had to go 

through that. And I know that every thing that’s happened to me in my life is for a
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purpose, to test my faith, otherwise I would have been dead a long time ago. When 

I found out I was HIV I could have realty went out there and said, fuck this, I’m 

gonna die anyway, let me keep getting high, but that stopped me. I believe that 

God knew that. I believe that God realty knew that, not that he gave me this on 

purpose because I make my own choices. The way I contracted it wasn’t fair but I 

had to go through that. I had to go through this life and death thing. I would think, 

oh my God, do I want to live or do I want die? And I knew that I wanted to live. I 

haven’t gone back to NA yet but I’m planning to make a meeting soon.

All my life I’ve looked for a place where I could find and express my 

spirituality. My mother never baptized me when I was a child. But I searched. I 

tried Jehovah’s witnesses, I tried Mormons, and I tried Pentecostal. This is the last 

and I’m gonna stop here. I like it. My spirit is nurtured here m this religion. Today 

I’m a priestess. I’m crowned and I’m worth a lot, my life is worth living. I know 

no matter what happens I have God. I know I’m not alone and that’s worth so 

much. How many people go around in life not knowing what it is to love God? To 

know God loves you. So many people are lost spiritually. They don’t know that 

God is always with them. I am grateful I was given the opportunity to feel that. I 

also learned that I’m a good human being. I was just sick, I was just a sick human 

being but I’m still a good person. I experienced a lot of change m my life. Life isn’t 

life without spirituality; I mean without ft you’re lost. How will you love? How 

will you realize what life is all about? I’m learning every day. I’m becoming more
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involved with the outside world. I’d like to volunteer, you know, do something 

useful. One thing I know is that I want to participate in my life to the fullest.
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS

Introduction

As I analyzed the data for like thoughts, experiences, perceptions, and 

feelings emoted by the participants, I realized that what they shared was integral 

This meant that there was actually no way to easily separate themes into sections. I 

decided to blend together like areas from the data about the participants’ health 

experiences, their relationships with families and friends, and their religious and 

spiritual experiences. The metathemes I constructed are Tuning the Instrument, in 

which the participants speak about their relationships with health care systems; 

Being in Symphony, where the participants describe their relationships with 

friends, families, and the larger community; and In Rhvthm with Spirit, where we 

hear the participants describe their relationships with the dead, ancestors, orishas, 

and God. I created the overarching statement of Living in Concert with the 

Universes as this aptly describes the manner in which the participants relate to 

themselves and others with awareness and conscious intent.

There is similar material in each of the following sections. I observed that 

each ‘category’ could not be separated, did not stand alone, and didn’t have a clear 

beginning or ending. They all flowed into the other, somewhat like waves. What I
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beard from the participants was that while a wave may erode a beach, the sands are 

nonetheless also held together by the wetness of the water. The gentleness of the 

wave or the ferocity of the wave is nevertheless the same water. So I invite you to 

breathe deeply and let the waters embrace you as they did me.

At the beginning of each section is a short playlet I’ve created that brings 

Mark, Luz, Maritza, Ray, and Tania together. This practice allows the reader to 

gather what the participants have shared in a ’live’ form, to hear their identifying 

remarks more clearly, and to experience the cohesiveness they share although I 

believe they haven’t actually met in a physical form previous to my writing.

Tuning the Instrument

The five participants sit on the back patio of a large institution. The building and 
grounds are reminiscent of a sanatorium. The autumn leaves are falling but are still 
splendid. The colors dance by in reds and golds. Mark and Luz are wearing 
sweaters to keep the cool breeze from touching their skins. They’ve lingered 
outside because they welcome the pale sunshine.

Maritza: I’d rather stay out here. It’s supposed to be this great hospital. It looks so 
fabulous from the outside but once you go in you find out the truth.

Mark: I can’t wait to get out of here. I just need these antibiotics for a few days. 
Once I get them, I’m out. I plan to go downtown to get the herbs I really need.

Ray: Yeah, me too. Can you imagine the doc’s reaction if I told him Obatald 
advised me to get the herbs for my health? He’d probably say who is this Dr. 
Obatala? What hospital is he affiliated with? (Laughs, imitating his physician’s 
voice) Nurse, bring me the moxsa.

Tania: I don’t even like telling them I’m HIV positive (she draws her shawl closer 
to her chest). I may go to another hospital and see what they have to tell me.
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Luz: I’m happy I finally have a doctor who listens to me. I just don’t want them to 
know too much about me. You never know how they’ll use the info., you know 
what I mean? (Turns to go back inside)

Living with HIV/AIDS means learning howto care for the self in diverse 

ways. Each participant described the need to structure, organize, and put in place 

his or her own health care system These systems include building relationships 

with health care personnel that include both professional and non-professional 

staff, finding tolerable medication regimens, and negotiating safe hospitalizations. 

Caring for the self takes up extraordinary amounts of time for each of the 

participants. The participants have become expert in the manner in which they’ve 

learned to coordinate what they need and what types of treatment they believe may 

be beneficial for them and will accept from their health providers. Self-advocacy, in 

the form of speaking their voices, is essential for the participants.

Important factors in accepting health care include the belief they are 

listened to, that all health team members are in communication with each other, 

and that the care providers are aware of the effects of the offered services. 

Descriptions of hospital stays ranged from benign to tortuous. The participants 

spoke about the continued ignorance and fear they felt exuded from the health 

practitioners and that education was still needed for health personnel, including 

nurses and nurses’ aides.

As practitioners of Santeria, the participants described different experiences 

about the influence of the religion in their relationships with medical providers and 

during hospitalizations. While Mark’s physician would ask about his spiritualism,
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Tania was tokl outright by a therapist not to put all of her hopes onto the religion. 

Although they reported a range of experiences, the participants were generally 

quiet about their religious practices.

The participants discussed the use of medication in detail They repeatedly 

spoke of the toxicity o f currently available medication. From Ray’s statement that 

he was taking his medication under duress to Mark’s vehement refusal of certain 

medication, it was apparent that they wanted to live yet wanted to achieve and 

maintain a self-determined quality of life. In order to achieve this, four of the 

participants utilized complementary healing techniques. They also used the various 

herbal remedies and internal cleansings to reverse the toxic effects of the synthetic 

medication they were prescribed.

Listen to What I Have to Sav 

Luz, Maritza, Mark, Ray, and Tania participated in their health care. Not 

only did they negotiate with their health providers, at times they had to defend 

themselves during challenging interactions with the hospital and medical staff. Self- 

advocacy is paramount to meeting these challenges that are rooted in various 

areas.

Maritza spoke of instances where she has felt discriminated by hospital 

personnel because ofher disease process. Nurses aides dressed in complete 

isolation garb when they came in to check her temperature. At times she has 

refused care because of the attitudes of the health care workers:
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I was dealing with the heart but I had an experience that this lady came in 
the middle of the night, I think die was a nurse’s aide, to take the 
temperature and things like that. When she saw I was HIV positive die 
came in with the gear. So she wakes me up, Rios, Rios. She didn’t touch 
me, she’s screaming at me. Rios, Rios, your temperature. So I looked at 
her like this (mean look). I said, why you dressed like that? She said, 
because I’m a take your temperature. I said, are you gonna touch any of 
my body fluids? No. Right. You ain’t touching me. Report me, whatever. 
You ain’t touching me. (Maritza, 22:1309-1320)

Maritza spoke to the head nurse and was assigned another nurse to check

her vital signs. After advocating for herself with the head nurse she still received

the grumbling of the nurse’s aide who took over the duty of checking her vital

signs. “So the other nurse did it. She said, people could get so angry. Oh my god!

I said you’re not in my position so don’t go there” (Maritza, 23:1343-1345).

Maritza believed that health care professionals would benefit by more education.

The active response in defending herself is one she continues to utilize when she

feels that her health or life may be in jeopardy.

The preceding situation is reminiscent of a previous situation that occurred

while she was hospitalized in Puerto Rico with severe diarrhea. Maritza stated she

could feel the fear of the nursing staff because ofher diagnosis. Her aunt had

explained to the nurses that she was HIV positive for so many years:

They said okay. They were putting on the IV and they were scared to 
touch me. You could see it. They were scared to touch me. Put me on the 
stretcher. They didn’t give me anything for the pain. Nothing. (Maritza, 
24:1378-1382)

Maritza has also felt neglected because of the lack of care received during 

this hospitalization:
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They put you on a stretcher with an IV and close the curtains and that’s it.
I mean you hear them. You think they’re gonna come and check you. They 
don’t check you. They’ll go around. You’re there for hours. You can’t 
even go to the bathroom. Cause they leave you there. So if you do it on 
yourselfj that’s on you. I mean they’ll close the curtain on you and that’s ft. 
Lucky that I’m a fighter. 1 got up and I started cursing everybody out. I 
want to see the administrator, I’m a walk. And my aunt came and she said 
if you didn’t die in... you ain’t gonna die here, let’s go. (Maritza, 23:1355- 
1365)

During a recent hospitalization, Maritza described an Distance in that she

felt two nurses sided against her during an argument with her mother who

unexpectedly came to visit her. She said her mother began to feign illness for

attention. The nurses knew nothing about the argument or the relationship and

reacted in the following manner:

Two nurses came in, real nasty with me. I’m the patient, mind you. And the 
nurses are acting nasty with me. Rios, is this your mother? Yeah, what? 
Look at her condition. I said, and? And? Then she said, one of the nurses 
said you shouldn’t, she started screaming at me, you shouldn’t be like that 
with your mother. I got up. My friend thought I was going to hit her. I 
said, you need to mind your motherfiicking business, cause if you don’t 
know what’s going on, don’t judge me. Don’t fucking judge me. Cause 
you don’t know what the fuck is going on. So then she left. I couldn’t 
believe...I said iflhadthe heart machine on they would have left me (in 
the hospital). Cause I could feel my heart rate started up... the beats going 
down again. (Maritza, 9:713-728)

Maritza never addressed her spirituality with the nurses as she was busy 

tending to her most basic physical needs.

Tania’s hospitalizations were complicated. At the time ofhospitalization 

for treatment ofbreast cancer she was in the process ofher initiation into Santeria. 

She dressed, as required, in completely white clothing and always wore a head 

covering. When hospitalized Tania stated, “sometimes they would ask me what are
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you a nun or something?” (Tania, 51:2277-2278). Tania simultaneously dealt with

an altered body image resulting from the breast mastectomy, reconstruction, and

chemotherapy, and having a shaved head that resulted from an initiation ritual done

when Obatald claimed her head:

Being that when you go through chemo your white cells go down, so I was 
hospitalized for a sore throat. So I had to be with my hat, you know follow 
the rules. Dressed in white. So I had to do this in the hospital still and not 
the doctors, basically, but the nurses who would come in, they would see 
my bracelet that goes with the...they would question it and the white hat 
and they would question the white and they would question what religion is 
this. (Tania, 16:695-704)

Although she stated she wasn’t secretive about the religion she wouldn’t

say the word Santeria (Tania used an ominous sounding tone) because most people

contuse Santeria with Brujeria (black magic). “I would just say the Yoruba

religion. Simple as that. I wouldn’t say, no, es Santeria tu sabe” (it’s Santeria, you

know) (Tania, 51:2276-2277). There was a social worker and one nurse who were

familiar with the religion. As an initiate m the religion, Tania didn’t have immediate

access to some of the information that the health professionals questioned her

about. Tania found it helpful for herself to get the correct information about the

religion from her Padrino. What may have been perceived as reticence in

answering the questions by the staff personnel was merely her own lack of

knowledge that she was attempting to change:

Some nurses would question me and you know, that was the hardest thing 
because if they would question me I would have to put out the right 
information and sometimes I didn’t have the right information. I was so 
new. It was like so new, fresh, so I would be careful what I’d say. I’d keep 
it very simple and sometimes I would get into detail with people who knew 
about it or heard about it. I’m a priestess; I’m going through the process of
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being a priestess. And like my social worker. He was so...uhm, he’d heard 
about it and he was so interested in it. Every time he visited me we would 
get into...and that would open my mind more and then if I didn’t know a 
question I would call my Padrino and ask him. So if anyone asked me that 
question again I would know. (Tania, 51:2271-2287)

Mark’s hospitalizations were usually quick and he counted on being

discharged home as rapidly as possible. He said that if he had a cleansing done

while hospitalized that his Padrinos would move quickly without the staff being

aware of the event. Mark’s hospitalizations have been short without

communication with the nurses or hospital stay about his religion:

When I was sick in the hospital, my godmother went to give me a 
cleansing. You know, with certain solutions that we use. They are called 
remedios and they are, like... they're holy, sacred. They use them to 
cleanse and she took that and she cleansed me, I mean, she took it there in 
the hospital. No one was there. No one needed to know. It was just a ritual 
that was done there for my health. But as opposed to nurses finding out or 
asking me anything, I didn't cause one, I didn't have my ellekes, I didn't 
have anything on me that would expose me for them to ask me certain 
things. (Mark, 19:831*840)

If the participants were overtly dressed m the white clothing or were 

wearing their ellekes the clinical staff may have had an increased disposition to ask 

them questions about their religious belief system. As pointed out by Mark, when 

there was no external evidence of being part of a religious group no questions 

were posed by the staff during hospitalizations.

Luz also stated she hadn’t used any rituals in the hospital but wouldn’t 

hesitate to do so if the need arose. “I haven’t had the need to do so. But if were to 

come up, yes, I would do it” (Luz, 9:409-410). Luz is careful to maintain a firm
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boundary between her life as a Santera and her life as a person living with 

HIV/AIDS.

Ray vocalized his experience as being inappropriately misinterpreted by the 

medical profession, as he was psychiatrical^ hospitalized during an episode of HIV 

dementia when he had a very high viral load. ‘1 had a sense of expressing things 

that were really valid and I knew that people there were very uncomfortable with 

the things that I was saying” (Ray, 26:1136>1138). Ray’s belief is that the medical 

profession does not integrate the spiritual, physical, and mental needs of the care 

consumer:

I ended up at psych wards instead and so it’s like the physical aspect 
wasn’t -  it wasn’t directly addressed. And I think that if that had been the 
case, you know, people would have become aware that I was experiencing 
dementia. (Ray, 23:1003-1008)

With a high viral load and the symptoms of dementia he stated he had

experienced a union with his spiritual guides. This experience was not affirmed

during the hospital stay by his mental or medical health professionals as spiritual,

but was seen as symptomatic of psychosis:

I knew the things that were taking place, that people would consider like 
hallucinating, aah, it’s interesting, a lot of deities presented themselves 
during what people call the course of the dementia as had not happened in 
the past. There is this large Hispanic guy that appeared to be my Indian 
spirit... just became aligned with me during short periods of time and I 
kind of fek that he was protecting me. (Ray, 18:802-810)

Talk To Me and We’ll See What Happens 

The participants are involved with the health care they receive. Each of 

them has slowly developed trusting relationships with their primary health
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practitioners. Maritza changed health care facilities because she believed that in 

the first hospital the medical team never spoke to each other and there was no 

team effort. Each physician seemed to work m a very individual manner. Maritza 

also felt that some of the care and tests she received were torturous and there were

Everything they were doing has come back negative. Yet, I still had the 
chest pain. I still had the headache and everything was negative. So when 
they discharged me they said you okay. You gonna come back to us. I said, 
you stupid! I ain’t gonna come back here. (Spoken with a hint of humor) 
Cause they did all these tests and something had to show up. And nothing 
showed up. Nothing showed up. (Maritza, 14:959-966)

This has changed for her at the new hospital. At the new facility she chose

to attend, Maritza is in communication with her medical team. Although she still

has questions about her condition she believes the team works in a unified manner.

She has not discussed her religion with her medical team.

Ray is also very private about the religion and has decided not to speak

with his physician or health professionals about his religion. “I haven’t discussed

my religion with my doctor yet and may not, it’s a good chance that I won’t. I

discuss it with very few people, very, very few people” (Ray, 6:232-235). He has

not yet been fully initiated into the religion but has experienced events that have

bolstered his hesitation about disclosing the religion to those who are not

practitioners. He believes it is too controversial to mix the two. He has been with

the same physician for fourteen years.

As the others did, Ray spoke of the feet that at times there is little

information about certain illnesses. He recovered from what was treated as a
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psychosis but very well may have been an HIV related dementia that resolved with

the lowering of his viral load by medication according to Ray. Whatever the type

of care he received he did feel as though his spiritual guidance was supporting him

throughout his illnesses:

I don’t know how individuals could be treated otherwise other than to 
address the virus because I think when the virus is high, I have to assume 
and nobody is giving me any feedback on this...I have to assume that the 
virus is hiding out in my brain or spinal tissue, anything that would lead to 
circulation to the brain and I think it is like really very limited information 
in the medical circle in terms of addressing that. I don’t know... I guess I 
would say I am a little less than mystified by my good fortune and I know 
that it is because the orishas are walking with me. (Ray, 21:925-936)

Tania has experienced stigmatizing responses to her illness by medical

professionals. She has begun to protect herself by not disclosing her HIV status

based on experiences to certain health professionals. An experience during a dental

visit prompted this decision:

I went to a dentist. And you know they tell you sign your history and all 
that and I put that down. For me, when I got there everybody was nice, the 
people win work...then to me afterwards it seemed like dimmed down, 
down. I went hmmm. The dentist did a horrible job. I mean a horrible job. I 
mean I been to the dentist, you can see my mouth. All my life practically. 
And this dentist was the worst. I thought he did that on purpose so I won’t 
come back (laughs) and you know what I never went back. Never went 
back. (Tania, 53:2351-2361)

Although she expressed some guilt over her decisions of non-disclosure,

Tania believed that because health professionals utilize universal precautions this

decision was the right one for her:

So to tell you the truth I have a dentist now. I didn’t put that down and I 
feel like really bad that I didn’t but um, I see how he works. He has gloves 
and his thing also (indicating a shield worn around the face area) but not 
that big shield. I think they take precautions because there are people who
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don’t even know they have it. And they could be treating people, working 
on people that don’t know it. So they always have to take precautions 
regardless. (Tania, 53:2368-2378)

Tania has a physician who has treated her HIV disease and is very aware of

her recent history of breast cancer. She states she has also gone to medical

professionals who are unfamiliar with her health history if she feels it is an

emergency situation and her physician is unavailable. Tank admitted:

He’s here once a week, so I’m thinking of calling him and seeing if I can 
see him, you know, emergency. Or I could go right here to Barley Street 
and they don’t know my history so they might just give me something for 
the dizzy spells. I’m thinking of that too. (Tank, 45:2018-2022)
Sometimes I pick to go to the doctors and they don’t realty know what’s 
[going on], (Tank, 46:2048-2049)

Developing rektionships with health providers seems to be difficult at

times for Tank. She has been in psychotherapy in the past in what she described to

be healthy relationships until the last therapist she was seeing agreed with Tank’s

current male friend that Santeria would be something she’d also be uncomfortable

with if her own husband were to come home and say he was going to be initiated.

The therapist also warned her about putting too much faith in the religion. “Well,

you know, don’t because they tell you you’re going to live, don’t think, don’t put

all your hopes and all your things in that thing because it’s a lie” (Tank, 41:1879-

1882). Tank immedktety stopped the psychotherapy sessions with this therapist

because her viewpoints did not coincide with her own:

I left her. I’m like, you know what, thank you for sharing but I don’t, you 
know, want that feedback, you know. But not that I’m putting my hope, 
everything, because what I do with myself, my health, what I put in my 
mouth, how I take care of myself is going to determine my health. You 
understand? I got to participate in taking care of myself m taking my
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medicines, going to the doctor, eating right, exercising, stop smoking, try 
to stop smoking but you know all of that contributes to a healthier longer 
life. I’m not putting all my...just on that. It’s all a combination with the 
religion and I guess the state of mind that you’re in that you know gives 
you life, gives you health. (Tania, 42:1886-1899)

Mark’s relationship with his doctor has thrived since he was first diagnosed

as being HIV positive in 1989. Mark voluntarily told him he was going to be m the

religion and would wear white for a year. He stated his doctor was supportive and

identified with the aspect of spirituality:

Even my doctor can see. I mean he has seen me totally change through my 
spiritualism and the time I got initiated. I told him I was going to be 
initiated and I was going to be wearing white for a whole year. I wore what 
we call yawd. He was like, well okay. He would ask me how's the 
spiritualism going? (Mark, 8:367-372) He's a Jew. So in a sense be can 
relate how I feel... the religion is a very important factor in my life. As his 
is. (Mark, 9:385-387)

This relationship has changed over the years as the number of people

diagnosed with HIV/AIDS has increased and as the manufacturing of new

medications has increased:

After I got diagnosed I went to him and have been with him. I've never 
changed him because 1 have a very good relationship with my doctor, my 
western doctor. I believe it's very important to have you have to have a 
good relationship. And we've had our little crashes and our ups and downs 
because when I first started seeing him he was very much into visualization 
and taking a lot of tune with one but then again this was in ’89 he didn't 
have that many patients I think. You know and as his practice started 
getting bigger and bigger because more people kept getting sicker and 
sicker and sicker I noticed he started changing from having a little beliefs in 
homeopathics and things like that, he started going gung ho with medicine. 
You know I saw the change. (Mark, 3:129-141)

Luz described a two-tiered system where she viewed the professional staff

in one way and the non-professional staff in another way. She felt that the medical
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doctors or professional hospital staff couldn’t understand her religion because

most were Jewish. When 1 questioned her as to her communication with health

professionals regarding her religion she said she basically had no discussion with

them about it. If the non-professional workers who were of mostly Hispanic origin

noticed she was wearing her ellekes then she would speak briefly about the

religion. It appeared as though the non-professional staff would then view her not

as a client but as a Santera who had spiritual and psychic gifts that may be

beneficial for them.

I deal with Jewish people and Jewish people have their own beliefs. A lot 
of times I wear my beads, they see me with my beads. Or the workers are 
Spanish people; oh you’re a santera? Yes. Do you do readings? Sometimes 
1 do. I gotta see you. All right, whenever. That’s as far as that goes. I don’t 
bring that home with me because that can cause a lot of conflict. (Luz, 
10:446-453)

Three of the participants spoke about having agencies provide home health 

assistance. Luz is fearful that if she were to meet a worker in her home or in her 

community that mother will find out that she has AIDS. She currently has a home 

health aide who comes in to help her out on a regular basis. Luz believes the aide is 

not aware ofher HIV/AIDS diagnosis because she has been diagnosed with and 

was being treated for several other illnesses. During the interview she brought me 

to the back of the apartment for privacy out of hearing range ofthe aide. This 

particular aide lived across the street from Luz.

Maritza did not want a home health aide although her memory was 

deteriorating. She was becoming increasingly in need of physical help, raising three 

children. She made this decision based on her previous experience with a home
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health aide who had used her telephone for long distance calls without permission.

At one point Maritza received a bill for eight hundred dollars:

She was telling me she was calling her kids and she was calling Honduras. 
My bill went up to $800.00...I wanted to die but I made the agency pay for 
it, I went off, I went off, I went off. I said, I will call the news on your ass 
and, oh man, I went off They say they would fire her. (Maritza, 73:3569- 
3576)

Another home health aide had the Bureau of Child Welfare (BCW) come

to the home because she wanted to be off on a particular day that Maritza had

planned on going to a spiritual retreat:

Because I was going [on] another retreat, she wanted that Friday off and I 
told her I can’t give you Friday offbecause I am going on a retreat and you 
need to be in the house that when the kids come. The godmother is going 
to stay with them because they need somebody there for them, you know, 
to pick them up, whatever. So, she got mad and waited for me to leave and 
she accused me of abandonment. When I came home, the cops was waiting 
for me and everything. I was like WHAT!!! (Maritza, 73:3577-3587)

Mark also admitted difficulty in having someone who would come to his

home to help if he were 01:

I have been pretty sick but I've never had to have home attendant or 
persons coming to my house. I value and I treasure my home and my 
privacy. Not that they would be invading but they would be m a 
sense...yeah, I mean if it got to that point I'd deal with it then and of 
course I'd have to have someone. There are people with home attendants 
and things like that. I'm a very independent person so I prefer 111 just get it 
myself. Like when I got really sick and came out ofthe hospital I was scP 
weak and I didn't have any groceries and I wanted to cook at home 
because I was tired ofthe hospital food. I dont care what hospital... I 
mean all the food is bad (humorously) and I had to go and do my own 
shopping and I was walk [ing] and could barely walk and I just had it 
delivered. (Mark, 5:208-224)
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It’s So Good It Hurts

Participants had much to say about the medications they take for the

prevention of AIDS related diseases. By taking certain combinations of

medications the participants hoped to have high CD4 counts (t-cell counts) and

low viral load blood counts. These laboratory values, simply stated, measure the

amount of HIV in the blood and the t-cells (CD4 counts) that are available. The

t-cells help to fight infection and are compromised in an immunosuppressed

individual. The participants have negotiated with their physicians about the

medications. Some of the participants wanted to stop medications because of side

effects, were m the process of changing their medication regimens, or were using

herbs to filter out the adverse effects of the potentially toxic Highly Active

Antiretroviral therapies (HAART). The participants read the pharmaceutical

company package inserts and are very aware of the potential adverse reactions.

Luz stated that her body is very sensitive to medication and she is very

hesitant in taking them:

Maybe three years ago that I actually started on medication because I was 
afraid. I got all these feedback about toxicity and it’s going to kill you 
before the disease and it’s gonna do this and that and I was scared. I was 
very scared to get involved. (Luz, 3:123*128)

Luz is constantly negotiating with her medical physician or taking medications in a

manner with which she feels comfortable. At times she has taken medication in a

smaller dose than recommended just to test her body’s reaction. She has had toxic

reactions and has had to be hospitalized; these episodes further her resolve to be

careful with medication. Luz admits that sometimes she doesn’t do herself justice
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by decision-making based on fears. Not only is the fear of medications derived

from her own toxic reactions but also by bad press received from advertisements

and the media, her childhood history of taking medication, pharmaceutical

company inserts, and people she is in contact with:

I was hearing it from people. All the so-called feedback that they got. TV. 
You know, this does this and this does that. Then you go to the pharmacy 
and you get your medication and you get this printout that tells you this, 
that, and the other. A lot of times the side effects are worse than the illness 
itself. (Luz, 3:133-138)

During the interview process Maritza had stopped all her medication as 

advised by her physician secondary to liver toxicity. At the time of the final 

participant check she said her doctor wanted her to try a new regimen. She showed 

me the bag full of medication bottles. She started reading the inserts regarding the 

side effects of the medication. Maritza verbalized doubt about restarting 

medication since her liver was damaged while simultaneously acknowledging that 

her CD-4 count was decreasing. She decided to call her physician prior to starting 

the medication although she had already spoken to her about the adverse effects 

during the last visit.

Mark has his medicine, received from his Eastern practitioners, on shelves 

on one side of a kitchen cabinet and his western medication filling the shelves on 

the other side of the cabinet. During the initial interview, he had herbs boiling on 

the stove in preparation for a cleansing he was planning to do shortly. He 

discussed how he negotiated early on with his physician about what medications he 

would take and which he would refuse to take. Mark stated initially his physician
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was open to the use ofherbal remedies and then the earlier drugs for HIV were 

manufactured “he started going gung ho with medicine” (Mark, 4:140-141). Mark 

told his doctor:

I'm not taking AZT, I'm not going to take it and I wont take it. I've never 
taken it and I wont take it. I said, you know I'm not taking it. And he said, 
why not? And I said, I've seen too many of my friends already die with that. 
I'm not taking it. (Mark, 4:147-150)

Mark has since taken protease inhibitors for several years but has refused

Interferon, a medication for hepatitis, with potentially severe side effects.

Ray is also in the process of changing regimens. As the others have, Ray

describes an inner conflict regarding his medication regimen. He acknowledged the

need to be hospitalized when beginning his medication because of the effects on his

body:

There is no way that I could have tolerated this regimen out on the street 
and living on my own. lust the whole impact of taking these drugs has been 
a traumatic shift from my body. It’s like I think that I needed them but 
there is just no way that I could have tolerated them, taking them on my 
own. (Ray, 13:516-522)

He also has negotiated and compromised with his health care practitioners by

starting the medications. Ray acknowledges the medications work but has a

continuing sense ofhis body rejecting them:

I never wanted to take them and I am taking them under duress. It’s like 
they are doing their job, I won’t stop for now until I know that I have 
something else in place and that could be very open-ended but taking them 
feels unnatural. (Ray, 13:552-556)

Tania has been on medication for the HIV/AIDS for about a year. She had
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been advised by her medical physician to stop the medication during the

chemotherapy treatment process for the breast cancer. Tania also complained of

side effects, dizziness, and weight loss during one ofthe interviews:

1 had lost a lot of weight because of the medication I was on. Maybe it 
could be the medication too; I really got to check up on it. (Tania, 
46:2064-2066) But this scares me, the dizziness. Que estoy debit [that I’m 
weak]. 1 lost some weight, a little weight. And I’ve...these few days I’m 
trying to eat. And what happens is, parece que [it seems], it’s too much for 
the body. (Tania, 46:2049-2053)

There’s Healing at the Comer Grocer 

The participants utilize complementary healing methods in conjunction with 

the synthetic western medicines their physicians have prescribed for them and that 

are available on the market. I don’t refer to these techniques as integrative 

medicine because the western health practitioners do not prescribe along with the 

alternative healers. The participants repeatedly and vehemently stated that the 

western preparations are toxic to their bodies. In choosing to buy or access herbs, 

acupuncture, moxsacombustibles, roots, etc. they are again being proactive for 

themselves. Mark, Ray, Maritza, and Luz use complementary methods of healing. 

Tania doesn’t take herbal or alternative remedies. She takes only her prescribed 

medication and a multivitamin tablet.

Luz uses the old-fashioned herbal remedies in order to detoxify her system 

from the toxic effects of the synthetic medication she has been ingesting. She 

states:

Holistics, I believe in holistic. There are a lot of things. Now they have this 
thing called Nuni... sold by the Japanese fruit stand. And it's used for a lot
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of things. It’s used for people with cancer. It’s used for people with HIV.
It helps fight. It helps you buikl up your immune system. It helps detoxify 
you...(Luz, 8:325-331). So by preparing this concoction, you’re cleansing 
your system. You’re cleansing your blood. And you can still go on. And 
you still got a fighting chance. It’s like your you’re dirtying a cloth and 
you’re taking it and your washing it and reusing it again. That’s what 
you’re doing with your system. That’s why I believe m holistics. (Luz, 
8:351-357)

Ray had utilized herbs previously and had been given a message from

Obatald during a spiritual reading that he should embrace the herbs and utilize

them more often. Ray stated:

I have worked with herbs quite a lot and it’s like part being HIV positive, I 
have been positive for like 13 years without any medication and my primary 
support was from herbs. I have been taking meds for like a little under two 
years now. (Ray, 2:53-58)

Ray spoke of the herbs in terms of his viral load and his CD4 count and several

tunes about how he had difficulty physically tolerating the synthetic medications

that were prescribed for him. Although the drugs extend his life he had difficulty

tolerating them. He described the side effects included darkening of his skin,

dealing with diarrhea, hair loss, and texture change. Ray had been using the herbs,

Reiki, acupuncture, and moxsacombustibles for many years and was affirmed by

having his guardian angel, Obatala, indicate to him he should continue to care for

himself m this manner. Ray stated:

Yeah, and in terms of the numbers, 1 am doing really well but I don’t have 
an affinity for chemicals or an artificial way of addressing what I consider 
healing and, additionally, Obatala has indicated to me that he is actively 
supporting my health and wants me to address this through herbs. (Ray, 
2:60-65)
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Mark spoke about spiritual cleansings that may be utilized m order to

cleanse oneself. Mark also attends acupuncture and receives treatment for the

hepatitis he has, in addition to AIDS. He also has used herbal remedies most of his

life as his mother was a curandera and reared her children with these practices. He,

as Luz did, spoke of how they cut down on toxicity of synthetic medications:

I'm still taking my medications...I don't see any harm in doing it, so I don't 
feel like I'm going to have a reaction to it or something like that. If I do, 
then well, that means I can stop it but as many years as I've been doing that 
I haven't had any reaction. On the contrary, I feel that it helps; I guess it 
kind of cuts down on all the toxicity of the medication. You know it helps 
to kind of wash it out. Detoxing sort of...(Mark, 20:880*887). But I'm 
taking Chinese herbs for my liver and that has helped me a lot. My 
acupuncturist she gives me treatments for the liver, for hepatitis which 
helps... my doctor knows I see my acupuncturist. And he knows that I'm 
taking Chinese medicine. I tell him. As I said I have a very good 
relationship with my western doctor. (Mark, 5:199-206)

Mark also spoke ofhow he protects himself from illness or unwanted

energies when going to the hospital when he visits an individual who is also sick.

Not only is he more susceptible to others’ illnesses because of HIV/AIDS process

but also because ofhis sensitivity as a practitioner of Santeria:

For instance if I go into the hospital to visit a friend I cleanse myself after I 
come back from the hospital, with a bath or something, and I protect 
myself. I keep my head covered. You do certain things, you know, because 
there's a lot of sicknesses in the hospital, there's death there. Being a 
Santero, you are more susceptible, more aware of the situation so what you 
do is more things to protect yourself, you wear your beads underneath your 
clothes and there are other things that you have to do and you just do 
them. You go and visit. You do your charity work or visiting a sick person 
that needs, and you do that. (Mark, 20:861-871)

Luz discussed the use of offerings as another type ofhealing tool. Maritza

did not discuss them during the interviews but I did observe similar offerings in
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front of her altar during the several interviews. Luz described a particular offering

she could do to help her feel better emotionally:

When you feel the most, like I feel right now, I would take eight eggs, 
clean myself, put it on top of Obatala or if you’re not a Santera you would 
take eight eggs, clean yourself put it m a bed of cotton, take this thing 
called cascarilla, sprinkle it over, you cover it and you go to the mountain. 
Obatala I feel this, I feel that, please help me, give me peace, tranquility.... 
(Luz, 38:1655-1662)

Being in Symphony

The participants have gathered and are seated on metal folding chairs in a 
large meeting room. When one enters this room the outstanding feature noticed is 
that the room is quite stark in its emptiness. It seems dark but the whiteness ofthe 
sky can be seen through the long windows for which there are no coverings.

Tania: Sometimes I feel so exposed. Even my sister doesn’t use my bathroom 
anymore. There is so much to deal with, my feelings, their feelings, everybody’s 
feelings. It’s overwhelming sometimes.

Maritza: Yeah, I know exactly what you’re talking about. My sister sent my niece 
with Clorox to my house when she was staying over. Would you believe it! 
(Pounds her open hand with her fist). This shit didn’t begin now. Who knows one 
day I may be the one having to care for them. They’re no different than me.

Mark: (Laughs softly). Today, I’m filling my space with people that care for me. 
My Madrina and Padrino are there for me. My doctor and my acupuncturist care 
for me. I’m thankful What gets me now is that I lost so many of my friends to this 
illness. Today, I make my life different. With God’s help I make it so.

Ray: Yes, I find myself getting with the people who care, the people who don’t 
have me feeling energy depleted. When I was younger, I saw myself as this radical 
who was a warrior in the physical sense. I considered myself ready to face any 
battle. Being a black male means living with an entirely different consciousness. 
Today, I’m living life as a spiritual warrior. That’s where the healing is and that’s 
how I want to live the remainder of my life.

Luz: I know God is on my side. But I still haven’t even told my mother about this 
disease. I don’t want to be discriminated against by my own mother. That’s a big 
possibility. Yes, I definitely relate to Mark when he says he lost people to this
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disease. I lost my brother to this disease. I’ll break my mother’s heart if I tell her I 
have it too. I don’t want even my mother to look at me differently. I see it on the 
streets everyday. There is so much ignorance out there. I don’t want to be 
separate.

In this section, the participants discuss the impact of relationships with 

family and friends as they live with HIV/AIDS. The complexities ofthe 

relationships are apparent. While some relationships have been described as 

supportive, others were described as continued patterns of emotional abuse. 

Maritza and Tania spoke about the internal pain of feeling rejected by close family 

members because of their HIV status. Luz continues to struggle with disclosure of 

her status to her mother because ofthe potential resulting pain. She continues to 

prefer anonymity regarding her status in the community she lives in because she 

has found the reactions to be discriminatory. The stigma of being diagnosed as 

HIV positive continues to occur as many people the participants are in contact 

with continue to be ignorant about the disease process.

The participants generally depend on the support of family and friends. 

Their ability to transcend the ignorance allows them to accept the support that 

others are able to provide for them. The support may come in the form of 

receiving a phone call that affords the opportunity to ventilate their feelings or 

chicken soup made lovingly by one’s Madrina. The participants expressed 

gratitude for whatever form of genuine support they receive.

Part of relating with others includes the need for the participants to cope 

with similar health processes in their family members and friends. They described 

years of loss beginning early on in the AIDS epidemic. The participants spoke
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eloquently about their own observations of the illnesses of loved ones while 

managing then own health situations.

Luz, Tania, and Maritza spoke in depth about their roles as mothers. 

Although Luz’ son is an adult and lives out of state she visits with him frequently. 

During the interviews I noted how Maritza and Tania interacted with their 

children. Both mothers would immediately stop the interview, in mid-sentence, if 

one of the children approached and provided undivided attention to the child. This 

occurred whether or not the child was aware the participant was diagnosed as 

being HIV positive.

No One Ever Said It’d Be Easy

Maritza spoke frequently during the interviews of the abuse she had

endured in her relationship with her mother as a young child. This pattern of abuse

continues currently. Her mother attempted to have her children removed from her

when she found out Maritza was diagnosed as HIV positive:

My mother has taken me to court when I told her my status. Saying that I 
was HIV positive and that I was incompetent of taking care of my kids. 
Tried to take my kids from me. She lied like a mother. She said I was 
critical. I was real skinny. When the judge saw me they were gonna lock 
her up. Cause I haven’t tost...I’ve lost weight but not like critical weight 
you know. So she’s put me through hell and back. Put me through hell and 
back. (Maritza, 10:763-771)

When the judge refused to award the mother custody of the children, the mother

attempted to use the fact Maritza is in a lesbian relationship as reason to remove
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the children from the household. Maritza said the judge told her mother that gay 

people also have rights.

Maritza becomes angry by the actions of her mother. She explained, “then

she brought my daughter a bottle of bleach. When you go to the bathroom, make

sure you clean after, the toilet, because sometimes your mother...you know, like if

I want to give my kids HIV. On purpose” (Maritza, 11:777-781). Although her

youngest daughter is not aware Maritza is HIV positive or the ramifications of this

she is taught not to wipe any blood should Maritza get cut. Maritza continually

teaches universal precautions to her children. She would intermittently stop the

interview process in order to communicate with her children. She would teach,

cajole, and listen to her children about whatever concerns they brought her. Her

inner strength has helped her overcome what couki be overwhelming adversities in

her family situation.

Tania also described the ignorance she has experienced in terms ofher

sister’s treatment ofher when she revealed she was HIV positive. She is hopeful

that her sister will become more accepting with time:

I notice when my sister comes here she don’t use the bathroom. But that’s 
okay. She did before (Tania, 3:128-130). And every time they come here I 
try to show them that I’m cleaning the cup real well or the spoon real well. 
But I know it’s ignorance. They don’t know any better. And it makes me 
sad but (silence) what can I do? (Tama, 3:133-137)

Luz has yet to disclose her HIV status to her mother because ofher

brother’s death due to an AIDS related illness. She spoke of protecting her mother

from the knowledge that she is now also sick. Luz hides her medication and won’t
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take it in the presence ofher mother if she is m her apartment. “If my mother’s 

here, fine, I’ll sneak around it” (Luz, 4:177-179). They live in the same building 

and during the interviews her mother called often. Luz has also chosen not to tell 

her mother about the illness because she doesn’t want to break her male friend’s 

confidentiality.

Luz has been in an intermittent relationship with her male friend, Tomas,

for over eighteen years. He is the man who infected her with the virus. Luz

attempts to be sexually intimate with him but she states he is fearful that he will

become sick should they have sexual relations together. Luz educates him about

the use of condoms. For Luz it is difficult to be alone and she believes it is

significant they share the illness together. According to Luz, Tomas can be very

emotionally withholding and lacks compassion:

All I want... all I said to him in Spanish was that 1 wanted carifio 
(affection). He just looked at me and said, carifio? Why should I give you 
carifio? It was so, so painful. I said, oh excuse me. (Luz, 26:1135-1139)

Luz verbalized hope that things will turn around soon. During the last

participant check, Luz said that things were improving between them. She’d also

received spiritual messages telling her the challenges in the relationship would

diminish soon and things would continue to improve. She said her boyfriend was

possibly under the influence of un trabajo, a work in progress, and that is why he

was acting as he did toward her. She has a lot of faith that this relationship will

work out for her.
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Luz has been very cautious in who she shares information with regarding

her HIV status. Living in a small community all ofher life she feels that she has

insight into others’ feeling about HIV/AIDS. Her awareness of negative

viewpoints was established when her brother was dying. She stated:

He was receiving a lot of different negative vibrations from people he 
thought were his friends. You know not everyone looks at HIV as a 
disease. Everybody looks at it like stay away from me because I might 
catch it type thing (Luz, 2:67-71). I feel this is something I don’t want 
anybody to know. This is a very discriminating disease. Everybody looks 
down at you and calls you sick. Would like to some day [disclose to 
mother] but then I stop and think about them. (Luz, 25:1082-1086)

I Don’t Know What I’d Do Without Them 

The participants’ relationships with family and significant others are very 

complex. While the family members have not escaped the ignorance that is found 

in the larger community in regards to HIV/AIDS and Santeria they still provide 

support for the participants. The families cultivated in the religion have also been 

described as supportive.

Luz obtains a great deal of support regarding the illness from her Madrina. 

Luz stated, “So I had that confidence to sit down with her and explain to her 

certain things. It’s worked out” (Luz, 6:239-241). Her Madrina lost her own 

daughter to an AIDS related illness and her Madrina’s seventeen-year-o Id 

grandson is also HIV positive. Luz stated her cousin, who is also HIV positive, her 

son, and her brother are very supportive. Her cousin is someone she can depend 

upon:
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We would keep close and talk to each other more frequently. And she 
would say Luz get out. Get involved. Get out there. What are you doing? 
Are you going to stay home and wait for death to come? Don’t do that 
(Luz, 5:192-197). If I need any feedback I’ll call my cousin. I'll sit for 
about an hour or so talking to her. She’ll give me some feedback. And 
that’s my way of letting it out. Or I’ll go and call my godmother and sit 
with her. (Luz, 9:389-392)

Tama’s brother, Samuel, who is also her Padrino is very supportive ofher

recovery, health process, and her religion. “Samuel is genuine. He genuinely cares

for me and I saw that this week. He cares about my girls” (Tania, 59:2644-2646).

Tania has looked to Samuel for support all ofher life including her years as a

young girl. Samuel is older than Tania and she remembers far back when she

would anticipate his visits to her home. She always looked forward to his love and

support. He has been a consistent teacher for her. Tania views him as a mentor as

well as her brother. Samuel continues to be very active m her life today.

Mark describes his Madrina and Padrino as very supportive ofhim in his

illness as well as his religion.

My Madrina. I mean this past week I was very sick She brought me 
chicken soup and things like that (Mark, 8:352-353). She's very caring. She 
started taking me under her wing. She's also very attached to me. She 
treats me like her son and sometimes she gets very possessive. You know. 
Almost like a mother (laughs). It's a very nice feeling. When you have 
someone that is really concerned and cares about you. Helps me, comes up 
here and sends me juices.... (Mark, 8:355-360)

During the interviewing process, I visited the botdnica that Mark spends much of

his time in during the days he is feeling well. His godparents were there and they

exuded an easygoing and caring togetherness. For me, the botdnica had the feeling

of sitting at a kitchen table with trusted family members. The support ofhis family
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of origin is important for Marie also. Although they are living for, geographically,

they are, nevertheless, involved and supportive of Marie:

My family is pretty cool. I have a good relationship with them. And every 
one of them is all different. And I kind of treat than that way too. Except 
one of my sisters, she's the closest one that I have. She's really been there 
for me all along. And I try to be there for her too. That's family life. And I 
think it helps having a big strong family, bonding and togetherness because 
that also is an apoyo [support], the support that you have, you know you 
have, when you're sick. Even though they’re millions of miles away but 
they're still there for you. So that's nice to know and it helps. (Mark, 
23:1004-1013)

Ray is continuously developing his relationship with his Madrina and with 

his Reiki master who has been very generous in sharing her knowledge with him. 

Ray’s half-sister is a spiritualist who is supportive of his choice to begin the study 

toward making ocha in the religion. She has offered to make his ellekes, as they 

can be very expensive. At the end of the first interview, Ray spoke informally 

about opening up his life to angel-like people who are of like minds.

I Worry About Mv Kids 

The female participants, Luz, Maritza, and Tania, discussed their roles as 

mothers. They are in varying stages of raising their children. Luz has a twenty five 

year old son. He moved out of the apartment and is now living in another state. 

During a phone call she expressed doubt about his love but immediateiy dismissed 

the thought once she’d voiced it. During the course of the interviews, I noted she 

spoke of several visits with him at his home in another state. She also stated she 

was becoming closer to his wife who was pregnant. Looking forward to the baby’s
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birth, die spent much ofher time crocheting baby blankets and clothing for her 

anticipated grandchild.

Tania and Maritza both spoke of parenting as a balancing act of discipline 

while demonstrating how much they cared for the children. Both had commented 

on the difficulties of their own growing years and did not want to repeat the same 

mistakes they felt their own mothers had made. Tania is very emotionally bonded 

with her older daughter. Maritza also spoke of how important trust is in the 

relationship with her older daughter. If there is no trust all could be lost. Tania and 

Maritza both have adolescents and younger children. Tania’s daughter, Sophia 

who is age 12 and Maritza’s youngest daughter, Grace, age 7, are not aware of 

their mothers’ HIV status. They are protecting their children against knowledge of 

the illness. Maritza feels her little girl is just too young to be told.

Tania stated that Sophia had difficulty dealing with the breast cancer 

diagnosis and she does not want to instill further fear into her child. Tania does 

keep her HIV medication out on the cabinet in full view of the family. Sophia does 

not question her:

I just don’t know how to tell her I’m HIV. She asks me I won’t lie to her.
If she finds the medicine and says I saw this in a magazine and da da da, for
people with HIV, are you HIV? Then I would say, yeah, Mami, I am.
(Tania, 25:1129-1133)

Before the second interview, Sophia asked Tania whether she was sharing 

information with me that Tania had not shared with her. Tania explained to her 

daughter that I was interviewing her about how she deals with illness, namely, the
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breast cancer as a practitioner of Santeria. The child demonstrated curiosity by

continually entering the living room and interrupting the interviews.

Tania and Maritza discussed their plans for the children should they die.

For both, making the choices was not easy decision making. Maritza stated:

I asked my kids who would they like to stay with because I’m doing the 
paperwork. They said their grandmother. They wanted to stay in the 
family. I said okay. I got my kids that I could have problems with her but 
that’s your grandmother and you got to respect her. (Maritza, 10:738-743)

Maritza stated that immediately after having the legal documents drawn her

mother began to behave as though she had custody of the children already.

Coupling this event with a long history of abuse Maritza decided she would

terminate her legal papers and eventually her sister will become the legal guardian

should she die:

My oldest daughter did something so I had punished her. So she tells her, 
she took her out of punishment. I said, why you took her out? She said, 
because I got this paper saying I’m a be m charge. I’m not dead yet. That’s 
when I’m dead. Then in front of the kids she started saying how much 
money they gonna get? I broke the paper. You’re no good for my kids. 
(Maritza, 10:751-758)

Tania has also chosen her sister and niece to be the children’s legal

guardians should she become ill and die. As women she believes they are the better

chokes to raise her children:

I had that all written down I went to a lawyer. And so my sister and my 
niece, they’re supposed to divide them or whatever, you know. But they 
both are responsible for them if I go. And they know about it too. There 
was a big thing there too, with my other brother, my twin. I’m a twin. He 
got really upset that I didn’t choose him. But they’re the most reliable ones 
because they’re women, they know, I’m not going to leave my child to my 
brother because then the thing foils on his wife. (Tania, 62:2770-2778)
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Tania did mention that she hoped her older daughter would be old enough to care 

for the younger one m the event ofher death.

So Many of Mv Friends Have Died 

While the participants deal with their own illness they have experienced 

many losses, most of which are related to AIDS. The enormity o f the situation is 

astounding. Each of the participants had experienced the deaths o f people they 

were close to such as family and friends. Many of the losses were due to AIDS 

related illnesses, but Luz spoke ofher aunt who was killed in a car accident, 

recently, after having battled another medical illness. Tania was actively grieving 

the death ofher mother during the interviews. In addition, Maritza lives in housing 

for women who are all HIV positive.

Many of Mark’s friends died from the illness in the early years of the AIDS 

epidemic. Mark spoke eloquently about the changes that he’s seen occur when one 

is in the state of illness. He discussed the humility that he observed by many when 

death was near:

More power to you whether you're in the religion or not. That's the way 
I've come to the point of seeing things, you know. I believe in certain 
things in being. Like I said, meaning, I think AIDS has a lot to do with it 
too. That makes you aware, makes you more humble, you know that when 
you start seeing people that you love, people that care, that have such high 
dignity and then you see them humbling themselves. It's like, it's eye 
opening. And I saw that a lot. I saw a lot of gay men that were so 
pretentious and so materialistic and things like that and then they got sick 
and oh, they were the humblest things in the world (spoke lightly m an 
almost mocking manner). And it's unfortunate, it's sad that a life 
threatening disease does that to people. Humans, you know mankind, 
that's all part of life. (Mark, 22:967-980)
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His address book still holds the names of many of his friends that are no

longer alive. Mark further described the sense of loss:

Yeah, I've had a lot of loss. It's funny because you know I look back and I 
find that, all these old cards that people sent me and then I'm like, wow, 
they're all dead. Or I look at my telephone book and I think I only wrote it 
in pencil but if you go through them they're... I left them there, but they're 
all dead. It's weird. So many people, friends, close friends of mine who 
have died. But you know. You know now when people die it's not that 
you’re morbid or that you... it's just that you're oh, okay, you know. Well, 
they're at rest now. (Mark, 24:1044-1052)

Luz’s brother had just died of an AIDS related illness and she mourned his

death, as she was testing positive herself. Luz spoke about how each ofher family

members has managed living with HIV/AIDS in varying manners. When speaking

about her brother she said:

He was a very positive person to a degree. But once he found out he was 
HIV positive he became more and more involved in drugs. I guess he 
couldn’t cope with the idea of having this deadly disease at that time. There 
wasn’t very many things they could offer by way of medication and things 
like that. He just gave in, gave up. (Luz, 2:61-67)

Her cousin who has been mentioned as a major support system for Luz has

reacted in a very different way by continually communicating with her and being an

optimistic influence in her life. “And my cousin who is also HIV positive who lives

in Georgia. She... we would keep close and talk to each other more frequently

(Luz, 5:191-194). Any misgivings Luz had disappeared when she chose to disclose

her health process to her Madrina. Her Madrina had her own experience and

knowledge about the disease. “My godmother knows because she’s living through

a situation right now where she is raising her grandson. His mother died of the

virus” (Luz, 6:231-234).
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Several times during the interviews Maritza spoke about the health care she

received not only on the mainland U.S.A. but also in Puerto Rico. Maritza spoke

about her friend who died of an AIDS related illness in Puerto Rico. This death

was very traumatic for Maritza:

I had a friend we became very close in Puerto Rico and he died. Because 
he had pneumonia and he went to two hospitals near his house. They told 
him to come here they put him IV like that’s going to help. No antibiotics, 
IV. Go to your house, come back in two hours and we’re going to put 
more IV. Well his mother said, look something’s not right. She took him to 
another town. By the tone she took him to another town he died in her car. 
And the family can’t have a lawsuit because they don’t have a law like 
here. You know like negligence or whatever. It’s due to HIV. And people 
are so goddamn ignorant in Puerto Rico it’s pathetic (slapping hands 
together). Pathetic. Pathetic. (Maritza, 24:1385-1397)

While Ray has lost many friends and family members to AIDS related

illnesses, his decision to change his lifestyle entails the loss of letting go of people

who are important to him and that he loves:

...and it is very difficult. My godsister is a recovering drug addict also, 
who also has AIDS, who has a daughter who was bom with AIDS. Her 
daughter was my goddaughter and her daughter died when she was like 
seven and she [godsister] started shooting dope again last year after being 
clean for about nine and a half years. And we are close and she had, like, 
six detoxes m like a year and a half and this is another person that it is 
being indicated that if I am really going to be able to gamer my spiritual 
energy that I need to let go of. (Ray, 5:186-196)

Ray’s lover, Peter, died of an AIDS related illness several years ago. Peter

had been influential in teaching and guiding Ray into learning about the practice of

Santeria. Ray spoke about the impact of observing how Peter dealt with living with

HIV/AIDS and the use of spiritual and religious practices in healing. Ray clearly

felt that Peter could have utilized more to help himself:
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And my feeling that he knew you need to be in the light to heal. And he 
really didn’t allow himself to come out into the light and I think that I, I 
think that he saw [an]other Babalawo for herbs and I think he was taking 
them. I also feel that he, I feel he isolated himself with his disease. That’s a 
very unhealthy place to be for somebody who wants to stay here, to just to 
be locked in your apartment with your disease. I don’t care how many 
candles you bum or how many herbs you boQ and take, just to be locked in 
your apartment with the disease is the environment in which the disease 
will thrive. (Ray, 45:1977-1989)

Tania’s concept of death and loss is tempered by the feet that she continues

to communicate with her mother who is deceased by prayer. The knowledge that

one’s energy force continues to be is comforting to Tania.

I really miss her, really miss her. To know that she’s down there. I mean 
the shell is down there. It’s more...but you know what, I feel like I have 
her with me all the time. Cause I talk to her like she’s right here and I pray 
to her. And I ask her things and I tell her things.... (Tania, 54:2428-2432)

Tania spoke about attending an initiation for a woman who was diagnosed

with similar disease processes as she had been. The initiate, as Tania, had the hope

to keep death at bay. Tania felt it was important to support her as she had been

supported. Remembering her own fears of the unknowns in being initiated, she had

the ability to now draw on her own experiences with the illness and as a

practitioner of Santeria. She shared them with the woman who was a stranger until

her santo:

I just participated en un santo [an initiation] and she was like me. She had 
ovarian cancer and she also had the virus, una Americana, blanca 
[American, white] and she didn’t know diddly squat about na’ [nothing] 
and I was able to sit with her, and share with her how I was there and I felt 
that way and I’m going through the same thing you are and I felt so good 
participating in the Santo. I saw everything and I was able to put my achd, 
my blessing, my power on her, it felt good because I did it from my heart 
and I told her you know, your father is my father (Obatala), he has given 
me health and I hope he gives you health. The same way he gave me, and I
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hope he gives you all the wonderful things you deserve and want in your 
life. I said this in her ear...yes, to save her life. The same thing, I saw myself 
there because she also had a husband who was like, ugh. I think stress 
brings on diseases, realty, I think so. I mean you can be so stressed that you 
can bring on diseases. So it was like me there. I wanted to show her so 
much, tell her so much. (Tania, 66:2974-3002)

In Rhvthm with Spirit

The participants are gathered in Maritza’s living room. It’s the first time they have 
gotten together in one of their homes. They are awaiting the arrival of Ruben who 
will facilitate the misa [mass]. They are eager to share this day.

Luz: This religion is my life and I know it will be there for me in my death. In the 
meantime there is a lot of guidance I get from the religion. Whether it’s getting my 
herbs or messages about what to do to take care of myself I know I am being 
cared for even when I feel down.

Mark: Yeah, I have believed in God and in the power of spirit all o f my life. It was 
important for me to find where I could grow spiritually. This religion is the place 
for me to do that. My life has changed.

Ray: Sometimes I feel like I shouldn’t do certain things until I am fully initiated 
into Santeria but then I realize I am gently guided. Sometimes this world seems to 
go at a snail’s pace and at other times as though I am being pulled on a strong 
current. It’s acceleration at its best.

Tania: I love this religion. I feel so connected with God and with my spiritual 
guides. I am cared for and learning to care for myself in ways I never thought 
possible.

Maritza: Yeah, it’s like a lot of this stuff I already knew without having the words 
for it. I was told in my itd that I have a healing gift. I remembered m the past I had 
used my hands to help a baby feel better. It’s funny how my life has opened up 
while at the same time I am dealing with illness. Life is strange, isn’t it?

Each of the participants had been on a conscious spiritual path before

being initiated into the religion of Santeria. Although Tania, Maritza, Ray, and

Mark made the decisions to be initiated after they’d been diagnosed as having a life
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threatening Alness, they had been aware of Santeria long before they committed 

themselves to the religion. They all had a family connection to the religion. Ray 

was aware, as a Cuban male, of the richness that Santeria brought to his heritage. 

Luz’s mother is a Santera as well as her deceased brother a Santero; Maritza’s 

mother and aunt were both Santeras; Mark’s mother was a curandera and Tania’s 

mother a spiritualist as well as her brother a Santero. Being involved m worlds of 

profound spiritual and religious belief was familiar to each of the participants.

The participants discussed the ignorance and fears of the public 

about the religion. Facing up to the challenges made by outsiders to the religion 

help the participants introspect and decide for themselves the meaning of being 

involved in this religion at a deep spiritual level. The various changes the 

participants experienced led them to intentionally devote themselves to the religion 

in a conscious manner. They can all be described as believers.

Once they were initiated they became increasingly cognizant of having 

psycho-spiritual gifts. Their guides in the religion support the development of these 

phenomena. These gifts, as the participants called them, include clairvoyance, 

clairaudience, deja vu, soul traveling while in the dreamtime state, and the ability to 

channel healing energies. Some of the participants’ abilities were reawakened post 

initiation into the religion. They were able to own the possibilities that what they 

knew to be true about themselves was indeed that, true.

The communication with God, their orishas, their guardian angels, and 

Eggun, dead ancestors, provide for the participants a support that far extends the
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support received from human contact. The participants described spiritually rich 

experiences in awe-like manners. The communications not only aided in 

developing the inner strength to manage with their illnesses but also specific 

instructions on tools that would help to achieve healthier life processes. These 

instructions included the use of complementary healing methods such as herbs, 

Reiki, acupuncture, spiritual cleansings, and other types of strategies.

The participants all addressed their own beliefs about the dying process. 

This helped the participants to discern their feelings about their own living and 

dying processes. When they spoke about then own deaths, the paramount 

observation was that their Higher Powers would guide them through the process.

I Face Ignorance about Mv Beliefs

While the participants’ lives were described as richly fulfilled since 

becoming involved in Santeria, when I’d begun the interviews they spoke of their 

experiences of reaction from outsiders. They said that the religion was ostracized 

by society in general. The participants felt reaction was due to ignorance and 

disagreement with some of the practices that were open to scrutiny. Some of the 

participants voiced their beliefs that I was interested in becoming involved in 

Santeria as a practitioner. As Luz stated the religion was taboo and she was sure 

that only because of my ancestral background was I open to studying this religion. 

‘I ’m pretty sure you have some spiritual background from your ancestors, your
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grandparents, your aunts, whatever, whatever. Otherwise you wouldn’t be here. A

lot of people think this is taboo” (Luz, 11:478-481).

I’d also experienced some of this negative reaction as I began to explain

my interest to begin this research with various people outside of the religion. As I

described my research interest, there was usually an appalled outcry from fellow

students, ‘Don’t they do animal sacrifice? Why would you want to study that?” I

quickly learned to be prepared to answer these questions. Usually the first topic to

be addressed is the use of animal sacrifice in the religion. For many outsiders to the

religion, animal sacrifice is all they are aware of regarding this system of belief.

According to Mark ignorance of the religion by outsiders is universal in his

experience. “Well, you, you get that kind of feedback from people that are

ignorant about the religion and then they say, oh, you kill animals” (Mark, 18:796-

798). He further explained the sacrifice of animals in the first interview:

The good thing about this is m our religion, yes, we do sacrifice animals, 
then most of those animals that are sacrificed are cleansed. First of all 
they're blessed, cleansed and they are offered to the orisha and then that is 
turned around and cooked and eaten (Mark, 18:800-804). So like I said 
that's ignorance and you can't sit down and try to explain to these people 
because half the time they have this mental block already. That you're an 
animal.... (Mark, 18:806-809)

Ray also spoke of his beliefs in regards to the general negative reaction

from non-believers of the religion of Santeria:

...to do with the public concept of the religion which really is lacking in lot 
o f depth. I think it has to do a great extent with what people consider 
barbarism of animal sacrifice, that’s a good example. People’s concepts of 
somebody putting something on someone else in a negative way, someone 
working roots on another individual, that people tend to think this is a part 
o f the practice of Santeria. (Ray, 7:298-306)
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Tania discussed the manner in which animals were sacrificed in the past and

of how this was changing. She spoke of the police raids that took place during

religious events. The raids were highly publicized and intrusive to the spiritual

practices of those involved in the religion.

And we've come a long way because I think at least they’re getting a little 
fighter on the sacrificing of the animals. Because years back it was 
considered cruelty to animals. And I think there was a law passed where I 
think it’s allowed for religious reasons. It’s a lot of stuff back then, when 
cops would come m the middle of Santos and just...you know, it was 
heavy duty. (Tania, 43:1955-1962)

She also addressed the responsibility of the practitioners to dispose of animal

sacrifices properly. Tania believes these practices are changing:

And now I think it’s a little more accepted. And also people, people are 
realty, si tu hace una obra, vamos a decir, que tu ‘ta lhnpiando, tienes que 
[if you’re going to do an offering, let’s say, that you are cleansing yourself 
you have to] throw the chicken or whatever you use in the freakin’ middle 
of the walk or walkway where people walk. You got to dispose of that the 
right way and there are some animals you could eat... But there are some 
you can’t eat. That you have to throw away because it’s carrying whatever, 
you know, la causa. But there was people that were filling up the parks 
with dead animals and stuff and you know that messed it up for a lot of 
people. So now they’re disposing of things right. (Tania, 43:1962-1976)

Mark spoke of the negative connotations associated with the religion by

many people. In addition to his knowledge of the public’s reaction, he’s had

personal experience with this type of association.

That you're an animaL.or they immediately associate it with voodoo. I 
don't know why, why, that's voodoo, that's bad, that's bad. You know 
because they’ve seen chicken feathers or they see chicken legs in their... 
someone has dropped it in their doorstep or they’ve seen it in a cemetery or 
whatever and they right away associate it with Santeria and that's not 
necessarily true. In Santeria, there is good and there is bad but there is you 
know, you cant say that...you cant judge it by that. (Mark, 19:809-816)
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Marie was involved in an intonate relationship that he ended because of the

partner’s reaction to his religious practice. He explained, “I met this other man,

who just died this year. But he was very against the religion. Oh, I don't want

chicken feathers in my house (mimicking tone of voice). This is my apartment”

(Mark, 7:271-274).

Tania described being overtly rebuffed as a practitioner when she is dressed

m the white of clothing of the initiate:

I had many occasions where yo estaba vesti’a de yawo [I was dressed as an 
initiate] and they would tell me oh that’s bad, eso es de malo, [that’s evil] 
eso de... and it’s not. And I know where the ignorance is coming from 
because they’re confusing Brujeria [black magic] with Santeria which is 
totally different. Santeria is the worshipping of saints. It’s beautiful thing. 
(Tania, 2:84-92)

Tank spoke of ignoring people who assume she is evil because she practices

Santeria. She described attempting to react calmly, as expected by her teachers in

the religion, when others have shuddered m her presence when she wears white

and buys candles to dedicate to her orishas.

One tune I was buying candles because I keep these candles on. And this 
lady came out and said [shuddering], ‘ooee, eso es de malo’ [ugh, that’s 
evil] eso es de malo, ooee’ [shuddering]. She was like, she saw me, she 
was like, ooee, ooee [shuddering]. (Tania, 52:2313-2317)

Her male friend is also not supportive of her practice of Santeria. “Every so

often he comes over and criticizes, that shit, he calls it shit. And I’m like don’t talk

that way, don’t disrespect what I believe in, my religion” (Tania, 12:520-522). She

had left the relationship previously but returned in hope that he would become

more supportive of the religion that she believes will be beneficial to her life
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process. She volunteered that her own reaction would be one of support to her 

significant other if he believed that a choice, such as hers, m practicing a religion 

would extend his life. Luz’ boyfriend, Tomas, is also against the practice of the 

religion of Santera. During the final participant check, Luz commented that things 

would probably be different were Tomas a practitioner of the religion.

I also had an uncomfortable experience with a transcriptionist during data 

collection of this study regarding the religion. I’d carefully explained the purpose 

of the study before hiring the transcriptionist and she completed one transcript 

fairly satisfactorily, although she wouldn’t transcribe some of what she felt was 

disrespectful language. She stopped transcribing the second tape I’d given her and 

complained that she was uncomfortable with Santeria. This was based on, she said, 

not the transcript but her experiences with past coworkers who were practitioners 

“who did bad things.” Although I assured her she did not have to complete the 

transcription she insisted on finishing and doubled her price. She did ask what 

certain words meant. I explained these to her. I was glad to have the ability to 

translate certain African terminology to this African American woman who was 

really not familiar with this aspect of her heritage.

I Found Mvself Looking Up and Fell to Mv Knees

Becoming practitioners of Santeria meant embracing change for the 

participants. Their lifestyles changed dramatically. These changes included 

spiritual, intellectual, and emotional change but they also contended with external
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changes. Some of the external changes they spoke of which were especially

challenging during the initiation period included wearing white clothing, being

home before dark, eating while seated on the floor (except while hospitalized), and

not embarking on new relationships for a year. The participants consciously chose

to stop drug and alcohol use for several reasons. Mark and Luz were told to stop

illicit substance use when they became initiated into the religion. Tania stopped

using cocaine and alcohol before being tested for HIV, although she’d relapsed

shortly before beginning the interviews. Ray has been in recovery from drugs and

alcohol for fourteen years. Tania describes the changes eloquently:

...a big change for me. It was a big change m my 1%. It was like I had to 
start looking within me. And that’s the thing...it’s like being bom again.
It’s like another person was taking my place, a new person. And that is 
what it’s supposed to be. So it was like being a baby you know like, I 
couldn’t wear make-up. I had to always be in white, in skirts. All my life 
I’ve been in jeans and you know. Vanity. Forget about vanity. That was the 
whole point. It stripped me of all my masks. And it’s like a discipline kind 
of thing. I had to be very disciplined. (Tania, 50:2220-2229)

Ray spoke a great deal of changing how he relates today. He described the

last three years as being in recovery from relationships. Ray is now choosing

carefully how he wants to relate in the world. The change is not without some

emotional and physical pain. He has been advised through channels ofhis deities

that he must let go of some relationships because of the energy depletion he

undergoes with those in his life who are still actively addicted to drugs and alcohol.

The following is his description ofhow he is actively making these changes:

Because ofhow even selective I am with telephone contact and getting 
together with people now, a lot of people from my past have just like kind 
of withered away. I was kind of consciously praying for new
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companionship in terms of people who were of an angelic spirit so we 
coukl watch over each other and encourage each other here on Earth.
(Ray, 37:1622-1629)

Opening to belief in God, spirituality, and religion in a conscious manner

brought new realizations to the participants. They spoke of having faith, feeling

guidance, support, and having found purpose in their lives. The awareness of

energy force or a power greater than themselves became apparent to all. A sense

of surrendering to this force can be elicited from the participants’ descriptions. Luz

described it in the following way:

Being part of the religion I guess has given me that insight and at the same 
time, that security. That sense of security that if one thing doesn’t work 
then at least I can go to something else and I could have at least the 
strength. It has helped me. Yes, my religion has helped me a great deal. It 
has given me the moral and spiritual strength. (Luz, 2:84-90)

When Mark spoke of the impact of his spiritual beliefs in connection with his

illness, he said:

I think it has a really big significance m dealing with a life threatening 
disease such as AIDS or cancer because it gives you like an inner strength, 
that helps you go on. Of course, I've had my illnesses and I have been 
hospitalized and got pneumonias and I have had MAI [Mycobacterium 
avium intracellulare] on the lungs and I was hospitalized and I was very, 
very sick and for a minute I thought this was getting close to death and that 
made me feel some strength to go along. That's why I strongly believe that 
the religion has helped in more ways than one as far as dealing and coping. 
It gives you a stronger will. (Mark, 3:98-107)

Tania reaches in for her belief in God when she is in need as the others:

There have been times in my life that I felt so much despair and 
hopelessness and pain, oh God, and the only thing I got is God to hold on.
I get on my knees and that’s all I got. And the most beautiful thing is to see 
evidence that there does exist a power, a higher power. That’s there to help 
you. That’s the most profound thing that you can feel. That you’re really
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not alone that there realty is that power that’s within your reach. (Tania, 
37:1695-1703)

Luz also described her feelings of reaching in for her higher power and using her 

spiritual rituals:

Whenever I feel down and out I go into my room. That’s where I have my 
shrine, my altar, whatever. I do my chanting, my praying, whatever you 
want to call it. And a lot of times I feel good. It all depends. You know the 
belief conies from within. (Luz, 13:569-573)

Ray spoke of being open to being guided by his higher power in making the right

decisions and knowing that he would be care for:

I just have the confidence that everything I do or intend to do that comes 
up through my listening to what it is that I need to do to be on this path. I 
just have this faith that everything will be provided. (Ray, 41:1799-1803)

Maritza noted how she knew of others that only kept their faith when situations

were difficult. She spoke of the importance of continuing prayer and believing m

the religion at all times, not only when one was feeling the strain of life

circumstances:

If you start in the religion it’s not because you’re worried and things are 
happening, you got to be constant. If you start with one thing be constant, 
continue with it. Be constant. Keep your faith. (Maritza, 28:1578-1582)

Luz and Tania furthered explained how using the spiritual tools they

learned helped them to manage living life with then health concerns and to live

through life’s difficulties. Luz said, “But through prayer and through certain chants

it gives us that incentive and that peacefulness and tranquility from within to

accept whatever God has given us” (Luz, 10:433-436). Tania stated she wanted to

incorporate daily prayer into her routine as she has learned from others:
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Your routine, you know, your daily routine, you sometimes forget, you’re 
tired or stressed and you forget. I don’t want to forget though. I want that 
to be the first thing I think about in the morning and during the day and the 
last thing I think about in the night. I want it to be that way. I’ve heard 
that. There’s people that wake up, and they thank God, then they pray, 
they ask God to bless them and have a good day. They do this every 
morning. (Tania, 74:3304-3311)

Luz added that the religion helps her to manage her illness but stated specifically

that her emotional state is aided by doing certain rituals she has learned are helpful

to her from the religion:

My religion has played a big role m my life because of the positivity it has 
given me. Whenever I feel like I’m going down or depressed or whatever I 
contact them. I do my own private rituals and I do get an uplift and I do 
get feedback from them. (Luz, 5:214-219)

I’m Never Alone Now, but Then Again...I Never Was

Each of the participants spoke of their relationships with their orishas and

ofhow profound these relationships were for them. Their orishas are their

guardian angels and are there to protect them from the birth to death process.

Mark explained that this guardianship extends to everyone although one may not

be aware of his or her existence:

We all believe that everyone has a guardian angel and whether you are a 
believer or not you were bom with a guardian angel that is always with you 
to protect you and guide you and helps you along because if you are their 
chosen one you are like their primary daughter. (Mark, 2:86-91)

Tania stated that once she was initiated into the religion she realized “it’s

not your life anymore. Your guardian angel took over your life and they’re going

to take care and he’s [guardian angel] going to take care of the situation” (Tania,
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2:51-53). Ray equated how well he is physically doing because of the help of the 

orishas, ‘I  don’t know~I guess I would say I am a little less than mystified by my 

good fortune and I know that it is because the orishas are walking with me” (Ray, 

2:933-936).

Each of the participants spoke ofhow they related to their respective

deities and about the influence the orishas have in their daily lives. There was a

note of pride in Mark’s voice as he spoke of his guardian angel, Ellegua:

Let me tell you something about my religion, my guardian angel is the first 
one [orishaj. He is the one that is always opening and closing the doors. 
They call him ElleguA. Ellegud is a very powerful orisha....in our religion 
apart from God Almighty, Okxhimare, it is he, he’s the one that's first. You 
know and when they do rituals he's the one that's first commented on when 
they do. When they start the songs he is the first one they pay homage to 
and the very last when they close the song. To him. So if that tells you 
anything you know, my guardian angel is very highly respected. I mean 
they're all respected, I'm not being you know because I love all my Santos, 
all of them. But you know my guardian angel is the one like I said that 
opens and closes the doors. So he's the one that starts and he’s the one that 
finishes. (Mark, 27:1207-1222)

Mark believed it was natural for the study to begin with him as the first participant

because Ellegua is known as the initiator and the one who ends all projects.

Tania’s guardian angel is Obataki, whom she described as the father of

sobriety. She told me a story of Obataki and what he represents:

God (she cleared her throat, as a story teller) put Obatald on earth. He 
created earth. He put him on earth to create. So, they would create people 
with rocks they call otan, they’re rocks. So he decided to have a little 
wine...so he was drinking and creating and drinking and he was making 
people, you know, creating people and he got so drunk that he created 
what’s known today as the disabled or the mentally challenged, the ones 
that have, guarda lugar [the keeper of], one limb or missing leg or...he 
created that. He felt so bad about that he never drank again and he became 
the father of that which he created so if there’s a person that’s mentally
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challenged or missing a limb their father’s definitely Obatala. (Tania, 
10:440-453)

Tania also spoke ofbeing a daughter of Oshun. She states during her initiation that 

Yemaya was going to claim her as her daughter when Oshun came in and took 

over. Oshun is the orisha of love, sexuality, femininity and Yemaya is the orisha of 

maternal womanhood. Yemaya is the archetype of the most loving mother. Tania 

stated that she kept both Oshun and Yemaya on an equal level. Tania had spoken 

about her difficulty balancing her life as a single mother who was needed and 

expected at home yet yearned to spend more time outside of her home dating her 

male friend:

Yemayd feels like she’s my mother. But Oshun came in and took over. 
She’s been, I’ve been tokl Yemayd’s been in my life, all my life. She’s the 
one that’s been like a mother to me all my life. And she doesn’t want me to 
forget that. So I can’t favor one or the other. So anytime you know I’m 
talking to Oshun, I have to talk to Yemayd but I love Oshun. She’s 
powerful. I think more powerful than Yemayi. She’s treacherous. Very 
treacherous (laughs) and I love her. But I want to keep them even. I want 
to keep them even. (Tania, 19:860-870)

Ray began reflecting on his relationship to his orishas after being told that his

guardian angel was Obatald and that he was also a child of Oshun. He had been

living for many years believing he was a child of Ellegud and recently attended a

special reading where he learned this information:

So much of what ray sense of traveling with Ellegua has been about, 
because it has been like really dramatic transition in my life. Really very 
dramatic and it’s like shedding skin, you know like a snake sheds skin. I 
kind of have a sense that - 1 don’t know what’s next but I think that this is 
going to be a-th is particular period, particularly with really taking in 
Obatald’s calling is going to be lengthy and m depth in a way...an 
adventure, yeah. I am like - 1 am still processing this new level of 
ownership I think. (Ray, 23:1014-1025)
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Tania responded to my observation that several of the participants were 

children of Obatald and explained that Obatald’s role is that of guardian of those 

who are sick:

He’s the one who gives you health, he’s the one that always, el saca la cara 
[he shows his face] to give any body health. He’ll come out and know I’m 
the one who protects this child. He does that a lot. For people, cases of 
Qiness, you know. (Tania, 66:2970-2974)

Maritza described a similar occurrence during her initiation process where

she was initiated with Obatald as her guardian angel although she’d had a close

relationship with the orisha, Chango, for many years:

I had a thing with this santo, Changd. I love that Changd. I adore that 
Santo. I thought I was going to have him on my head but then it came out 
Obatald because of sickness. Because when it’s a person that’s sick, 
Obatald grabs you and he takes care of you. But if the other santo wanted 
you...let’s say I turn on a candle for Obatald I got to do one for Changd. 
Let’s say I do something for Changd [make an offering] I got to put 
one...I always got to have them at the same level. Not at the same level 
horn here (points to dtag&re with tureens) but at the same level that if I put 
something there I got to put something there. (Maritza, 31:1725-1736)

Luz told me her guardian angel was Changd but she also spoke a great deal

about Obatala:

My guardian angel is Changd. In the Catholic religion, [he is depicted as] 
Santa Bdrbara, St. Barbara. This is the god of lightening, of thunder. He 
supposed to be the men among men in the religion. He supposed to be one 
of foe most potent orishas. They all have their different works (Luz, 
23:983-988). Obatald is the father of us all. He is supposed to be the 
ultimate, closest to God, the ultimate m the religion. Obatald is la 
Mercedes. The purity. You go to the mountain; the moon signifies Obatald 
to us. Obatald lives in the mountain. You know how Jesus Christ went off 
into the mountains to purify himself before he was crucified. He signifies 
that. (Luz, 23:992-999)
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It’s a Gift...Pm Blessed

The participants spoke of their experiences of clairaudience, clairvoyance,

and channeling communications of the orishas and the dead. They are learning

about their gifts of intuition, innate healing talents, ddjd vu, channeling, and sleep

travels. The participants began building relationships with those who have crossed

over when they began practicing the spiritualistic aspects of the religion. Their

worlds began to broaden and their perceptions expanded. At the tune of initiation

those who are preparing to commit to the religion attend an itd. During this special

spiritual reading they are told what will be beneficial to them. They are also tokl to

avoid things that may be harmful. For example, Tania was told to avoid the water

of the beach. The water for her was to be used for special purposes, such as, if she

were very ill she could go to the beach to cleanse herself of the malady. This type

of information is provided for them from their deities. They are told about their

past, present, and future. Luz described the process of the it&:

An hd is where all the orishas speak to you. They tell you what you can and 
cannot do from this point on in your life. Now you say how do they speak 
to you? Our way of communicating to the orishas is through shell readings. 
Through these shells they give you certain denominations and through 
those denominations you are able to read. (Luz, 3:96-103)

Tania further elucidated the tambor as an event of communicating with the orishas:

And when you’re in a tambor and one of the saints come down, they are 
beautiful. They’re not supposed to talk because they’re supposed to speak 
through the caracole [shells]. So they’re not supposed to talk. They do sign 
language. And if for some reason there someone there who understands 
them (slaps hands for effect) they get also taken where they understand it. 
They’re on that level. They interpret. (Tania, 40:1801-1811)
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Luz explained the channeled communications in a manner that would be 

familiar to many and then described how she still communicates with her deceased 

relatives:

Did you see the picture Ghost with Patrick Swayze? Whoever wrote that 
picture has a very good understanding of spiritualism because that’s exactly 
the way we know it. The only thing is that people, like mediums, you know 
how Whoopie Goldberg could hear him? But yet his girlfriend couldn’t 
hear him. She could hear him word for word. When you’re dealing with the 
religion because this is also another aspect of... you could hear the spirits 
talking to you. This is how we keep our loved ones alive m our hearts. 
Because every so often we dream of them. They would come to us and talk 
to us. They would let their presence be known, because this here body is 
just an envelope so to speak. So when you get rid of, destroy that envelope 
it’s still...what was m that envelope is still in your mind so it’s very much 
alive. The information that was in there. So this is basically what the body 
and the spirit are. What gets sick and gets destroyed is the body...so this is 
what we practice. We pray. We open our mind and our celebro [minds] to 
all these things. Yes to me, all my...they’re not here. I can’t fight with my 
brother. I can’t talk to him. But I know he’s still around me. He makes his 
presence known every so often. My grandmother, my father, my aunt, all 
these people that have left they make their presence known to us. (Luz, 
34:1507-1539)

Mark described his experiences of witnessing the presence of spiritual force

at a drumming gathering called a bembe:

They work m mysterious ways, this energy force lets you know...or a lot 
of times if you're at a drumming party, what they call a bembe, someone 
gets mounted. By saying mounted, this energy force comes into their body 
and they're able to speak and usually they are the saints that come up to 
you and it’s good because they recognize who you are, that you are a child 
of so and so and they tell you certain, they have messages or consejos or 
they tell you to beware of this or take care of this or you’re not attending 
to your Santo and you should do this... You know they tell you. Like I said 
they have mysterious ways of coming to you and talking to you and letting 
you know and you do it. Or sometimes different readings, you go to a high 
priest and get a reading and a message will come out. (Mark, 26:1133- 
1145)
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Tania experienced her intuitiveness as a way of listening to both the

internal and external messages she receives. These messages are received through

various types of media and she believes they are from her higher power:

The way I hear it is just a message. You can call it your instinct. You can 
call it using your senses, but I call it like a message. When it just comes 
into my head, that’s the message I need to hear and sometimes I listen and 
sometimes I don’t. And when I’m willful, meaning when I do whatever the 
hell I want to do, I pay for it later. But when I listen, things just roU.
Things just feel really good. And it could be anything, Theresa, it could be 
a message from the TV, it could be a message through the radio. It could 
be a song that you just woke up with in your head and I look at those 
things. God is speaking to me. It could be a person. It could be my 
children. They really hit on something that I’m going through and they give 
me a message I need to hear (Tania, 21:940-954). I know God speaks 
through people for me. It’s messages you know like that. (Tania, 22:967- 
968)

Tania and Luz both shared that prior to being diagnosed as HIV positive 

that they were given the messages that they needed to either be careful of their 

health or that they should get their health status checked out by a doctor. I 

wondered whether she was fearful of possible HIV disclosure since many of the 

messages were given in a group atmosphere and her mother would get the 

information through this context. Luz was very certain that this wouldn’t happen 

to her and stated:

Nobody is that perfect to say that you have...ail they can ever tell you is 
that you’re sick. Take care of it. Go to a doctor. Do this. Do that. But 
nobody can be that accurate, that accurate to say you have such and such 
an illness. For years I’ve been told go check yourself out. Go to the doctor. 
I have a lot of problems with my blood. I have an endocrine problem. (Luz, 
24:1035-1042)

Tania was advised to watch her health years before she became HTV
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positive. She described what she was told and why she didn’t attribute the message

to potentially becoming HIV positive:

They told me to be careful with my blood. They also told me that el 
enfermedad es por hombre. Meaning man was going to get me infected. 
Usually, these readings are from the past, present, or future. So I thought, 
because the father of my daughter, he gave me venereal disease so I 
thought it was that. Oh, that already happened. That’s the past. They 
warned me.... (Tania, 18:792-798)

During Maritza’s h i she was informed that she had healing gifts. She 

remembered an event that happened years before receiving the message at the h i 

when she used her innate healing ability by listening to her intuition. She recounted 

the story:

They told me that I have to give, that I could even heal people with my 
hands. I looked at my hands and I remember a tone that I was working in 
Jefferson. I was in pediatrics and there was this baby boy, the doctor 
couldn’t find anything wrong with him. And his stomach was up here. I 
kept rubbing his stomach, rubbing his stomach, I got a little bit of oil, that 
olive oil, 1 was rubbing his stomach without anybody knowing. Then his 
thing came down and he started throwing out gases and then going to the 
bathroom. It was that we call it in Spanish, empachao (indigestion) and I 
remember that and I wasn’t even in the religion. And I was praying as I 
was doing it. And then at home I put a fight [candle] for this kid. The next 
day the kid was foie. So when they said in my santo that I have a gift of 
healing.... (Maritza, 41:2223-2238)

Maritza also described an event that occurred shortly before the interviews where

she began using her gift of channeling and provided healing for a friend with the

help of one of her powerful spirit guides:

It was exciting because everybody came and they did the prayers, I put the 
music, and it was, ever since I put the music she [spirit guide] wanted to 
come down. My friends were ‘let her come down, let her come down’ 
(snapping fingers). Ruben was like, ‘come down my sister, come down,’ 
next thing you know I was working everybody. I cleaned everybody in my 
house for three hours. And it was an experience that... one of my friends,
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he had something in his stomach for years, something bad they did. No 
body could pick it up. Here she [spirit guide] comes, I mean die destroyed 
my friend, made him take off his shut, cleaned him out with a plate. Made 
him eat honey, I mean she did what she want with him. I mean to this day 
he calls me his stomach is perfect. He says he hasn’t felt no better in years, 
he hasn’t felt better like this. He says I got to thank your Madama because 
no body else felt that. 1 said, oh well. (Maritza, 41:2173-2203)

Ray also enthusiastically embraces energy healing work. He offered to do

Reiki, an energy healing technique, for a man who was being treated with Western

medicine for Kaposi’s Sarcoma, an opportunistic illness associated with AIDS:

I told him that I thought I might be helpful with a Reiki treatment and think 
after maybe two-three treatments, well I was surprised myself, I knew that 
the treatments were powerful but he told me that subsequent to treatments 
he had done nothing in between and when he got back to his doctor, they 
couldn’t detect the KS anymore and I thought that that was really positive. 
(Ray, 6:252-260)

Ray is also careful to differentiate his role as someone who is not a “healer” 

but one who helps to facilitate the healing process utilizing a divine or universal 

energy that is not his own, but an energy force that he is able to channel to the 

intended person.

A different consciousness. It’s just like I have known that m working with 
facilitating, basically, individuals heal themselves. And that’s you know, 
that’s why I like to think of what I would like to do is working as a 
facilitator because I find that because I can have a facility of removing 
myself and channeling what I consider divine energy, that I also have a 
personality that is prone to elicit that same kind of energy from other 
people...that of challenging people to heal themselves. (Ray, 26:1160- 
1169)

to work on, that included his sexual addictions, in his own healing process. When 

processing the messages he felt protected by the guidance of the orishas:
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But then, during the course of this, I was riding the subway one day and 
had an hallucination of, like, an array of guys that I had slept with during 
the course of the previous year. It was like an indication of my being 
involved with people that was kind of unworthy and lower than my 
spiritual level, just some very unusual experiences, but the thing about it is 
that throughout this, more than any other time I had a really strong sense of 
these orishas traveling with me. (Ray, 19:819-829)

Maritza also realizes she is not the healer but a channel for healing energy. She

declared her surprise at the gifts she has, ‘1 was like, I don’t know, but it’s a gift

and God bless me because every day it gets more powerful” (Maritza, 36:1958-

1960). ‘I t ’s like wow, because I be shocked at myself, I be real shocked” (Maritza,

36:1968-1969).

Maritza also spoke about the healing received in her dreamtime. During her 

sleeping hours she has communicated with and been cleansed by her spiritual 

guides:

My madama (spirit guide) he!ping...and she’s cleaning (Maritza, 43:2255). 
When you get up in my room it smells like you’ve been in the mountains. It 
smells like green grass and all the flowers and things. And one day I got up 
and my hands and my nails had green and dirt...you see my soul 
travels...so sometimes I could be sleeping and she comes in me. (Maritza, 
43:2257-2266)

Maritza keeps her sense of humor and says she responds to friends who 

have asked her for psychic readings to find out whether their husbands are cheating 

on them to call 1-800-PSYCHIC.

Tania is also learning to live with her gift of clairvoyance. Tania is also 

surprised at the clarity in which she now sees things. She described a misa, mass in 

the tradition of Allen Kardec’s Spiritist movement, and how she received 

information that was overtly hidden from her:
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I went to a misa one time and in a misa you have a big glass of water. And 
this water, I'm seeing... things in the water. And I’m seeing and I’m 
seeing. And I look away and I go again and I look again and I said it, I see 
this. They all looked at me. Nobody knew. There was supposed to 
be...sometimes when santos are being made...it’s done hush, hush with 
their own people you know. There was supposed to be a coronation. And a 
lot of people didn’t know about it. It was in the make, it was planned. And 
that’s what I saw a beautiful, beautiful crown. And that’s exactly what was 
going to happen to that lady living there. It was her house. She was going 
to get crowned. (Tania, 39:1744-1757)

She prays and listens to her deities and also to her mother who crossed

over two years ago. Tania’s mother died at the same time that she was diagnosed

with breast cancer and was initiated into the religion. Her relationship with her

mother continues through spiritual contact. Although she misses her in the physical

form she remembers teachings and the guidance her mother gave that she hadn’t

understood at the time. She also continues to pray and listens for her messages that

she receives psycho-spirituatty. Tania prays for clarity so that she may be able to

receive what is intended for her spiritually:

I have my Santos, my Mom. Esa madre mia [that mother of mine] she was 
so right all the time. She was on the money. She seen. She sees a person 
and she reads them. She knows where they’re coming from. She told me 
from the get, and I never listened. So I pray a lot to her and ask her to help 
me...she helps me. She allows...she makes it so that it’s impossible to deny 
it. I really believe that, Theresa, I really believe that. I can’t deny it so what 
you going to do? I gotta do it. And things are coming up where I can’t put, 
leave the blinders on any more. And I believe, that’s what I been praying 
for. Show me. You let me see the truth...my santo name is I See Through 
Your Eyes. I see through my father’s [deceased] eyes. That’s my santo 
name. That’s what I pray for. Give me sight. Let me see. (Tania, 27:1226- 
1244)
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1’B Be Taken by the Hand 

Throughout the interviews the participants spoke about their own death 

processes and the beliefs they had gathered while managing their illnesses. Their 

experiences with the loss of individuals such as family members and friends helped 

them to conceptualize and solidify their thoughts about their own deaths. The 

participants spoke about death in varying degrees of powerlessness and control. 

Powerlessness was not necessarily experienced as a negative but one of 

surrendering to one’s Higher Power. In dying, they felt their deities and the 

ancestors who had already crossed over would support them. When they spoke 

about their own deaths the paramount observation was that their Higher Powers 

would guide them.

Ray felt that individuals had a certain amount of control over when they 

deckled to cross over although they may not consciously be aware of the dynamics 

of the choke:

I sometimes have felt that there’s certain individuals that have gotten to a 
point that either consciously or subconsciously that they’re just ready to 
return to the ancestors. Actually, return, because I think that is where 
we’ve been before. (Ray, 44:1960-1964)

Luz didn’t believe in a sense of control. She spoke of one’s powerlessness

over death but also spoke of the actions one may take in order to facilitate the

dying process if it is one’s time to die:

Spiritual and santero cleansings to rid our body of that negativity whkh is 
death. So that death won’t come to us or take us... and if death does come, 
to give us the spiritual strength to let go. Because there are a lot of people 
that at the moment they see death coming they go ballistk. “I don’t want to 
die” you see a lot of people that go crazy. Nobody wants to die. But
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through prayer and through certain chants it gives us that incentive and that 
peacefulness and tranquility from within to accept whatever God has given 
us because we can’t stop things from happening. We can’t  tell God, please 
God no. Whatever He decides. (Luz, 10:426-437)

Maritza also spoke about the powerlessness o f an individual over death as

an event. Maritza has a profound sense of continuing to be blessed and knowing

that in her death she would not be atone or forsaken by her orisha, Obatald:

If I talk about it, it’s still there, if I cry about it, it’s still there, so I just get 
up, do what I got to do, that’s ft. Sometimes I don’t want to think about 
ft, it gonna happen, its gonna happen regardless, by you taking pills and 
this, when God says its your tune, its your tone, not no santos, not nobody 
gonna stop it, it be my tone, ft be my time (Maritza, 67:3285-3292). That’s 
why I tokl my aunt when she called me from Puerto Rico I told her Titi, 
[auntie] see this is what I’m telling you, if I get sick I’ma die, Obatald, yeah 
he’s gonna have my blessing and whatever but I’m still gonna die (punches 
hand against open fist, vehemently) and this is real (Maritza, 4:494-499)

Tania has known about her illness for eight years and had thought about

death but not until her diagnosis ofbreast cancer did she deal with ft overtly. She’d

received a frank spiritual message, through divination, that death was a high

probability unless she was initiated into the religion. Tania believes making the

decision to be initiated into Santeria changed the course of events:

So I was given a letter where it was death. So, ft was a very scary moment 
in my life, you know. And after everything was done, the initiation and 
everything they spoke again cause they speak, it was told the hole was 
covered. That I’m going to die when God wants me to die not from this 
illness (Tania, 56-62). I guess ft comes down to you want to live or you 
want to die, you know. That’s really the bottom, I mean my thing is that, 
it’s like, so what you’re doing today, affects your tomorrow. (Tania, 
29:1288-1292)

Mark disclosed thoughts ofhis own anticipated dying process after having 

seen so many ofhis friends and peers die over the years from AIDS related
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illnesses. He alluded to a type of control that an individual has over letting go in 

the death process.

You have a different view of it, o f death. And I think that tomorrow if I die 
tomorrow 111 be happy. Ill go on, but you know, I feel like I still have 
plenty to live if I want to live and am still planning to live. I think there is 
still more that I have to go through. But should 1 die tomorrow I think 111 
try to hope to be able to let go. Not suffer like some of these people that 
I've seen. They’re afraid of dying and they just wont let go or they linger 
and linger and linger and that's so hard to see people going through that. 
(Mark, 24:1052-1061)

Marie is able to speak humorously about death and his speculations of an

afterlife despite the pain and loss he has experienced in this life:

I dont see an afterlife. I see spirit. I feel like they eventually see a light and 
they just go on to different spirit but I realty dont see them as life after 
death or coming back or you know, no. (Laughs). When we get there we'll 
find out. (Mark, 24:1069-1072)

Living in Concert with the Universes

By lifting the metathemes, Tuning the Instrument. Being in Symphony, and 

In Rhvthm with Spirit, the overarching statement of Living in Concert with the 

Universes emerged. This statement captures the participants’ awareness and 

conscious intent in their actions for themselves and interactions with others. 

Existing in this manner has helped them to embrace support offered and transcend 

the adversity they have experienced in their lives.

The participants introspected and reflected on what might be harmful or 

beneficial to their lives. They discerned people and situations. They negotiated 

with family, friends, health providers, and strangers in others in order to receive
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what they deemed appropriate, necessary, and desired in their quests to make 

changes in their lives. The participants communicated with God, the orishas, and 

their dead ancestors. With the use of prayer and ritual they developed what they 

referred to as ‘spiritual gifts’. These gifts include clairaudience, clairvoyance, 

intuiting, ddj& vu, soul traveling during dreamtime, and the ability to channel 

healing energies. They in turn received protection, support, and inner strength. It is 

apparent in the described reciprocal interactions with others that they were able to 

provide the same for those they are in contact with. Mark, Luz, Maritza, Ray, and 

Tania all choose to live to the fullest in this lifetime.
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CHAPTER VI 

INTERPRETATIONS

In Chapter I, I discussed three broad areas I had chosen to explore that I 

hoped would illuminate some of the experiences of people with HIV/AIDS who 

practice Santeria. These areas were: How do persons living with HIV/AIDS 

manage living with then health processes; what role does the religion of Santeria 

play in then experiences; and finally, what has been the experience of these persons 

with traditional health care providers.

In Chapter V, I presented three metathemes that described the themes that 

came forth from my analysis of the data. The first metatheme, Tuning the 

Instrument, depicts the relationships the participants had with the health care 

system. This metatheme was underpinned by the following themes that emerged:

In Listen to What I Have to Sav. the participants speak about their experiences 

during hospitalization; in Talk to Me and We’ll See What Happens, they explore 

their relationships with various health care providers; in It’s So Good it Hurts, they 

discuss the challenge of taking medication for HIV/AIDS; and finally, in There’s 

Healing at the Comer Grocer, the participants speak about the complementary 

healing methods they utilize in addition to the synthetic medication they are 

prescribed.
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The second metatheme, Being in Symphony, describes the relationships the 

participants had with their family, friends, and community. This metatheme is 

comprised of the following themes: In No One Ever Said it’d Be Easy, the 

participants describe challenging relationships; in I Don’t Know What I’d Do 

Without Them, they speak of supportive bonds with others; in I Worry About Mv 

Kids, the women speak about their children; and in So Many of Mv Friends Have 

Died, they touch on the significant loss of relationships secondary to AIDS related 

illnesses, as well as other means.

The third metatheme, In Rhvthm with Spirit, describes the participants’ 

relationships with the deceased, ancestors, orishas, and God. In the theme, I Face 

Ignorance about Mv Beliefs, they speak about the fear and ignorance they face 

from outsiders to the religion of Santeria; in I Found Mvself Looking Up and FeD 

to Mv Knees, they describe transformational experiences related to spirituality and 

their religion; in I’m Never Alone but Then Again.. .1 Never Was, they discuss 

their relationships with their orishas; and in It’s a Gift. ..I’m Blessed, they speak 

about their experiences with phenomena that include clairaudience, clairvoyance, 

intuiting, mediumship, and channeling of healing energies. The final theme in this 

section, I’ll Be Taken hv The Hand, is where the participants discuss their 

philosophies on their own death processes.

I lifted these three metathemes to the overarching statement of Living in 

Concert with the Universes. This statement encompasses the manner in which the 

participants relate to themselves and others with awareness and conscious
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intention. As I indicated in Chapter V, each metatheme is integral with the other 

metathemes and should be viewed as such. The following section describes the 

findings in relation to the current literature.

Self Awareness

Involvement with the self is primary to how people have coped with health 

and illness processes (Belcher et al., 1989; Carson & Green, 1992; Fry back & 

Reinert, 1999; Hall, 1998; Kendall 1994). Self awareness is integral to having the 

ability to manage one’s patterns of living (Grodin, 1993). When diagnosed as being 

HIV positive, and at intervals thereafter, Mark, Luz, Maritza, Ray, and Tania 

introspected and reflected about their lifestyle and health processes. They focused 

on what they felt had been their priorities and what they felt they had neglected. 

After gathering this information they reflected on what was available to them. The 

participants received information in a variety of ways and from different sources. 

This enabled them to take appropriate action and make conscious decisions to 

enhance their living situations. The participants actively assessed and changed their 

lives in areas that they felt were no longer beneficial to them.

While some of the action they took demanded internal change, external 

change involved finding the tools that would enable them to achieve their goals. 

Regarding their health processes, one of the tools they had access to included 

medical care. Although this was available, finding the right fit, for each individual, 

was a task. For some of the participants, maintenance was all that was needed,
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while others found they needed to continue the change process until they found a 

satisfactory fit.

A Purpose in Life

Having meaning and fulfilling one’s purpose m life have been found to be 

intrinsic to spiritual health (Carson & Green, 1992; Frankl, 1963; Fryback & 

Reinert, 1999; Grodin, 1993; Hall, 1998; Kendall, 1994). The participants reflected 

on all aspects of their lives including the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual 

as they found themselves living with what has been considered a terminal illness 

and being involved in a socially controversial religion. They found that the 

evolution of their lives had brought them face to face with finding purpose and 

meaning. The stories they told depict the changes that each participant had gone 

through in the search for meaning and purpose in their lives. These are ever 

continuing processes.

The participants in this study spoke of the service they provide to their 

communities. Mark works in the botdnica in the community and provides service 

to those who come in and ask for spiritual help, for herbal remedies, and various 

cleansings. He was afforded a circle of others to interact with. Just as he had 

looked for a community that would embrace him, he was able to do the same for 

others.

Maritza has worked as a peer educator. After being financially independent 

for most ofher adult life, she was unable to work due to her health status. Instead,
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she provides necessary health education literature she obtains to the educators at 

her housing complex. Maritza has become the president o f the Tenant Council. 

Although she isn’t satisfied with some of the mechanisms in place at the housing, 

she is actively participating with others to ensure that she and the other tenants 

receive adequate and appropriate housing services. As part of her parenting she 

attends meetings and support groups with her children ensuring that they receive 

the support and education needed as children of someone living with HIV/AIDS. 

Maritza holds spiritual masses in her home and shares various healing energies and 

psychic gifts with friends. She makes crafts that she sells. As a single parent, the 

money helps her to raise her three children.

Tania also planned to get involved in a peer educator role as soon as she 

felt physically stable. She has worked in this role in the past. Tania shares 

information about her illness with others when she feels they need some education 

related to HIV/AIDS. She has described this as very spiritually fulfilling. Tania 

spends most ofher time parenting her two daughters. She responds to calls to 

assist with preparation of religious events. She enjoys sharing her spiritual 

knowledge with newcomers to Santeria.

Luz makes beautiful garments that she sells to others. She creates 

crocheted and knitted blankets and clothing for babies. Her expertise includes the 

creation of articles for the religion such as pouches that hold sacred objects. While 

creating these items she is diverted from thinking about her illness. The money 

helps her to manage with the cost of living.
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Ray’s past description of himself as a fast talking salesman is very different 

than the person who appears now. His involvement in learning healing techniques, 

such as reiki, application of moxsacombustibles, and acupressure extends to 

helping others. He readily shares these healing methods with others. He described 

his use of Reiki on a person who was suffering with Kaposi’s sarcoma, an AIDS 

related opportunistic illness, and the sense of fulfillment received from using these 

innate healing talents.

Relationships with a Higher Power

Having a relationship with a higher power is essential to living with an 

illness according to Belcher et al. (1989), Emblen (1992), Fryback and Remert 

(1999), and Martin et al. (1995). Each of the participants described the closeness 

they felt to God, stressing He was first, but also described the relationships they 

had with the orishas and then deceased ancestors. Each of the participants had 

described a quest to find a higher power that they felt most comfortable with 

before becoming initiated in Santeria. They experienced a range of religions before 

feeling as though they’d found the God of their choice, a God they could develop a 

relationship with that incorporated guidance and hope. This is consistent with the 

literature on health and spirituality (Belcher et aL, 1989; Grodin, 1993; Kendall, 

1994).

Prayer is one way to communicate with one’s higher power (Belcher et al.,
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1989; Carson & Green, 1992). Forms of communication with the spirit world 

utilized by the participants were prayer, chanting, channeling, dancing, singing, and 

entreating orishas with the use of offerings. Other methods they utilized were 

having ceremonies and birthday parties for then orishas. They also honored their 

orishas and deceased ancestors with altars. The participants tokl me that they 

guided then ancestors in knowing what to expect from them. They said that if they 

put fresh flowers weekly on then altars, the ancestors would come to expect this 

gift. If they were low on funds they would share this with then orishas and 

ancestors while in prayer. They would let then orishas know that if the orisha 

wanted a particular ceremony he or she would have to help reveal the means m 

order to accomplish it.

Previous research exploring health belief systems and practices in 

Santeria and spiritism demonstrated that participants believed that illnesses may 

have resulted from an act of revenge, sorcery, or as punishment from God for acts 

they may have committed (Berthold, 1989; Pasquali, 1994; Weiss, 1992). Martin 

et al. (1995) found while examining the health and illness beliefs and practices of 

Haitians that some of the participants believed that HIV transmission was an act of 

punishment by God or a result of black magic. Suarez et al. (1996) also found 48% 

of Hispanic HIV/AIDS respondents m a study examining health beliefs thought 

that spirits had causal roles in then infections.

Although the participants alluded to spells in progress in then relationships 

with others, they did not blame God or anyone else for their illnesses. Contrary to
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previous research, all of the participants in this study articulated awareness of the 

sexual practices and drug use that preceded becoming HIV positive. The 

participants took responsibility for their choices and felt that the manifesting health 

and illness patterns were congruent with their previous behaviors. They were not 

blaming and said they were not regretful of past lifestyles. Mark, Ray, Tania, and 

Luz all remained in various types of relationships with their HIV positive partners 

until they died. Luz is still in an intimate relationship with her partner of eighteen 

years. None of the participants stated that they believed they were being punished 

or that they were sick as a result of black magic. Tania, Mark, and Ray discussed 

their beliefs of having been provided with opportunities to change their lifestyles.

Interrelatedness with Others

Interconnectedness with others, forming bonds, and being in touch with the 

community were important to the participants. This is consistent with previous 

literature where the researchers found that supportive and cohesive relationships 

with others are influential in the lives of people who are living with illness (Belcher 

et al., 1989; Burkhardt, 1989; Carson & Green 1992; Hall, 1998; Harrington 1995; 

Reed, 1992; Smith, 1994). The importance of being connected with others was 

present throughout the data. The others represented in their relationships were 

children, family, friends, and pets. Larger systems that were important in this area 

included medical strategies, health providers, hospitals, and communities. While 

the literature has addressed connectedness with God, these participants described
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relationships with the dead, guardian angels, and orishas. The utilization of non* 

traditional remedies that include herbs, flowers, and other substances depicts their 

interconnectedness with the Earth.

Kendall (1994) found building relationships with others and experiencing 

emotional intimacy are beneficial to persons living with HIV/AIDS as they manage 

their lives. While the participants in this study supported and accepted the support 

of their children, families, and friends, they also buih new family structures that 

would be nurturing for them. These structures often included the Padrinos who 

took on the roles of family members and mentors.

Martin, Rissmiller, and Beal (1995) said several of their participants living 

with HIV/AIDS hid the disease from friends and families because of negative 

reactions. Some of these reactions included rejection, humiliation, and isolation. 

Luz did not disclose to her mother or community for fear of the same. Maritza did 

not disclose to her young daughter because she felt she was too small to 

understand the potential ramifications of this information. Tania did not disclose 

her HTV status to her twelve year old because she felt she would not be able to 

handle the emotional impact of such information. Some of the family members 

reflected fear to the participants. The participants chose to attempt remedying 

these relationships and stayed m them. Negotiating and educating their friends and 

family members helped them to cope with these challenging situations. Spiritually, 

they received messages from mediums that provided support during these 

episodes.
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Several of the participants spoke of making sacrifices in order to attain a 

desired level of health. These sacrifices involved having to consciously leave 

relationships that they said were draining to then energy levels. They had to 

terminate relationships with some of then friends and family members, as indicated 

to them during their it as. They spoke of the emotional difficulties and grief that 

came with the loss of these relationships.

In addition to the loss of relationships, as discussed above, they also 

frequently dealt with the illnesses and deaths of close family and friends. 

Simultaneously, they managed their own health processes that were very similar to 

these people. These relationships seemed to be pivotal in the way they chose to 

manage their illnesses. Ray’s experience with a lover who was a practitioner of 

Santeria prior to his death and Maritza’s loss ofher cousin, a child of Oya, who 

appeared to her after her death during Maritza’s tambor, were testimonies o f the 

connection between spirituality and dealing with this illness. Each participant 

described holding on to the positive aspects of what they received from those who 

they no longer experienced in the visible world. Luz, Maritza, Tania, Ray, and 

Mark were still connected to those who had died. As Luz indicated, she no longer 

fought with her brother as she did when he was still alive. The interactions with 

their loved ones changed in form, but they were still in contact with those who 

died in a very special way.
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Accessing Health Care

Although many people are living longer with HIV/AIDS, managing 

complicated medication regimens that have a multitude of side effects is 

challenging (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2000). Martin et al. 

(1995) stated that the Haitian participants they studied negotiated with their health 

providers for appropriate treatments. The participants in this study spoke at length 

about negotiating with health care professionals about treatments they felt were 

physically tolerable and therefore acceptable for them. Each of the participants 

would tell their health care providers when they felt that treatment regimen was 

not appropriate for them. The participants felt that communication was essential to 

building relationships with health care providers. This communication included 

speaking and listening to the provider and also feeling as though the health care 

providers were listening to them.

These participants stated that while health professionals helped them cope 

with their various health processes, the participants didn’t feel they could rely on 

the health professionals all together. All too often there were no diagnoses for 

severe health manifestations and no cures afforded by the western medical 

professionals. Non-traditional healers offered other available health treatments. 

They utilized the alternative treatments to help them achieve their optimum health 

states.

While the participants generally felt as though the practitioners could teach 

them about medications and treatments, there were times that they felt fundamental
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education was lacking. This was evident in the description about nurses seeming to 

be in fear about touching the participants. Two of the participants believed that the 

health professionals they were associating with were fearful about becoming 

infected with the virus and misused universal precautions.

Cole and Slocumb (1993), Martin et al. (1995), and Pasquali (1994) found 

that people who don’t believe that then western medical practitioners understand 

them might be deterred from seeking medical care. All of the participants in this 

study sought out medical care. Luz, Mark, Tania, and Ray all had long-term 

relationships with their health practitioners. Maritza had recently changed her 

provider secondary to a lack of communication amongst the care providers. Their 

medical care was too important for them to stop accessing because of possible 

misperceptions about their spiritual or cultural belief systems. The participants 

dealt with the health and religious system in a dual manner.

In an early study of practitioners of Santeria and espiritismo and the use of 

mental health services, Harwood (1977) advocated for closer relationships 

between western medical health care providers and espiritistas and Santeros. He 

felt that communication would probably lessen non-compliance in practitioners of 

Santeria and espiritismo. Weiss (1992) found some mental health care workers, 

amongst others, opposed certain behavior manifested by the clients as being non- 

compliant. They labeled the clients as resistant to treatment and opposed certain 

folk treatments the clients used. The participants in this research did not mention 

any negative interaction from the health providers about alternative practices when
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they were aware the participants were utilizing other health measures. These 

participants were not told to avoid western medicine or to focus only on 

alternative methods of healing by their godparents in the religion, Babalawos, or 

orishas. When they decided to avoid certain substances it was because of fear of 

and actual physical reactions to the toxic effects of medication. Luz, Maritza, 

Tania, Mark, and Ray did whatever they could to live in a quality manner. Their 

decision making regarding health care was not relegated to whether their health 

providers communicated with their mentors in the religion.

Energetic Phenomena

Paranormal phenomena were experienced and described by each of the 

participants. Each has described intuitive perceptions; deja vu, clairaudience, 

clairvoyance, channeling, and dreaming that appear as beyond sleep or waking 

states. I chose to entitle this section utilizing the term energetic phenomena 

because, although these manifestations are generally referred to as paranormal, 

they seem to be normal states for the participants. Phillips (1996) asserts, “the 

actualization of persons’ paranormal potentials enables them to experience, 

understand, and even participate to a greater degree in creating their reality in a 

variety of ways” (p. 89). Rogers (1992) spoke of the potential development of 

creative health services as the infinite characteristics of unitary human beings 

continue to evolve.
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The lives of the participants have been unfolding spiritual processes. The 

participants consciously chose to embrace this process, despite the unknowns. 

What may seem taboo or superstitious to non-believers outside of the religion is 

very real to, and authenticates the existence of, the participants. They allowed 

themselves to become channelers of divine healing energy in various forms while 

coping with their own illnesses. They used all of their senses for information they 

needed for themselves and to convey to others. By utilizing these various patterns 

o f communication, such as intuiting, they were able to give and receive guidance.

Centering, meditation, imagery, visualization, and channeling of universal 

energies have become increasingly common strategies utilized to decrease feelings 

of stress and are described as helpful tools in health patterning (Belcher et al., 

1989; Carson & Green, 1992; Krieger, 1979; Kunz, 1995). In this research, we see 

the participants using these measures and intuition, clairvoyance, and clairaudience 

to not only help themselves but others. They also openly described the presence of 

and relationships with their spirit guides and orishas that influence their self 

awareness and relationships to themselves. The participants’ description of the 

importance of their relationships with these entities is consistent with previous 

research (Harwood, 1977; Martin et al., 1995; Pasquali, 1994; Rivera, 1992b; 

Suarez et al., 1996).

Tania spoke of her skills of intuiting and clairvoyance. She wistfully 

mentioned she has not yet had the opportunity to channel her beloved orisha, 

Obatala, and hoped that one day her spiritual gifts would be developed enough to
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do so. Listening to all forms of information helped Tania to receive support and 

warnings in many areas. She spoke of how her interpretations and actions were her 

responsibility and, therefore, she had to manage any consequences related to her 

choices.

Maritza described her gifts of clairaudience, clairvoyance, intuition, 

dreaming, and the ability to channel healing energy. She spoke lovingly of her spirit 

guides. She interacted with different guides and had, recently, begun hearing one 

spirit guide who spoke to her in French. She expressed amazement at the constant 

development of her abilities. Maritza simply tended to her altar and worked closely 

with her visible and invisible spirit guides.

Luz also had the ability to channel information from her spirit guides. 

During the first interview with Luz, I sat in her rocking chair and she unexpectedly 

told me that there were problems with my mother’s health. Clairvoyantly, she 

‘saw’ and described my deceased grandmother and told me my grandmother was 

always at my side. After this exchange, she concentrated on the interviews. 

Community members and the non-professional hospital workers ask Luz for 

psycho-spiritual readings.

Ray also relied heavily on his intuitive skills. He had been working with 

acupuncture and Reiki. Ray shared these healing techniques with others, in 

addition to using them for himself. Mark was pretty quiet about his own spiritual 

gifts but described the significance of events such as the drumming gathering called 

abembe.
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Gonzalez-Wippler (1994a) described the act of being mounted by one’s 

orisha, channeling, as did the participants. While I did not have the opportunity to 

see the participants become mounted by their orishas, I observed this phenomenon 

while attending a party for a woman, a well-published scholar, who was 

celebrating her seventh birthday as a child ofYemayi. At this party, there were 

offerings covering the floor for YemayA. There was dancing and drumming. As 

consistent with Tania’s statements about this type of experience, the woman who 

began channeling Yemayft did not speak. She danced very gracefully and hugged 

each person in the room. As Gonzalez-Wippler (1994a) described, it reminds one 

that there is a higher presence when one witnesses this type of event.

Fitting Theoretical Frameworks

Archetypes

Archetypes, the essence of the collective unconscious, have been described 

as existing since the remotest of times (Jung, 1959). Archetypes are symbolic 

universal images that connect all cultures, religions, and languages and are found in 

fairytales, legends, and mythology amongst other types of media. There is 

controversy regarding the use of archetypes in describing the roles of the orishas 

(Canizares, 1993; Gonzalez-Wippler, 1994a; Karade, 1994). I found that there was 

synchronicity in the pattern manifestations of the participants and the orishas that 

they described as their guardian angels and the ones they described “being children
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of.” The table in Chapter II (p. 8) helps the reader become more familiar with the 

attributes of each orisha.

When Marie described his guardian angel, EUegud, he spoke ofhim as the 

orisha that guarded the crossroads. Ellegua is the initiator of all projects. It seemed 

fitting to Marie that he was the first participant in the study. I repeatedly heard 

from different people about how they paid homage to Ellegua at the beginning and 

ending of all projects. Marie’s mischievous grin was reminiscent of the trickster 

description of Ellegua. The toys, Christmas tree, and the candy at the altar, in 

Mark’s home, spoke of his childlike and fun loving presence.

Luz was a child of Chango. In her description, I spoke of her resemblance 

to a ball of fire. Luz was very assertive. She had described how many people 

thought of her as having masculine attributes. This was congruent with the 

representation of Chango as “the man of all man.”

Maritza, Ray, and Tania were all children of Obatald. As the lather of those 

with illness and addictions, Obatali was present to help protect them in their health 

matters. Ray had previously thought of himself as a child ofEllegua and his past 

behaviors as provocative and trickster-like. Tania described her lifelong close 

relationship to Yemaya and her Oshun-like qualities. Maritza also identified closely 

with Chango. This was demonstrated in her fierce-like mannerisms and her 

interactions with others.

Karade (1994) said that the orishas are all emanations of the highest God, 

Olodumare. If we think of ourselves as God-like creatures we honor and respect
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all of those parts of ourselves. They honored all the orishas as though they were 

honoring all parts of themselves. For a mother, it may be easy to accept being a 

child ofYemaya, therefore, acting as the quintessential mother. On the other hand, 

the yearnings of a sexually flirtatious being may not be so easy for a woman who is 

raising several children to accept. The ability to accept this shadow side of oneself 

leads to fully integrating all of one’s characteristics without judgment as was 

demonstrated by the participants.

Rogers’ Science of Unitary Human Beings

This research is consistent with Rogers’ Science of Unitary Human Beings. 

Mark, Luz, Maritza, Tania, and Ray may be viewed as irreducible energy fields 

that are integral with their environmental energy fields. In Rogers’ science, an 

energy field is identified by pattern and manifesting characteristics that are specific 

to the whole and which cannot by predicted from the parts (Fawcett, 1995; 

Rogers, 1992). Cowling (1990) explains that the human field pattern is appraised 

“through manifestations of the pattern in the form of experience, perception, and 

expression” (p. 52). The unitary nature of the environment is equally irreducible. 

The concept o f a field provides a means of perceiving people and then: respective 

environments as an irreducible whole (Rogers, 1990).

The participants’ relationships with their friends, families, significant 

others, health providers, guardian angels, orishas, and God, as well as all other 

phenomena, comprise the environmental energy fields that are integral to them as
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unitary persons. There is no separation of the human and environmental fields; they 

are integral The participants in this study were in mutual process with their 

environmental fields.

The participants’ actions demonstrate that they experience life in 

pandimensional manners. Pandimensionality is defined as “a non-linear domain 

without spatial or temporal attributes” (Rogers, 1992, p. 31). The participants in 

this study were at tones not bound by tone or by space. This is especially apparent 

in their relating with deceased beings. In Rogers’ science energy is never ending, 

although the form energy is perceived in may change. In the pandimensional world 

there is neither linear time nor any separation of human and environmental fields, 

so that the present is relative to the person. There is no need to go anywhere to 

communicate in paranormal ways as the fields are integral and as unitary human 

beings we are m Rogers’ relative present, the infinite now (Phillips, 1994). 

Although the participants in this study describe events in linear terms using the 

descriptors, past, present, and future, their actions demonstrate how they live in a 

pandimensional manner. According to Madrid and Winstead-Fry (1986, p. 77) time 

is not broken into past, present, and future. It is relative, subjective, and is 

experienced differently by different people. This allows for the foretelling of certain 

events such as seen in precognition.

Each of the participants described experiences of intuiting, channeling, 

clairvoyance, clairaudience, and dream traveling. In Rogers’ Science the theory of 

paranormal phenomena provides a framework for experiences such as
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precognition, dej4 vu, clairvoyance, and telepathy. In this theory, these 

occurrences are normal rather than paranormal Ray described receiving 

psychiatric services while uncertain if he was experiencing paranormal phenomena. 

According to Phillips (19%) psychiatry is usually perceived from a three- 

dimensional reality, therefore it is incongruent with a pandimensional worldview.

Rogers’ Science ofUnitary Human Beings also provides a framework for 

alternative methods of healing as such as meditation, imagery, and Therapeutic 

Touch. Therapeutic Touch is one of the noninvasive modalities that involves 

pattern manifestation knowing and voluntary human and environmental energy 

field patterning for the actualization of certain potentials (Barrett, 1998). The 

energetic patterning utilized by Maritza and Ray is congruent with the principles of 

Therapeutic Touch where they utilized these processes in relation to their health.

Acausality is central to Rogers’ science (Rogers, 1992). There is no 

causality; there is relationship and association, a mutual process of change. The 

participants in this study did not have blaming viewpoints regarding their health 

and illness manifestations. They associated their health and illnesses to their 

patterns of living. There was no judgment as to their own or other’s behaviors 

regarding their health and illness processes. Rogers defined health as an expression 

of the life process (Rogers, 1970). Madrid and Winstead-Fry (1986) described 

health as “participation in the life process by choosing and executing behaviors that 

lead to the maximum fulfillment of a person’s potential” (p. 91).
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The eudaemonistic health model resonates with Rogers’ Science of Unitary 

Human Beings (Madrid & Winstead-Fry, 1986; Phillips, 1990). This model views 

health as defined by individuals whereby each person realizes health through the 

fulfillment of one’s own goals and the process of self-actualization. These 

participants were active in determining their own health and illness patterns and 

continue in the process of self-actualization with the assistance of relationships, 

health care, spirituality, and their chokes of religion.

Rogers (1992) sees people as ever changing and dynamic. Change is 

creative and innovative, always in the direction of increasing diversity (Rogers, 

1992). Moch (1989,1998) and Justice (1998) describe the concept of health- 

within-illness. This concept views illness as an opportunity for transformation, aids 

in the determination of the meaningfulness of one’s life through connections with 

others, and the self (Moch, 1998). As seen in this study, the participants have 

learned to live with their illnesses and they have embraced the wholeness of life. 

The changes they have experienced through the experience of illness varies but can 

be viewed as increasing m diversity in their lives. The challenge to nursing is the 

provision of care that seeks to embrace the diversity and unique attributes that all 

people such as Mark, Luz, Maritza, Tania, and Ray bring to the health care 

environment.
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The Holographic Image 

If we view the universe as a hologram, as Bohm(1980, p. 172) proposes, 

we interpret the universe as unbroken and that existence is whole and total and 

flows in movement without borders. As in a hologram, each part contains the 

whole. Bohm’s description of the implicate order defines this wholeness. Bohm 

states:

...that m the implicate order the totality of existence is enfolded within 
each region of space (and time). So whatever part, element or aspect we 
may abstract in thought, this still enfolds the whole and is therefore 
intrinsically related to the totality from which it has been abstracted. Thus, 
wholeness permeates all that is being discussed from the very outset, (p. 
172)

This holographic model proposed by Bohm is consistent with Rogers’

Science of Unitary Human Beings, as discussed in the previous section, and 

provides an explanation for the phenomena that are described by the participants in 

this study. The participants’ experiences of interconnecting relationships with 

others and with the dead, orishas, and God are relative to their wholeness ofbeing. 

As Talbot (1991) describes, “despite appearances, we are beings without borders”

(p. 60).

The implicate order is of oneness and unity. The concept of ho k) movement, 

as implicate order, may describe the universe in which all substances are an 

undivided totality (Bohm, 1980). Although m modern physics we initially come to 

understand this phenomenon when we explore the properties of subatomic energy, 

we can view humans in this manner.
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The mechanistic way of viewing substance has given way to perceiving all 

forms in terms of pattern, process, and interrelatedness (Dossey, 1982). “The form 

and structure of the entire world is enfolded within each part” (p. 105), states 

Dossey. The explicate order is arrived at when we attempt to divide the world into 

parts and make visible what is hidden to our senses (Dossey, 1982). It is a 

multifaceted process of doing. The participants’ experiences of clairvoyance, 

clairaudience, d£ja vu, and precognition may be viewed as explications of the 

implicate order.

The lucid dreaming that Maritza described may be viewed as actual 

encounters into parallel universes. Talbot (1991) cites Wolf, and states, “parallel 

universes are just smaller holograms within the larger and more inclusive cosmic 

hologram” (p. 66). The experiences described by Ray of experiencing clairvoyance 

that are generally described as hallucinations may also be described as seeing into 

the implicate order of reality. These experiences are commonly referred to as 

mystical experiences but may be viewed as psychotic behavior and non-functional 

in persons who are described as psychiatric patients.

The strategies I have explicated and presented are synchronous with the 

ho lo movement of the lives of the participants. The phenomena that have unfolded 

from this research should not be relegated to the experiences of the participants 

solely, but may be viewed as giving us a vantage point into looking at the larger 

movement of the universe in which we live.

When questioned about my choice of metathemes by the other members of
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my qualitative support group, I initially remembered that while riding the train one

morning, tune had seemed to cease flowing in a linear manner. I ‘heard’ the themes

unexpectedly. I wrote them down on paper, rapidly, before I might forget them.

After relating this story, the next day, I synchronously read the following passage

by Bohm (1980), in which he states:

...in music, and in visual and other sensory experiences, the implicate order 
is primary in that the sense of flowing movement is experienced before we 
analyze it into the elements which express the movement or display it.
(p. 33)

I can only describe this moment on the train as one of implicate awareness, what 

Rogers (1992) would call pandimensional awareness.

Dossey’s (1982) space-time model of birth, life, health, and death derived 

from perceiving the world in the new worldview is consistent with the patterning 

manifested by the participants in this study. The participants are interconnected 

with all others. There is really no judgment about events and these events are 

experienced relative to time and space. Death, to the participants, is not viewed as 

a final event. The participants have transformed their lives, as associated with their 

illnesses, and give evidence of not fearing death. Their interactions with the dead 

demonstrate that the mechanistic viewpoint of the physical as material may be 

illusory.

Reflections on Sensitivity

Mark, Luz, Maritza, Ray, and Tania described incidents of stigma that 

pertained to their lifetime experiences throughout the interviews. Some of the
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incidents of bias occurred before they were diagnosed as being HIV positive. Two 

significant areas that the participants felt they were prejudiced against were their 

cultural heritage and sexuality. It is difficult to comprehend a person being a fecal 

point for prejudice, based on an identity one is bom with, at this historical juncture 

m time. Participants described incidents of homophobia, racism, public discomfort, 

and ignorance about their practices in Santeria and HIV/AIDS. These participants 

stated these responses came from family, friends, and health care workers, in 

addition to the public.

The participants in this study described feeling judged by health care 

workers, and they believed that fundamental education regarding HIV/AIDS was 

still very much needed. The participants discussed issues such as nurses’ 

fundamental lack of education about infectious disease, including a lack of 

knowledge about universal precautions and fears about becoming infected by 

touching clients.

Belcher, Dettmore, and Holzemer (1989) stated that health care providers 

were depicted as helpful when they offered respect, a non-judgmental attitude, and 

time and space for their respondents to deal with feelings. In addition to judging 

and needing education, I realized that there seemed to be a lack of interactions 

between nurses and the participants. The participants m this study only spoke 

about nurses when I directly questioned them about any interactions. The 

participants, while hospitalized, were able to complete spiritual cleansings and 

rituals without concern that a nurse would walk into the room. This information
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was not presented in the context that the nurses were knowingly providing an 

atmosphere for the participants to tend to their spiritual needs. There seemed to be 

a lack of presence by the nurses in these situations. Most of the health 

professionals seemed to ask about spiritual matters only when the participants 

were wearing religious articles or religious type dress.

There are many studies about nurses’ attitudes and care of people living 

with HIV/AIDS since the beginning of the epidemic. In 1995, Bennett investigated 

past research on nurses’ attitudes and found that the query should be: what do 

nurses actually need to learn in caring for people with HIV/AIDS in a 

compassionate and effective manner. Researchers have investigated correlates of 

avoidance, homophobia, empathy, social, cognitive, and affective discomfort 

among other variables in various health professionals who care for people with 

HIV/AIDS (Brimlow, Ross, & Rankin, 2000; Martin & Bedimo, 2000; Radecki, 

Shapiro, Thrupp, Gandhi, Sangha, & Miller, 1999; Siminoflf, Erien, & Sereika, 

1998).

Harwood (1977), Rivera (1992b), Suarez et al. (1996), and Weiss (1992) 

called for an increase of communication between mental and physical health care 

workers and Santeros and espiritistas regarding the health care of persons who 

receive both services. Sherman (1996,2000) addressed nurses’ spirituality and 

their willingness to care for persons living with HIV/AIDS. Special programs in 

various hospitals do address the spiritual needs of their clients and this practice 

must be expanded and incorporated into the larger health care context. Carson
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(1993) stated knowledge of clients’ diverse systems might help heal the client in a 

holistic manner. Health care workers may still be dealing with other issues of 

discomfort. The data derived from this research showed that health professionals 

may not be prepared to address spiritual needs, as issues of lack of sensitivity and 

fear of HIV/AIDS may still be overriding factors.

Santeria has survived, according to its practitioners, because of its hidden 

practices. The participants acted very discreetly regarding the sharing of any 

information related to the religion. At the beginning of most of the interviews, each 

participant was careful to mention he/she would not be discussing certain 

information with me. While preparing to do this research, I attempted to put my 

knowledge of the centuries of stigma on the sidelines in order for the process to 

evolve openly and fairly. It was an eye-opening experience for me to sit for hours 

with five practitioners of Santeria and rarefy hear the word, Santeria. The 

participants referred to Santeria simply as “the religion.” Just hearing Tania’s voice 

drop when she uttered the word, Santeria, spoke volumes about the hidden ways 

that continue to undergird this religion. I have found that many prejudices remain 

and as humans we have much ahead of us to remedy. The transcendent qualities of 

the participants help them to overcome the bleakness of the situation.

Educational/Clinical Implications

In a process similar to that experienced by the participants in this study, 

there are several measures that I believe would benefit health care professionals
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and their provision of health care. These measures include self-reflection, 

discovering the meaning of health care provision for themselves, sensitivity 

education, and the accessing of services that would enhance the provision of health 

care in a larger context.

Health professionals can be helped to determine their true feelings just as 

the participants did. Introspection is a meaningful tool when utilized in a safe 

manner. Part of the recruitment and university admission process should be to help 

potential nursing candidates to discern whether nursing is appropriate for them. As 

seen in this study, avoidance, fear of becoming sick themselves, and judgmental 

attitudes do influence the health care worker and client relationship. There are 

many variables that coincide with health care provision. Finding the best area or fit 

for nurses and potential nurses is requisite to the comfort of both the client and the 

worker. Awareness that working m a particular area is difficult for a nurse doesn’t 

mean that the nurse is a failure. When attempting to recruit nurses the question is 

often focused on what can be done to attract potential candidates. This health 

profession must also focus on what the potential nurses or health professional 

brings to nursing. Choosing nursing as a profession in order to make an acceptable 

salary may not include caring whether Ray is having communication with his spirit 

guides or if Maritza would like help getting to a phone to call her Madrina for a 

cleansing.

Diversity courses held in clinics, hospitals, and universities may aid health 

professionals to further determine their levels o f sensitivity in provision of services.
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When requesting students to explore cultures other than their own, facilitators may 

consider exploring the ‘isms’ and how that translates into nursing practice. 

Accepting a period of discomfort, as the facilitators of these types of courses, will 

enable helping someone else through his or her own discomfort. Education and 

cultural sensitivity courses should be mandatory and not offered as supplementary 

courses to the fundamentals of health care courses.

There are financial constraints, especially in the nursing domain, of health 

institutions. Nurses may ignore the intricacies of the needs of the people if they are 

dealing with issues such as mandatory overtime or are responsible for large 

numbers of clients at a time. If a client begins channeling, will the nurse rush out to 

obtain a psychiatric consult or will she or he sit tight long enough to assess the 

situation? The larger domain of health care services helps to determine what the 

potentials for nursing and other types ofheahh provision will be. What is being 

asked of nurses? Nurses must be willing to take the time needed for their clients 

and to ask for reasonable work environments to address the numerous needs of 

their clients.

Major pharmaceutical companies pay for education spots on television 

commercials and on subway walls. Currently, the advertisements for antiviral 

medication show rock-climbing individuals with HIV/AIDS. There is also the 

advertisement of the two-timing drug dealer who is secretly infected with HIV and 

not using condoms with his naive new girlfriend. Neither of those advertisements 

addresses the needs of the larger numbers ofpeople who are HTV positive and
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their families. A prominent company advertises medication for diabetes with a 

picture of a smiling mother, with her adult daughter, who is dealing with this 

illness in a family way. Why not a smiling mother with a twelve-year-old daughter 

who is living with HIV/AIDS in the family way? As seen in this study, the children 

need appropriate education. Family members need to know that using eating 

utensils will not result in the transfer of the virus. The participants in this study 

stated they were ambivalent and fearful about bringing HIV/AIDS literature to 

their homes. The friend or family member will probably watch television and look 

up at advertisements on subway systems and other public areas.

Nurses have the ability to write letters and to communicate the needs of the 

population. In addition to contacting pharmaceutical companies, nurses can lobby. 

We must make the politicians listen. We must mobilize our forces to request 

appropriate education for people with and affected by HIV/AEDS. AIDS related 

nursing/health professional groups are strengthened with active members.

Lastly, health professionals should continue to request integrative 

treatment strategies for the clients they serve. Practice of integrative medicine is 

rare, although the physical structure has been set up in many hospital and clinic 

settings. Integrating treatments can be cost effective. While clients are attending 

their monthly medical workup they can access treatments such as reiki, 

acupuncture, and other healing modalities. Safe and effective treatment is elicited 

when there is communication among the various practitioners.
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The sample of participants was small and self selected. While the findings 

o f this study are not generalizable, they may be transferable to other populations. 

Persons who practice Santeria and espiritismo state they experience paranormal 

events. Phillips (1996) discusses the importance of researching paranormal 

phenomena in terms of tapping into the infinite wholeness of humans, furthering 

our knowledge of healing potentials, and developing our awareness of how 

humans can participate in the healing process by utilizing methods that are 

congruent with the unpredictability and unitary nature of human beings. Research 

methods that view humans in a reductionists and mechanistic manner are 

dependent on the need to replicate findings utilizing a causal perspective. These 

methods are incongruent with the perspectives of an acausal reality discussed by 

Jung (1951, cited in Main, 1997), Rogers (1992), and Phillips (1996,1997). There 

are a number of scholarly nursing studies that identify various types of applicable 

and appropriate research methods that view and treat people as unitary human 

beings (Barrett, 1990; Madrid, 1997; Malinski, 1986). By posing similar questions 

to other groups ofpeople about the area of paranormal phenomena and how it is 

experienced may be further illuminating for health professionals. The healing 

mutual process of health professionals and client is limitless.

The participants in this study spoke of contending with economic 

difficulties. They depend on the Division of AIDS Services and Income Services 

(DASIS) to obtain the financial help and services they need. These services include
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housing and other financial benefits. While they expressed gratitude for the 

financial help received, they also spoke of the constraints of the very limited 

budgets. Financial security is an issue universal to many people who are dealing 

with HIV/AIDS related illnesses. The participants in this study have described 

Santeria as expensive because of the costs involved in many of the rituals and 

ceremonies. Granda (1995) described the various costs of initiation as the building 

of socioeconomic relationships with others in the religion. A few of the 

participants acknowledged that several of the initiation rituals and objects were 

received gratuitously because of their health concerns. It would be interesting to 

explore this area further.

While recruiting participants for this study, several traditional and non* 

traditional health practitioners offered themselves as participants. These volunteers 

did not disclose that they were HIV positive or that they were practitioners of 

Santeria. They stated they felt they knew the issues being addressed by the 

participants. Information obtained by researching this population may be helpful in 

further developing the mirror image theory offered by Ray, who’d stated he 

reflected a mirror image of me. As health professionals who are in mutual process 

with the participants, it would be interesting to note the similarities and contrasting 

information derived from such a study.

In addition, all of the Santeros had their own stories to tell The 

gatekeepers attempted to recruit many more than the five participants that agreed 

to be part o f the study. The gatekeepers told me about medical physicians, who
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were diagnosed as HIV positive and who were practitioners of Santeria, who felt it 

was unsafe to discuss their experiences despite the promise of anonymity. They 

spoke of working with this subset of potential participants and believed there was 

much information that could be shared. The gatekeepers definitely have another 

side to share that would enlighten health professionals.

As I discussed in detail in the section on Reflections on Sensitivity there is 

a plethora of studies that have addressed health professionals’ attitudes about 

caring for people living with HIV/AIDS. We are now in the third decade of the 

AIDS epidemic; clearly, this research has demonstrated the continued need to 

assess relationships between health care providers and client’s living with 

HIV/AIDS. What is lacking in the education and/or sensitivity of some of the care 

providers still needs to be addressed. This study was completed in one of the 

largest and diverse areas of the northeast and one of the first to address issues of 

HIV. Additional research should be conducted to assess why some of the early 

attitudes and reactions to this illness still exist.

The findings of research, such as this, should be presented to different 

populations. In addition to publications in scholarly journals the findings should be 

presented in literature that is available to the larger population. In my visits to the 

participant homes, I did not see AIDS journals or nursing scholarship journals on 

the coffee tables. I saw magazines and newspapers throughout the apartments. The 

larger population is accessible if we extend ourselves and attempt to reach it.
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Personal Reflections

Mark, Luz, Maritza, Ray, and Tania do all the things that human beings do 

that are essential to the human condition and fulfilling to their lives. With grace and 

inner strength, the participants connected with then families, friends, health care 

professionals, their dead ancestors, orishas, and God. They know they are being 

helped. None feels punished for any act but views health and illness as 

opportunities to live life in a different way. They are continuing to find meaning in 

their lives, are of service to others, show resilience in harsh situations, and 

continue in the process of learning to be true to themselves.

As I analyzed the data and thought about what I’d received from the 

participants, three songs kept coming to mind. I had originally heard these songs as 

a teenager in the early seventies. This music was popular with the Black and 

Hispanic populations in the inner city back then. They have now taken on a much 

bigger meaning for me after I sat and listened to the experiences of Mark, Luz, 

Maritza, Ray, and Tania. The songs that reappeared, as if on cue, were What’s 

Going On (Gaye, Cleveland, & Benson, 1971), Whatcha See is Whatcha Get 

(Hester, T., 1987), and Keep on Truckin’ Baby, (Wilson, F., Paree, A., & Caston, 

L., 1973). I realized that this music had a message that could be and should be 

heeded as much today as then. As the lyrics did, the participants called for me and 

others to listen to stories of injustice; to get beyond the masks we hide behind; to 

articulate one’s desire to be loved; and to believe m the promise of moving on.
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The larger message I heard was the necessity for humans to stop 

attempting to separate themselves from each other. Becoming aware of each other 

and ourselves must surety aid us in opening to and embracing both the similarities 

and differences in all of us. Just as the lyrics of these songs, the participants were 

soulful. Jung (1959) states, “soul is the living thing in man, that which lives of itself 

and causes life...She [Soul] makes us believe incredible things, that life may be 

lived” (p. 26). Mark, Luz, Maritza, Ray, and Tania embodied soul.

I remember when I’d turned off the tape recorder in Ray’s living room and 

he told me that he was a mirror image of me. I mulled that over many times. Some 

of the realizations I had were the following: I have the right to defend but also 

negotiate. I can rely on you and not isolate. I can open my spirit and ask to be 

allowed to seethe beauty of all situations. I can listen to the messages sent through 

those I connect with each day, whether the messengers are visible or not. I realized 

that the participants brought much to the health care system that I could tap into 

and, in turn, give back. 1 learned that it is an honor to take on a challenge. Nurses 

and clients are on the same team of healing. Sometimes only our clothing separates 

us. The participants were not afraid to speak about what was lacking and weren’t 

afraid to share what was good and abundant in their lives. We should free 

ourselves to do the same.

Maritza, Mark, Ray, Luz, and Tania brought me out of my head and to my 

heart where it all began. They helped me to feel the beats of the rhythm of my life.
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The following prayer, in the form of a poem, was one I ‘felt’ for myself during the 

research process:

The Tree

Slowly walking round, stepping softly onto the earth 
The leaves, red and gold, crunch underfoot 

My gaze follows the trunk from deep within the Earth 
Extending past the branches that are 
Outstretched toward the blue sky

My eyes linger 
I turn my head ever so slightly 

I soften my gaze and the ancient carvings 
Are revealed 

Carvings of untold stories, of images 
Becoming

Wide grins, deeply grooved cheeks, stem brows, 
Of the ancestors

The leaves rustle in the wind and I hear murmuruigs 
Admonishing, Chanting, Teaching, Guiding 

Blessing this one 
For this one has seen and this one has heard 

The beauty of the Great Mother 
The magnificence of Father Sky

Ho!
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APPENDIX A 

EXPLANATION OF THE STUDY TO PARTICIPANTS

The purpose of this research is to learn about people with HIV/AIDS who 

practice Santeria from their viewpoint. The findings of this study may be useful in 

the development of nursing practice, education, and research.

If you agree to participate m this study you will be speaking with the 

researcher, Theresa A. Varela, at least twice. She is a nurse and a doctoral student 

at New York University. These interviews will last at least 1 1/2 to 2 hours. If you 

believe that Theresa will learn more about your experience by attending any 

religious events, ceremonies, or rituals you may invite her and she will be happy to 

attend.

Your responses during the discussion will be tape-recorded. The tapes will 

be kept in a protected location and will be erased at the end of the study. You may 

listen to your own tapes and ask that they not be used. You have the right to 

review the audiotapes and request that any or all portions of your tapes be 

destroyed and the principal investigator will do this.

Your responses will be treated confidentially. Your name or any other 

identifying characteristics will not be used in any written reports, publications, or 

presentations that may result from this study.
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If you become physically ill you will be referred to the primary care 

practitioner of your choice. In the unlikely event of a medical emergency services 

will be contacted for assistance. If you become emotionally upset during an 

interview you will be asked whether you would like to terminate the interview, 

move on to another topic, or continue on the same topic. If you request, a care 

provider of your choice will be contacted. You will be debriefed and counseled by 

Theresa A. Varela in order to alleviate any emotional distress.

As a voluntary participant in this study you may withdraw at any tune 

without incurring any negative consequences.

Theresa A. Varela is the principal investigator of this study. This research 

is being conducted under the supervision of John R. Phillips, R.N., Ph.D., in partial 

fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy from the 

program m Research and Theory Development m Nursing Science at New York 

University.

You may call Theresa at  if you have any questions during 

this study. You may request a copy of the summary of this study.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Theresa A. Varela
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APPENDIX B 

CONSENT FORM

Theresa A. Varela, Principal Investigator 
New York University 

 

CONSENT FORM 

I agree to participate in the study of The Experience of Persons with 

HIV/AIDS Who Practice Santeria. I understand the following:

The purpose of this research is to team about people with HIV/AIDS who 

practice Santeria from their viewpoint and that the findings of this study may be 

useful m the development of nursing practice, education, and research.

I will be speaking with the researcher, Theresa A. Varela, at least twice. 

These interviews will be at least 1 1/2 to 2 hours. If I believe that she will leam 

more about my experience by attending any religious events, ceremonies, or 

rituals, I may invite her to any of these events and she will attend.

I am aware that I will be tape-recorded. The tapes will be kept in a 

protected location and will be erased at the end of the study. I can listen to my 

own tapes and ask that they not be used. I have the right to review the audiotapes
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and request that any or all portions of my tapes be destroyed and the primary 

investigator, Theresa A. Varela, wQl do this.

My responses will be treated confidentially. My name or any other 

identifying characteristics will not be used in any written reports, publications, or 

presentations that result from this study.

If I become physically ill I will be referred to the primary care practitioner 

of my choice. In the unlikely event of a medical emergency, services will be 

contacted for assistance. If I become emotionally upset during an interview I will 

be asked whether I would like to terminate the interviews, move on to another 

topic, or continue on the same topic. If I request, a care provider of my choke will 

be contacted. I will be debriefed and counseled by Theresa A. Varela in order to 

alleviate any emotional distress.

I am volunteering to take part in this study. I may withdraw at any time 

without incurring any negative consequences.

I am aware that Theresa A. Varela is the principal investigator of this study 

and that she is a nurse and a doctoral candidate at New York University. This 

research is being conducted under the supervision of John R. Phillips, R.N., Ph J)., 

in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy 

from the program in Research and Theory Development in Nursing Science at 

New York University.

I may call Theresa at if I have any questions during the

study.
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I am providing my address, as I would like a copy of the summary of this

study.

Address:________________________________

Participant's signature:
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APPENDIX C 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Acte -- blessing, power
Babalawo -  High priest
Bembe -  drumming ceremony
Botanica — a store where religious objects may be bought
Bdvida — ahar dedicated to the ancestors
Brujeria -  black magic
Cascarilla -  chalk-like substance
Chango -  orisha of fire, thunder and lightening
Curandera -- healer
Ebbo -  offering for the orisha
Eggun — the dead of one’s family
Ellegud — orisha who is the opener o f ways
Ellekes — necklaces; also known as collares
Espiritismo -- spiritism
Guerreros -  warriors
M  — ceremony of divination
Madrina -  godmother
Obatald -  father of the orishas, creator of mankind 
Olodumare -  God among the orishas 
Orisha —deity
Oshun — orisha of love, marriage, and money 
Oyd -  orisha of lightening and cemeteries 
Padrino -  godfather 
Padrinos -  godparents
Santero/Santera—priest/priestess in the religion of Santeria
Santeria — Afro-Cuban rebgion in which the deities of the Yoruba are syncretized
with the Catholic Saints.
Tambor -  a drumming ceremony; bembe 
Trabajo — a work in progress
Yemaya — orisha who represents the sea and motherhood
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APPENDIX D 

INITIAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Tell me about your religion. What's important? What does it mean to you?

2. How has your religion touched your illness?

3. Tell me how you manage life with your disease.

4. Tell me about experiences you've had with people like doctors, nurses, social 

workers, and pharmacists.
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